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Introduction

SDPI's Twenty-second Sustainable Development Conference
Sustainable Development in a Digital Society
2 – 5 December 2019 Islamabad, Pakistan
Summary by: Uzma T. Haroon, Director SDC Unit

I

ntroduction: The Sustainable Development Policy
Institute (SDPI) organised its Twenty-second
Sustainable Development Conference (SDC) from 2 – 5
December 2019 in Islamabad, Pakistan. The overarching
theme of this year's Conference was “Sustainable
Development in a Digital Society”. The Inaugural Plenary was
held on 2 December 2019 at the Presidency with President
H.E. Dr Arif Alvi as the Chief Guest. The keynote speech at the
occasion was delivered by Dr Sania Nishtar, Federal Minister
and Chairperson, Benazir Income Support Programme
(BISP). At the Introductory Plenary on 3 December 2019, Mr
Asad Umar, Minister for Planning and Special Initiatives, was
the Chief Guest.
Recap of SDC: SDPI's Twenty-second SDC was made
possible with support from 20 donors and partners; and,
panellists from near and far. From 2 to 5 December, SDPI's
team of researchers organised a total of 35 sessions of which
six were plenary sessions; and, 29 concurrent sessions.
The Conference was attended by 223 panellists from 17
countries. Apart from 192 from Pakistan, 31 speakers came
from Afghanistan, China, Finland, France, Germany, India,
Iran, Italy, Maldives, Nepal, the Philippines (via Skype), Sri
Lanka, Thailand (via Skype), Turkey, the UK and the US. A
total of 150 were male panellists, 69 female and 4
transgender panellists.
Over the span of four days, the Conference was attended by
an audience of over 3,500. A team of 41 internal and external
rapporteurs was deputed to cover the sessions; while
another team of ushers was also trained to help out during
the SDC.
This special Research & News Bulletin summarizes the
discussion in the sessions during the four days of the
Conference.
Donors of SDC 2019: SDPI is grateful for the support
provided by the donors and partners during the SDC. They
are listed below.
1
The World Bank
2
High Commission of Canada to Pakistan
3
Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES)
4
D e u t s c h e G e s e l l s c h a f t f ü r I n t e r n a t i o n a l e
Zusammenarbeit GmbH (GIZ)
5
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
6
Ministry of Water Resources, Government of Pakistan
7
The United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF)
8
International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung
Disease
9
United States Institute of Peace (USIP)
10 Oxford Policy Management (OPM)
11 The United Nations Economic and Social Commission

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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for Asia and the Paci ic (UNESCAP)
International Labour Organization (ILO)
Engro Energy Limited
Pakistan U.S Alumni Network
Commission on Science and T e c h n o l o g y f o r
Sustainable Development in the South (COMSAT)
Nestle Pakistan
Accountability Lab
Embassy of France
Higher Education Commission (HEC)
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
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SDC 2019 Inaugural Plenary
Welcome Address:

Mr Shafqat Kakakhel, Former Ambassador, and Chairman Board of Governors, Sustainable Development
Policy Ins tute (SDPI)

Introductory Remarks: Dr Abid Qaiyum Suleri, Execu ve Director, SDPI
Remarks by:

Mr Haroon Sharif, Former Chairman, Board of Investment (BOI)

Keynote Speaker:

Dr Sania Nishtar, Federal Minister and Chairperson, Benazir Income Support Programme (BISP)

Chief Guest:

Dr Arif Alvi, President of Pakistan

Plenary Organizers:

Dr Vaqar Ahmed, Mr Shahid Minhas, with support from the SDC Unit: Ms Uzma T. Haroon, Ms Imrana
Niazi, Ms Tayyaba Hanif, Ms Amber Tasawwur, Ms Ifra Baig, Ms Anam Masood, and Ms Fa ma Khalid*

Report by:

Ms Ifra Baig, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad, Pakistan

and products. He further said that there is an urgent need to
strengthen the capacities of the Government departments to
utilize the digital technologies. He later requested the
Government to create a conducive environment for digital
entrepreneurship in Pakistan.
While introducing the plenary and panel themes to the
President, Dr Abid Qaiyum Suleri said that the SDC will be
holding discussions on the Fourth Industrial Revolution
(4IR), arti icial intelligence and what does it mean by
inancial inclusion, taxation, business reforms, trade, future
of jobs, women entrepreneurs, social protections, renewable
energy, climate change, air pollution, education, health,
youth and peace building, regional stability, cyber security,
food security, media, governance, accountability,
transgender community, art and culture, sustainable
development goals, CPEC and use of social media for
highlighting role of human rights violations such as those in
the Indian Occupied Kashmir.
He then said that the 4IR like the earlier three
revolutions is expected to bring about fundamental change
in all aspects of society and even within human
relationships. Dr Suleri drove attention towards
preparedness and fast decision making for countries like
Pakistan and said that where societies are yet to be settled
even by the standards of the previous three industrial
revolutions, a shift of this magnitude can cause massive

M

r Shafqat Kakakhel welcomed the participants
and dignitaries of SDPI's Twenty-second
Sustainable Development Conference (SDC) and
briefed them about the overarching theme of the conference,
i.e. “Sustainable development in a Digital Society”.
Highlighting the signi icance of digital revolution, he said
Pakistan should bene it from the opportunity of digital
revolution while avoiding its negative consequences. He
emphasized upon the role of government in intergovernmental discussions and likely negotiations for
promoting international cooperation on digital instruments
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re d u c e d i n e q u a l i t y. H e p u t f o r t h t h e f o l l o w i n g
recommendations:
Ÿ Implement telemedicine in public sector health
units: Deploying technology in the provision of
healthcare, Pakistan has the potential of rapidly
increasing the quality and extent of services in farlung areas while inancially providing the incentive
of achieving breakeven in terms of savings within
months.
Ÿ Introduce distance learning (e-education) in public
sector educational institutes: This initiative can
harmonize curricula while providing world-class
learning opportunities to students in every corner of
the country.
Ÿ Impart digital skills to the workforce: We have a
unique opportunity to bridge the digitally skilled
manpower de icit currently being observed in many
countries. With a special focus on China, we can
potentially add an additional USD 500-700 million
annually to our foreign remittances.
Ÿ Improve inancial inclusion for people at the bottom
of the pyramid: A more inancially inclusive
economy can result in a GDP increase of USD 36
billion-per-year and creation of 4 million additional
jobs by 2025.
Ÿ Digitalize agriculture sector: Provision of timely
information, shared economy platforms and digital
payments will signi icantly uplift the ef iciency in the
agriculture value chain.
Ÿ Enable digital entrepreneurship: Creating special
economic zones for IT can create employment
opportunities for an additional 100,000-300,000
knowledge workers in the country.
Ÿ Extend the reach of broadband services: Broadband
is the oxygen of the digital world and quickly
addressing the supply-side of it can result in
increasing our GDP by USD 10-15 billion per year.
Ÿ Transform public services through “digital
government”: This is a proven way of improving the
delivery of public services while at the same time,
increasing transparency of the government.
Ÿ · Deploy public cloud and introduce open data:
Cloud adoption will dramatically increase the speed
of ICT deployment while reducing cost and making

incidents and harsh processes. He mentioned that without
due preparedness and fast decision making, 4IR is highly
likely to eat up many jobs, particularly in the public sector
and make redundant professions and skills which for a
country like Pakistan poses a challenge. He urged
governmental organizations to carve out a national strategic
action plan to mitigate risks and facilitate citizens of
Pakistan. It can produce even more economic value, reduce
waste and raise the standards of inal outcome.
Dr Sania Nishtar explained that the Ehsaas Programme
is a multi-sector and multi-component programme
encompassing 130 programmes and policy initiatives. She
continued that on 13 December 2019, a hackathon would be
held in collaboration with the Facebook to create mass
awareness on the issue of malnutrition. Regarding the
utilization of technology in its initiatives, she said a digital
online education system through mobile phones would be
introduced to facilitate the people in far lung areas, besides
establishing agricultural value chains for the farmers.
Moreover, she said, the Prime Minister had recently

approved a policy under which 70 million women would be
transferred cash assistance through their mobile wallet.
Former Board of Investment Chairman, Mr Haroon
Sharif, said digitalization was a topic relevant to everyday
life and required eﬀective policy-making addressing its pros
and cons. He further said that the full bene its of the digital
transformation will not be realized unless countries
continue to improve investment in climate, appropriate
education, health and promote good governance. Mr Sharif
suggested that countries where these fundamentals remain
weak, digital technologies have not boosted productivity or
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economy and society.
He mentioned the importance of Arti icial Intelligence in
healthcare provision, agriculture, and waste reduction in
industrial and commercial operations. He suggested that the
technology could revolutionize the agriculture sector by
educating the farmers about the growing seasons, crop
requirements, and water and fertilizers needs as per
weather conditions.
The President urged the private sector, universities and
independent researchers to bridge the communication gap
of policies and implementation to enable Pakistan face the
coming revolution con idently. He stressed the need to
improve teaching standards to produce the educated people,
who were really good for the country's development.
The President emphasized that sustainable
development in a digital age and the people's thinking were
inter-linked as the digital revolution was impacting the
people's daily lives. Knowledge, particularly in the domain of
higher education, had been uploaded to the 'Cloud', giving

data more secure.

Ÿ Adopt Arti icial Intelligence (AI) for sustainable
development: This can result in an additional USD
250 million per year by capturing 3-5% of the
services component of the global AI market.
Ÿ Implement a comprehensive national cyber security
policy by adopting a risk-based approach: It is
imperative to have a comprehensive yet ef icient
security policy for the protection of critical data for
the digital ecosystem to lourish.
Ÿ Establish a national centre for the development of
block chain technologies: This new technology is
already improving transparency, reducing
inef iciencies and curbing pilferage in tax collection.
In view of gearing up for future challenges, H.E. Dr Arif
Alvi said that the Presidential Initiative for Arti icial
Intelligence and Computing had been started to train the
youth to eﬀectively utilize technology for their personal
good as well as for the collective interest of the country's

*
Plenary Organisers are grateful to the team from SDPI's BISP Project, Ms Sajida Iqbal, Ms Ayesha Siddiqa, Mr Adnan Maqbool and Ms Maria Butt, for assisting with
the formalities of Inaugural Plenary at the Presidency.
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development must be aimed at addressing the disparity
between the rich and the poor, which required contribution
of both the governments and the multinational companies.
The latter should be responsible for community, clients and
future generations and not for their own pro its alone.
President Alvi reiterated that Pakistan would also have to
look into possible impacts of the use of arti icial intelligence
in the cyber war.
At the end of the Inaugural Plenary, SDPI's SDC-SAES
Anthology titled “Corridors of Knowledge for Peace and
Development” was launched and presented to the President
followed by a group photo with the panellists. Later, SDPI's
staﬀ members had a group photo with Mr President.

bene it to the people not to visit universities or libraries,
stated the President.
He stressed that since intellectual race was on the rise
across the world, it was important for Pakistan to join it.
Besides some negative aspects, the digital revolution had
many positive things to contribute in the ields of health,
education and poverty alleviation, he added. Referring to the
incumbent Government's initiatives to utilize modern
technology for poverty alleviation, the President said that
under its lagship anti-poverty programme Ehsaas, it would
disburse cash grants to the poor women through their
mobile wallets.
The President, further stressed that the sustainable

World Bank Dinner Plenary
Better Business Regulatory Environment: Way Forward for Pakistan
Chair:

Dr Ishrat Hussain, Advisor to the PM for Ins tu onal Reforms and Austerity, Government of Pakistan
(GoP)

Guest of Honour:

Mr Zubair Gillani, Chairman, Board of Investment (BoI), GoP

Special Remarks:

Mr Patchamuthu Illangovan, Country Director, The World Bank, Pakistan Oﬃce

Presenta on:

Mr Shabih Ali Mohib, Program Leader, Equitable Growth, Finance and Ins tu ons, World Bank Group

Dis nguished Panelists:
1. Ms Huma Fakhir, CEO, MAP Services Group
2. Mr Ahsan Zafar Syed, CEO, Engro Energy Limited, Karachi, Pakistan
Moderator:
Dr Vaqar Ahmed, Joint Execu ve Director, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan
Panel Organizers:

Mr Shahbaz Tufail & Ms Mahnoor Arshad, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan

Report by:

Syed Mujeeb-Ur-Rehman, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad, Pakistan

M

r Shabih Ali Mohib started his presentation by
highlighting the key elements of better business
regulations in Pakistan. He stated that reforms are
no doubt a key process for the improvement of regulatory
process in Pakistan. He then bought into focus three main
areas that required eﬀorts for the way forward, i.e.:
· How institutions collaborate with each other?

· How institutions are structured within themselves?
· What are the procedures that institutions follow?
He then mentioned that Pakistan is divided into ive
diﬀerent, inconsistent and heterogeneous regulatory
regimes and collectively there are 60 individual regulatory
authorities. He also mentioned that there is no coherence
and coordination between SECP, FBR, EOBI and BOI. He
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with little or no human-to-human interaction. He then
quoted an example of Punjab Schools system which has
made a pool of teachers and their desired teaching
destination based on preferences and priorities and as soon
as there is a vacancy in his/her desired destination, he/she
gets an automated transfer to that location without any
commission.
Dr Hussain praised the Prime Minister of Pakistan and
his keen interest in reforms and digitization. The Prime
Minister himself holds meeting with the reform team and
monitors what is being done and what needs to be done. He
highlighted the importance of ease of doing business and
mentioned that we have intra-province and province-federal
coordination problems. We need to look for common
interests and make regulations accordingly. He also
mentioned that the large population is also a problem for
digitization and automation and mentioned that Punjab has
a population of Spain in 35 districts which is a big challenge.
Punjab and KP have already passed few laws for electronic
and digital systems. He also mentioned that we are working
on special economic zones in all the provinces that are open
for everyone across the country and around the world and
we are working with BOI for modernization of regulator. At
the end he mentioned that we should focus to improve all 16
types of governance indicators.
Mr Zubair Gillani mentioned we have all the
opportunities and resources to improve from what we are
today. He quoted an example of Bangladesh and how they
had improved their status from 138 to 108 in the world. He
said it is the right time to adopt technology in the modern
world. To compete with modern world, we need to adopt
modern technologies. We need to think of what is right for us
and opt for it as quick as possible.
Mr Gillani further added that we also need to look into
our reforms process. He mentioned that in his own opinion,
reforms process itself needs some reforms. At the end he
mentioned that we need to keep analysing the situation all
the time and that ex-ante analysis is much better than ex-post
analysis.
Ms Huma Fakhir thanked those authorities that had
pushed the agenda of digitization to the World Bank. She
mentioned that in this era of social media and technology
one can access all the information of the world within
seconds and how the Government of Pakistan had
responded to the need of hour is commendable. She
mentioned that all the provinces of Pakistan have that spark
and capability to lift themselves without any aid from other
province.
She said it was right time to become digital economy and
to change the mindset. With technology one could compete
with Singapore and Japan. She also mentioned that ease of
doing business was not something to be done by the
government alone but is the job of every single Pakistani to
work towards that. She praised the eﬀorts of the World Bank
and mentioned that if we if transform our foreign policy we
can surely prosper.
Mr Ahsan Zafar Syed started the discussion by pointing
out a few hindrances for the business and one of them was
inef icient and uncoordinated regulatory authorities. He
mentioned that there is no focus on regulatory procedural

further added to the discussion that regulations are totally
diﬀerent at the federal level and there are new series of
regulations at provincial level.
Mr Mohib gave example of a food processor. If a food
processor is processing some food in one province and that
food needs to be supplied to other provinces too, this is
simply impossible as one province has diﬀerent standards of
food processing that may or may not be accepted by other
province's regulatory authority. So practically, if a food
processor is processing some food it needs to comply with all
diﬀerent 60 regulatory checks to able to supply the food all
over the country. He mentioned that after a thorough study
and having deep insights of regulatory system in Pakistan, he
had come to know that more than 80% of regulations are
redundant and should be worked on to ease the process.
Mr Patchamuthu Illangovan mentioned that Pakistan
was making eﬀorts in the right direction and the process of
public sector reforms will de initely improve conditions of
business in Pakistan. He then shed some light on digitization
and its importance in a country like Pakistan. He quoted the
example of Singapore and mentioned that digitization has a
great impact in the progress of Singapore. He mentioned that
if Pakistan opts for digitization, which it already has started
putting its eﬀort in, Pakistan can actually take the place in the
world where Singapore is today.
Dr Ishrat Hussain started the discussion by stating that
Pakistan ranked 74th in the world in Ease of Doing Business
Index Report in 2007 and today in 2019, it is ranked at 108th.
“This decline is not because of structure but because of
regulations and the attitude of regulatory authorities.
Regulatory authorities need to think critically if their
regulations will support the business or they will become
hindrance for business,” he stated. He mentioned that he had
been observing the economy of Pakistan very closely since
long and that it is not only ease of doing business that is
declining but that there are 16 diﬀerent types of governance
related indicators that are sliding down in the last ive years.
He further added that we need to create an environment
where business processes are engineered for the
businessman and the business community and we also need
to select the best of our people for this job: best in sense of
skills, expertise, loyalty and those who want to work for the
country. He mentioned that we have made many regulatory
authorities and hired a lot of people in them. Now these
institutions are over populated and the problem of
overpopulated institution is that people work to justify their
position and not for improvement, he lamented.
Dr Hussain stressed on making eﬀective institutions. He
said it is very important to introduce digitization in our
institutions and reduce the human-to-human interaction as
much as possible. With the help of technology, we can quickly
improve the system. He mentioned that we are taking some
serious measures to automate our institutions with the help
of the World Bank Group. Automation of system helps in
reducing human-to-human interaction and thus we do not
need to pay commission to the agent to get our legal work
done.
He quoted an example of SECP, which is making a
completely automated system with the help of DFID where it
will be possible to register a new company within few days
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documents to satisfy their need for documentation. He then
recommended that we need to improve law and order
situation as we are at 156th position in the world for contract
enforcement.

reforms. He lamented that if we look at the world, we are
behind in technology and cannot even think of e-licensing in
Pakistan. He also mentioned that regulators require too
much documentation that we can ill truck-loads of

Introductory Plenary
Sustainable Development in a Digital Society
Welcome Address:

Ambassador Shafqat Kakakhel, Chairperson, Board of Governors (BoG), SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan

Introduc on:

Dr Abid Q. Suleri, Execu ve Director, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan

Keynote Speaker:

Mr Haroon Sharif, Former Chairperson, Board of Investment

Special Remarks:

Mr George Gu, Managing Director, Star Times Communica on Network Technology, China

Chief Guest:

Mr Asad Umar, Minister for Planning and Special Ini a ves, Government of Pakistan, (GoP)

Guest of Honour:

Dr Aisha Ghaus Pasha, Member of the Na onal Assembly of Pakistan (MNA), GoP

Plenary Organisers:
Ÿ

Mr Raja Taimur Hassan, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan

Ÿ

Ms Fa ma Khalid, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan

Report by:

Ms Fa ma Khalid, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad, Pakistan

T

he overarching theme of the 22 nd Sustainable
Development Conference was “Sustainable
Development in a Digital Society”, inspired by the
fourth industrial revolution. The Introductory Plenary's
purpose was to present formally the theme of the three-day
conference and come up with innovative solutions to the
global challenges faced in the age of digitalization.
Ambassador Shafqat Kakakhel stressed on the
importance of 'Sustainable Development in a Digital Society'
by saying that “the digital revolution has transformed our
lives and the society with unprecedented speed and scale
bringing immense opportunities as well as daunting
challenges”. He emphasized that, to bene it from the
economic and social opportunities of digitalization and to
avoid its adverse consequences, a much higher level of
international cooperation is required. One of the profound
challenges of our age, he said, is to bridge the increasing

digital divide between the digitally af luent and the digitally
dispossessed countries.
While highlighting the disadvantages of digitalization he
mentioned that digital technology, especially arti icial
intelligence will cause the loss of a large number of jobs in
various sectors. He also mentioned that cyber security
breaches and illegal economic activity are matters of high
concern in this age. On the other hand, while stating the
bene its of digitalization, he said that because of digital
technology, exchange of information and networking have
become faster and easier, the production of higher quality
goods and services at much reduced rates has become
possible.
In his concluding remarks he added that he hopes this
year's SDC will come up with recommendations which
would help the Government of Pakistan in introducing
digital technology and encouraging digital entrepreneurs.
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required.
While suggesting to the Minister for a dedicated task
force with public and private representation for policy and
implementation, he said that SDPI would be happy to oﬀer its
services to the government in this regard.
Mr Asad Umar encouraged and appreciated the
research of SDPI in the economic and social sector and said
that the topic for this year's conference according to him is a
means for solving a very large number of core problems in
Pakistan. He said that the aspect of digitalization which has
most potential is the democratization of business in
Pakistan.
While talking about the bene its of digitalization he said
that, digital technology can be used for revenue generation.
He also said that in the ef icient delivery of services to the
citizens, technology plays a remarkable role. Furthermore,
he emphasized that accountability and transparency of
governance is possible through digitalization, in better ways
than the NAB is able to do.
H e a g re e d w i t h M r K h a ka k h e l a n d s a i d t h a t
digitalization can only be a success if the entire population is
able to bene it from it by overcoming the digital divide.
Therefore, he said that a part of the revenue generated
through the Universal Service Fund should be used to
provide digital access to the remote areas. He also confessed
that bridging the digital divide goes beyond the Ministry of
Information Technology if people do not even have basic
literacy, they will not be able to bene it from it, so it is the
whole government's responsibility.
He endorsed Dr Suleri's point for the need for a
coordinated eﬀort where all sectors and diﬀerent ministries
of the government, the private sector and the academia
collaborate. He said that attempts have been made for this
but the success rate is low so there is a need to revisit this
idea.
Mr Haroon Sharif advocated that as more and more
people adopt to the digital economy, policy makers need to
think swiftly and carefully about devising policies that will
maximize the bene its of digital revolution while mitigating
the risks of job dislocation. He referred to technology as the
driver of change for South Asia to fast-track the process of

Dr Abid Qaiyum Suleri, while welcoming the chief
guest, Mr Asad Umar, said that his ministry can play an
important role in institutionalising a mechanism for
devising a policy framework for this era of digitalization and
arti icial intelligence. He said that Pakistan's lack of
preparedness for the fourth industrial revolution can be a
setback for the economy. Moreover, he added that this
industrial revolution is likely to further fragmentise the
society making collective action dif icult, especially on issues
such as climate change. His proposed recommendations
included emphasis on bridging the digital divide between
the “haves” and the “have-nots” of the society and inancial
inclusion, through allocations for peripheries and most
deprived areas where digital technology should be
promoted.
He appreciated the Prime Minister's decision to provide
smartphones for the bene iciaries of Ehsas and BISP
programme, saying that it is a great way of inancial
inclusion. Furthermore, he said, “there's a need to fast track
decision making and productivity” by the use of digital
technology. He said that it is important to retrain the civil
servants according to the rising needs of the industrial era.
He projected that there is a capability de icit in state policy
making institutions hence public private partnerships are
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digitalization was also a success story in the region. Similarly,
biometric attendance of doctors and teachers has helped
with the issues of absentees, as well as the enrolment and
attendance of students.
She called digitalization a “double-edged sword” and
said that leaving everything to the policy makers and
government is not the solution, it is important for the private
sector, the civil society and the general population to take
authority.
She insisted that it is important to use digital technology
to break the link between the tax payer and the tax collector,
in order to avoid incidences of corruption. She also
highlighted the need for the digital pro iling of the recipients
of social protection programmes in order to target the truly
deserving population, giving examples of PRA and the
delivery of interest free loans to the agricultural sector in
Punjab. She professed the necessity for job security by
stating that the government needs to make sure that the
youth does not become redundant due to loss of jobs as a
result of increased digitalization.
Mr George Gu talked about the realization of the
impacts of digitalization through the lens of the broadcasting
and TV industry. He said that the government's commitment
to the public by investment in infrastructure for information
security and equal rights is necessary. He said that private
organizations are reluctant to make investment in the
remote areas so the government should ensure the equal
rights of the people to receive digital information through
investment, more lexible and commercial models and
through the PPP model.
An “administrative roadmap”, he said, is required to
achieve the greater good of digitalization and that the
government should take all factors of digitalization into
consideration while industrial planning. He emphasized on
the importance of national level security of information and
talked about the need for the laws on protection of rights
related to digital technology, such as the law on intellectual
property, law on digital broadcasting and law on improper
competition.

development in order to catch up with the Asian economies.
He emphasized the need for the information technology
ministry to ensure the safety, maintenance and ef icacy of
technology in order to be safe from the misuse of digital
technology.
He said that a skilled worker in digital age will need
lexible skills which are transferable from one industry to
other in response to the labour market demands, so there is a
need for the present ef iciency-based skill model to be
exchanged with knowledge-based skill model, in order to
increase productivity. He also stressed on the importance of
policy intervention to create linkages with advanced
curriculum through digital partnerships. “Academia and
industry need to invest in their students and employees, by
oﬀering relevant training programmes to prepare them for
the future jobs market.” In addition to this, he also gave
prominence to the incentives for distant learning.
He recommended that government can help spur
innovation and be a strong support system for the
manufacturing sector by creating Special Economic Zones
for micro, small and medium-sized enterprises with bene its
such as import tax subsidies on equipment and
infrastructure subsidies for setting up advanced
manufacturing facilities. He added that agile teams that
constantly evaluate and ine-tune policies to enable the
adoption of new technologies will provide a strategic
advantage within governments and organisations hoping to
thrive in the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
He af irmed that developing countries need to frame
indigenous models rather than “copy pasting” the models of
developed countries which do not it the local needs. He also
advocated the need for Pakistan to develop technological
partnership with China as it will be really bene icial for both
the countries.
Dr Aisha Ghaus Pasha called digitalization the game
changer for the economy. She mostly talked about the
initiatives and the successful eﬀorts of the Government in
Punjab. Giving examples of the initiatives she talked about
digital service delivery in the health sector and stated that
vaccinations through digital monitoring have been proved
successful in Punjab, tracking of dengue through

He said that digital sustainable development cannot be
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required. In conclusion, he said that a comprehensive plan is
necessary for achieving digital sustainable development as it
has considerable social signi icance.

achieved simply by purchasing equipment and products
from abroad, but instead the government should establish its
own digital industrial base, for which long term planning is
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Alternately, we do not have any legislation for the
groundwater, she added. Ms Kamal also maintained that
water and sanitation are very important aspects. In some
developing countries the price for sanitation and removal of
waste is much higher than the cost of water. Water pollution
has a key role in the emergence of water born disease.
Mr Hassaan Sipra from COMSATS University, stated
that water is a scarce resource in Pakistan now therefore,
there must be a price for water. He said that the National
Water Policy clearly states that our population growth and
urbanisation is increasing massively and per capita water
availability is going down. In Islamabad, Capital
Development Authority (CDA) and Metropolitan
Corporation Islamabad (MCI) have set the price for water. He
said that it is important to know how much is the
consumption of water and secondly, how much is the supply.
Leakage along the water pipe lines can be controlled. He
concluded by saying that the price of water would be set at
the point where optimal usage of water occurs and marginal
social bene its are maximised.

r Imran Khalid, Research Fellow at the SDPI,
introduced the panellists and the scope of the
session, inviting them to give their expert opinions
about the importance of water, the role of technology in
addressing water problems and collective action of
corporate sector and technology in water management.
Ms Simi Kamal from Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund
stated that 'Water is life, culture, beauty, bloom but it is also a
disease.' For Pakistan, it has a multifaceted bene its and has
the ability to pull Pakistan out of poverty and put its people
on the path to prosperity. For the management of water there
must be a price for water and our society should be willing to
pay for it.
Furthermore, she said in terms of water law, Pakistan is
far behind other nations. She referred to the Indus Water
Treaty, which guides regulation of water between India and
Pakistan and lays down a mechanism for cooperation and
exchange of information between the two countries. We also
have Indus River System Authority (IRSA), which is an
agreement between provinces to share only surface water.
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Mr Nadeem Ahmed from WaterAid, Pakistan said
water is a fundamental factor of life but it is the most
neglected commodity. Now we are realizing its importance
because our economy is based on it. He speci ically talked
about the WASH aspect. He said that if we have a look at the
National Water Policy, it starts with the irrigation system.
Humans, households and domestic consumption is missing
from Pakistan's major policy instruments and also has no
reference to WASH. Water sanitation talks about provision of
water from the source to consumer. It has direct supply and
indirect supply. In direct supply people get water through
pipes. Debate on water management is incomplete without
focusing on water for consumption, treatment of household
and industrial waste water. Water can be managed through
water utilities but in Pakistan only 30 water utilities exist.
Access to water is a human right, which also includes right to
sanitation. Whereas, in Pakistan, many laws like the Water
Commission in Sindh 2017 recognised water as a human
right but do not mention human right to sanitation. He added
that for WASH three things are required, resource security,
infrastructure management and inancial security. He
further added that sanitation is directly linked to
behavioural change which is very dif icult because people
are not willing to change their behaviour.
Ms Fatima Akhtar from Nestle Pakistan explained that
Nestle has a set of collective actions for water management
with various entities at federal and provincial level. She said,
agriculture value chain is a big part of it thus Nestle has
introduced the concept of drip irrigation with the help of the
Government of Punjab. She added that Nestle has also been
working with the federal government at the National
Agriculture Research Council (NARC). She said, “We have
setup a site in Chak Shehzad, where every year almost 500
farmers come and learn about drip irrigation, then go back to
their farms and implement this farming technique.” She
added, “At Nestle, we have in-house actions with dairy
factory... as we know almost 90% of milk is water so in dairy
factory of Sheikhupura we are extracting water from milk
and using it in the industrial process.” Ms Akhtar also
highlighted that Nestle has been certi ied by the Alliance for
Water Stewardship, which means, “in-house we are working
with water neutrality, we are minimizing water in industrial
process and also sharing it with
other industries.” She further
mentioned that Nestle is also
working with the academia, like in
cooperation with the Lahore
University of Management Science
(LUMS) it has introduced water
sense technology. Through this
technology farmers are able to
know that when is there a need to
irrigate farms and how much water
is required for it. She concluded by
saying that Nestle has also planned
to c o nve r t i t s p a c k a g i n g fo r
recycling by 2025.
Mr Riaz Fatyana, Convener
Parliamentary Task Force on SDGs,
chaired the session. In his remarks

Mr Basharat Saeed from the World Bank, Pakistan
Of ice said that there are a lot of technological solutions to
the problems of water management in Pakistan, such as,
better procurement, technology, better institutional and
inancial management and better collaboration between
various water sectors.
He focused on three main points for water management.
Firstly, Pakistan needs a better monitoring and policy
framework, including legal instructions at the governance
level. Secondly, better understanding of water resources is
necessary, which includes knowledge about the quantity of
available water resources, the form in which they exist at a
particular time period and the current quality of water.
Thirdly, there is a need to ix governance issues and develop a
better understanding of water resources in high level
decision making. At governance level, there is a need for the
use of ef icient technology and modern tools for
accountability, better management and better transparency
in order to improve water management in the country.
Mr Saeed highlighted that Pakistan is not a water scarce
country. It has enough per capita water to ful il our current,
as well as, projected needs. He added that the irrigation
system of Pakistan and the Indus basin have enough serving
for multiple purposes. The irrigation canals distribute water,
which is used for industries, municipal purposes and also for
sustained water dependent ecosystems. He suggested that,
for water management, it is necessary to get knowledge
about ground realities of water and make sure the
involvement of legislation and institutions to accommodate
multi-purpose systems.
Mr Saeed also focused on budgeting for water and
sanitation. Since 2017 only 3% of annual Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) is spent on water and sanitation. From this
3% almost 90% goes for water supply and only 10% is
invested for water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH). In rural
Punjab and rural Sindh most diseases are found related to
shallow ground water contamination. People dispose their
waste in shallow ground water then pump that water for use.
When contaminated water is consumed it aﬀects the
intestines, which absorb nutrients from food. He
recommended that provincial and federal government
should enhance budget and funding for WASH.
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manage irrigation, sewerage, sea and coastal water. He
recommended that Pakistan should enhance its digital
technology for water saving purposes. Flood water and rain
water should be stored and used for emergent needs. In
agriculture sector, he said that farmers should adopt drip
and sprinkler irrigation system in order to produce more
crops with less water. Government should enhance funding
in research and create awareness about the importance of
water through the involvement of electronic media. He
highlighted that we are living in the era of climate change,
despite which, no step has been taken for water governance,
so, under the article 104A, there is a need to establish a
constitution on water governance.

he said that wastage of water in Pakistan is high. People
waste water during their daily activities like washing cars or
bikes and other things. He said that another issue is of
groundwater extraction because stream water has
decreased and in response to this tube-well installation has
increased. He also mentioned that another pressing issue is
that of water pollution. Large number of factories dump their
wastes in rivers and streams. In Faisalabad, almost 350
factories lood their waste into Samundari Dam, after that it
gets disposed-oﬀ in River Ravi without treatment. Polluted
water is very harmful for the aquatic ecosystem.
He concluded the session by posing a few
recommendations including the emphasis on the need to
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parties. The session on Youth and Peace Building in the
Digital Age focused on ensuring active and safe participation
of youth in political and public spaces and integrating youth
perspectives in the overall debate around reform of political
parties in Pakistan.
Mr Adnan Ra iq in his introductory remarks talked
about the problems faced by the youth of Pakistan in the
current age. He said that inequality and social divisions exist
in the society, such as divisions based on ethnicity and

olitical parties in South Asia, as in many other regions,
are dominated by leaders who often resist the entry of
youth in higher levels of party hierarchy. It is,
therefore, relevant to explore the perspectives of educated
youth, especially of Pakistan, connected to social networks,
as well as those from less privileged social backgrounds, who
are frequently exposed to new ideas that escape the
attention of their elders. It is also important to see if women
youth are able to navigate their way in mainstream political
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religion. This leads to marginalization and exclusion of the
youth along multiple lines. Adding to this, he said that,
Pakistan experiences concentrated poverty and the Youth
Development Index (YDI) remains low. He emphasized that
all these issues make the youth vulnerable and ultimately
leads to acts of violence. He said that it is important to
promote economic and political inclusion of the youth in the
society to tackle the rising problems associated with
disintegration and exclusion.
Mr Ali Saleem said that “exclusion and marginalization
of young people is at the heart of youth peace and security.”
He said that the prevailing social, economic, political
exclusion of the youth has created an atmosphere of mistrust
among them about the government. The youth of Pakistan
sees no value in multilateralism, and have kept themselves
away from traditional civil society. This is a reason for the
youth getting increasingly involved in acts of violence and
extremism. He said that it is extremely important to move
from remedial actions which are security based to
prevention-based approaches with upward attitude of
recognizing young people's potential in a seismic shift in a
society. For a meaningful and true youth led peace and
security, he said, it is important to address the question of
marginalization and exclusion of young people, and
connecting them to national and even global networks to
create conducive environment. He put accent on capacity
building of young people to build agency and leadership.
Ms Tuba Azeem presented her research paper related
to the topic, highlighting fears and threats being felt by local
communities of Balochistan presiding around the coastal
line of Balochistan. She said that the perceptions about CPEC
are that it is a “macro agenda, involving multiple frames,
aiming at the socio-economic development” of the region
and that Gwadar deep-sea port holds geopolitical
importance. She suggested to ensure integration of local
communities in CPEC in order to address the local
insurgencies. She also expressed that “CPEC requires
integrated development communication strategy to assess
and mitigate the environmental and socio-economic impact
on the indigenous coastal communities and ensure that their
stakes are addressed and well protected.”
She suggested that the government should revise its
policy mandating companies set up on the coastal belt to
abide by the environmental regulations and stimulating
stewardship within the coastal communities providing basic
amenities and livelihood. She recommended that technical
institutes should be established to produce skilled labour
force, high in demand, on the coastal belt and work towards
alternate earning opportunities for the youth of coastal
settlements of Balochistan. She also highlighted that a
separate database must be maintained for the registration of
minorities, ethnicities, tribes, and indigenous communities,
awarding them special privileges based on their
vulnerabilities, arising from their socio-economic,
environmental, legal and political conditions. She also talked
about promoting coastal tourism and tackling the issues of
water crisis in the region.
Dr Farhan Zahid said that Pakistan, as a nation, is facing
terrorism for the last 20 years; we have experienced
eighteen thousand terrorist attacks in Pakistan since 2001.

We lost more than 60,000 people and lost 120 billion dollars
economically which is an accumulative igure. The issue of
youth radicalization, according to him, is one of the primary
issues we are facing today. Dr Zahid said that linking
madrasah with terrorism would be an erroneous
assumption. It should be noted that madrasah constitute
only 1% of the student bodies of Pakistan, the rest 29% are
from the private schools and 70% are enrolled in public
schools. He asserted that madrasahs have tiny number of
students enrolled at their institutions and the number of
cases we have experienced in last ive to six years are by the
terrorist groups which are popping up links to global
terrorist organizations like Al- Qaida, Daish, regional and
local jihadi organizations and sectarian groups like Lashkare-Jhangvi are mostly very educated and urbanized people
belonging to af luent families.
The other issue is the demographic dividend. Since the
1990s Pakistan is experiencing a demographic divide which
actually is a positive thing. There are very few countries in
the world which have this bene it and if you experience
demographic dividend it means you are blessed by the
nature and you can grow and outperform other countries in a
very short period of time. In order to take bene it from the
demographically dividend one needs to make some eﬀorts
for reaping the bene its of this phenomenon; one has to
provide vocational trainings, education and develop the
skills only then they can work and one can bene it from this
demographic dividend. If we are unable to earn bene its from
this demographic dividend then someone else may get this
youth on their side and utilize them for their causes.
Dr Naeem Ahmed, while talking about youth and peace
building in the context of Pakistan and linking it with ban on
the student unions and its overall impact on Pakistani
society, said Pakistan witnessed enormous use of digital
technology and their impact on socio-economic and political
fabrics of the society. However, as far as the role of youth in
peace building is concerned there are divergent views. One
view is that youth should be kept away from politics and
peace building processes which is very specialized ield in
the domain of political leadership, policy makers and
diplomats and the youth involvement in politics is
considered as a taboo. The other opinion is that youth can
play a vital and eﬀective role in politics and peace building
processes if they are given a social and political space in the
overall structure of the state and society. They are of the
opinion that the youth represent the most energetic and
dynamic section of the society and have the potential to fuel
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recommendations:
Ÿ Amendments should be done in the mining regulations
to ensure the community participation in the contracts to
avoid the con licts between community, the company
and government.
Ÿ Free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) of the
communities should be ensured by adding it in the
national mining policies.
Ÿ The government and mining companies should create a
database of the areas which are of economic interests
like mining. The leased lands without proper
information can create con licts and can cause inancial
damage to the licensee.
Ÿ The government should set criteria (keeping in view the
land royalty) for pro it sharing between the communities
and company to avoid con licts over pro it sharing.
Mr Rehmat emphasized that making changes in the
national polices could bring huge changes in the lives of the
indigenous communities. It would help them to grow
inancially, eradicate poverty, hunger, illiteracy, frustrations,
mass migration and violence.

increasing socioeconomic and political development. It is a
fact that in a depoliticized society the role of youth is
marginalized and is considered as the most neglected
section in the society. He added that after 9/11 incident
Pakistan faced the worst form of youth radicalization, when
the domestic militancy organizations established terrorist
groups such as Al Qaida and started playing the role of
facilitator as well as becoming part of the global jihadist. The
youth is in luenced by the powerful online propaganda of
Islamic State.
In today's digital age it is very easy to connect people
together and disseminate knowledge in universities and
colleges as they are nurseries of political training of young
minds which then have to play an important role in politics of
the country.
It is responsibility of the state, not only to create a
conducive environment but also establish various
institutions which educate youth to develop the skills of
critical thinking, resilience as well as ability to identify their
interests and needs; this also helps in creating a deeper
understanding of the shift of stereotype impression of the
youth as victims of violence and encourage them as active
and vibrant force.
State and civil society need to ind ways and devise
strategies to prevent the youth from becoming in luenced by
extremist ideologies and train them for future decision
making. Failing to do it will lead the exploitation of potential
youth by the militants and terrorist organizations. Thus, it is
detrimental to the interest of the country.
Mr Ali Rehmat presented the indings of his research on
“Digital Society and Conservation of Natural Resources of
Indigenous Communities”. This presentation highlighted the
laws in the national and provincial policies related to
conservation with regard to mining in particular which
creates con licts between the government, mining
c o m p a n i e s , c o n s e r va t i o n o rga n i z a t i o n s a n d t h e
communities and also provided policy recommendations for
amendments in these policies.
The indings of the research had the following
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countries, such as the USA, Israel and India.
He said in the era of hybrid warfare, everything done by
the enemy has an impact on our security, such as fake news,
false accusations, FATF manipulation, iring across the LOC,
acts of terror or even something as mundane as not playing
sports on Pakistani ground. In his concluding remarks he
said that it can be said that there is a US driven RMA that is
apparent. The industrialized, nationalistic, homophobic,
secular, liberal and anti-Islam world stands to be protected
and gains from this, while the rest who choose to disagree
with the former do so at a great risk as the events in Iraq,
Afghanistan, Libya and Syria have shown. Technology driven
air power will always be the tool of irst resort and the
ground forces would come in to settle the political issues
later, he stated.
Dr Sylvie Mattely, from IRIS, France shared that the
Regional and Global Stability International Convention was
signed and the concerned countries discussed to put in place
the necessary rules to avoid proliferation. However, with the
emerging technologies today, she said, the context is

ir Chief Marshal Kaleem Saadat (retd.) while
chairing the session said that technology is merely a
tool and its value depends upon its application and
the purpose for which it is used. To gain strategic results, the
use of technology changed with the revolution in military
aﬀairs (RMA) 25 years ago. He then talked about a few truths
related to technology saying that technology promises more
but delivers less, costs more than estimated and arrives later
than thought. Technology may be based on science but is a
function of administration, without which technology may
not come about, this means poorly administrated countries
cannot operate technology. It cannot be created and used
without suf icient inancing and successful marketing.
In industrially independent and creative countries,
strategy and doctrine can drive technology, while the
dependent countries have to design the best possible
strategic and doctrinal use of acquired technology. The
former are usually the winners and the latter the losers. He
then gave examples of countries having strategic advantage
and decisive edge bestowed by technology, over other
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together. This is the only way to know whether the emerging
technologies are the worst or the best.
Mr Ejaz Haider, having the international relations
background, focused on emerging technologies and the
issues of stability. He said that one important thing to note is
the kind of emerging technologies because either they are
going to stabilize the world or destabilize it. There is a range
of problems associated with emerging technologies. Also,
there is a paradox that what we think makes us secure is
precisely what also make us insecure. He gave the example of
cyber-attacks saying that, it is a virtual battle that has
terrible physical consequences. He said that the idea behind
every technological development is to get symmetrical
advantage.
In the air strike from India to Pakistan the pilots were
made to lose situational awareness. In simple words, when
the Pakistan Air Force (PAF) dominated the situation the
Indian Air Force (IAF) went blind. Wing Commander
Abhinandan Varthaman, who was held captive for 60 hours
in Pakistan after his aircraft was shot down in an aerial
dog ight between India and Pakistan in February 2019, was
unable to learn the command from his ground control.
He said that all technological emergence is poised to
reshape land and international relations; and, raised a few
questions: Whether they might be developed and integrated
into judicial establishment? How disparities and adoption
timelines by regional states, including China, could shape the
scenario? How they might aﬀect the power balance between
the state and society e.g. state and non-state actors?
There is a common motive in all these questions, which
is whether these technologies will be used for military
purposes as much as for civilian purposes. He said his
answer was yes, they will be used for military purposes. In
simple words, state will develop any technology, given the
available and developing knowledge and expertise, that
gives it an advantage, whether commercial or military or a
blend of both.
Moreover, he said that the heart of most of the
technologies lies in computer and fast internet connection,
consequently, integration of digital environment has also
brought its risks.

somewhat diﬀerent. Emerging technologies bring out new
issues and questions that go far beyond the usual issues of
our life. They are creating new challenges and dif iculties
related to their control and management.
She talked about three topics, namely, the new global
issue, the new technological issue, and what may be their
consequences. With globalization, more and more countries
may invest in innovation, as well as produce and trade
emerging technologies. Previously, only few industries in
some countries were able to do so and it was really easy to
control and manage them as it concerned just a few states.
Today, emerging technologies are mass technologies,
whereas in the past, they were primarily military ones. In the
case of military technologies, there is a strongly restricted
use. It means today they are really essential to the economic
growth and trade leading to opportunities because of
emerging technologies. Everybody is perfectly aware that
technologies are and will be the future, the core of our
system, our progress, our standard of living and
development, everything depends on them. She emphasized
that it is important to take into account that everyone may
easily access the emerging technologies for the best and also
for the worst.
She further said that emerging technologies are also the
new technical issue. “You perfectly realize that innovation
cycles are getting shorter and shorter. I used to say to my
students when I talk about innovations that previously, it
took more than 70 years for a phone to become a consumer
item.” Moreover, emerging technologies are mostly
commercialized cyber technologies or based on arti icial
intelligence (AI). There is no more, or few, physical transfer
across borders. That is why we call it digital technologies.
Finally, the other technical issue that may be considered is
that of civilian technologies or military projects. The defense
industry has seen the emergence of smart weapons, digital
military platforms and bio data accumulations. The issue is
that how can we manage the evolution of emerging
technologies and ensure that they will not be used to disrupt
or cause regional or global instability and insecurity.
She said that for public good or collective good it is
important that both public and private sectors work
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warfare. He further added that there is a virtuous cycle
between technology and strategy, it is not easy to say
whether technology is driving strategy or strategy is driving
technology, both are interdependent. Then he talked about
the ifth-generation warfare, that is the hybrid warfare
including social media. He cautioned that it does not end
here, as now we are also hearing about the sixth, seventh and
eighth generation warfare.
He asserted that technology has brought us closer to the
achievement of strategical dominance which means
subduing the enemy without ighting. The bullets are being
replaced with the tweets and that winning a battle of
narratives is more important than winning a physical battle.
He expressed that the Indian ocean region is prone to
con licts and that there is a manifestation of con licts in this
region, as there is a battle of ports going on. He then said that
on the globe of Earth, in Asia there are four triangles of
instability as of now, irst is Syria, second is Iran and Saudi
Arabia, third is Pakistan and Afghanistan, and fourth is
Pakistan and India. Global politics and geopolitical
transitions are going to aﬀect our region the most, such as
shifting from unipolarity to multipolarity, power shifting
from the West to the East, rise of Asia and rise of China, and
the Belt Road Initiative. Regional transformations such as
the rise of Hindutva and Indo-US-Israel nexus are also taking
us closer to con licts, he warned.
H.E. Dr Marc Baréty, Ambassador of France,
appreciated that SDPI is a premier platform to share and
promote research on the issues of sustainable development
from many countries. He acknowledged that the panel of
experts had talked about the issues of regional challenges to
stability and the future potential of warfare through the
digital technology. There is a dire need to strengthen
bilateral and regional relations for a long-term peace in the
region and across the world, he stressed. He also said that
The French Embassy was pleased to see representation from
IRIS, France and that the French Embassy would be happy to
further continue such cooperation and collaboration in
research and academic work.

Mr Usama Nizamani, researcher, researcher from IPRI,
focused on the role of emerging technologies, what the
future crises in South Asia may look like and how these
technologies are going to compound and aﬀect the decisionmaking processes of the states.
Supersonic missiles and hyper sonic missiles are
developing in this region and also beyond this region. The
use of arti icial intelligence is increasing, like fully automatic
vehicles, smart speakers, and interactive computer
interference. These are the forms of technologies that lie
under arti icial intelligence, whereas on the other hand there
is arti icial general intelligence (AGI) which basically
replicates the general intelligence of the power of any
average human being. For command control and
communication related purposes, remote operating
satellites and navigation satellites are pretty handy. For
example, India has recently developed satellites which can
basically provide the resolution image of about 0.8m and
they have made quite a progress as compared to their
previous system.
For the irst time in history, a nuclear armed country had
decided to attack the territory of another nuclear armed
country, he stated. India basically decided to outdo Pakistan
with respect to undertaking an air strike over Balakot.
He warned that fake news, which is very common these
days, has the capacity to interfere with our decision-making
processes. He further added to this by saying that when in a
con lict, one side miscalculates the active situation, action
and reaction as a result of that miscalculation may lead to
crisis escalation.
Retired General Samrez Salik talked about two key
points: the impact of technology on warfare and strategy,
and, the challenges to regional stability. He said that the
propensity to con lict has multiplied in recent times and it
has certain implications from the emerging technologies.
The complexity of war is changing, due to emerging
technologies there is a diﬀusion of lines; previously there
used to be a clear line between war and peace, between
competent and non-competent, all of which and many others
are diﬀusing now as a result of the fourth-generation
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70%. He concluded by saying that, “Some key concerns are
raised, which are genuine, and I know about Pakistan only
through the macro data available in the global level, they
should be resolved.”
Ms Ingrid Christensen shared her views on the
changing labour sector with the advancement of technology.
She stated that new technology can shape our work life
signi icantly but demographic changes and the aging
population are the current major concerns of labour sector.
“One is the labour force will have a higher degree of the
elderly people, and the other thing is that, there will be much
more ahead for care workers because we all hopefully grow
older.” She also highlighted the issue of climate change and
increasing inequalities responsible for bringing changes in
the labour market. She conveyed that women and less skilled
workers may be more at risk than men and high skilled
workers. According to her impact of such changes also
depend on automation and if automation is coming in a big
way then, the impact will also be bigger. On the role of
technologies, she was of the view that new technologies will
lead to the creation of new jobs as labour is required to
develop and maintain these technologies. This will also lead
to the production of new products. But these impacts will

r Amitabh Kundu shared his views regarding the
advantage Pakistan has over other Asian countries
in terms of high percentage of workforce in sectors
other than agriculture. He said, “It also has some kind of an
advantage, I would say, that is, already having a structure for
developing internal trade but also the global value chain. So,
we can think afresh and perhaps become a lesson for others
countries.” According to him, the 4th Industrial Revolution
and the digital technology interventions are going to be skill
based. But as a consequence, genuine apprehensions will be
released in the labour market. Particularly, in the less
developed countries, there can be reassurance of the subcontracted jobs. They may start getting back to the less
developed countries because the technology will be
available to reduce the cost of the labour. This would have an
eﬀect on the countries which have a large informal sector,
like Pakistan and many others e.g. India and Bangladesh
together. He communicated that some adverse impacts of
technology on the labour market are certainly genuine and
the estimates vary considerably. He maintained that 40% to
50% of the workers in the developed countries are to be
aﬀected by the 4th Industrial Revolution, while in the less
developed countries, the aﬀected workforce could be 60% to
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sectors in the eyes of our youth, and bring the best youth
towards the sector.” He concluded that the Government and
organizations should respond to the demand coming from
the industry and then produce what the industry requires, to
make it compatible with the challenge of the next industrial
revolution.
Dr Dr Talat Mahmood emphasized the need to
understand the fast pace of technological change. Giving an
example he said, “It took 38 years for Radio to reach 50
million users but it took Facebook only one year to reach the
same number. Such speed of change requires organizations
to be much more adoptive to technologies.” Technologies are
generating billions of dollars of growth in the world. One can
collect data from every extremity of value chain around the
world, their analytics, automation, digital solution, network
connectivity, data centres, clouds and security. All these
technologies are creating growth. According to him, early
adoption of disruptive technologies is important to move
from watch out to stand out approach. He recommended that
International European connectivity of Pakistani start-up
ecosystems and development of innovation centres in
Pakistan, are necessary.
Mr Malik Zahoor Awan from Pakistan Workers
Federation talked about the gloomy state of labour force and
stressed on the drafting of labour standards by International
Labour Organization. If the employer and government are
together then workers cannot do anything to formulate any
of the international global rules in the new era of
globalization. He gave an example of the Pakistan tobacco
company, that there were around 6,000 workers before but
now because of automation there are less than 600 workers.
Everything is done through machines now. Moreover, even
though PKR 17,500 is the basic minimum wage, it is hardly
ever applicable in the industries. He concluded on a
reminding note, “Empty stomach is a greater danger for any
society. One- ifth of the population of this world still go to
their beds hungry every night.”

essentially depend on the strategies of adoption, innovation
and automation.
Mr Saleem Qureshi from Haier Labs said that
automation actually produces tonnes of jobs, “According to a
recent study, 1.8 million jobs have been replaced with 2.1
million jobs created because of automation.” He said that it is
imperative for the society to progress continuously. Sharing
his positive views, he said, “In Pakistan, we have a young
economy, a young workforce that is highly motivated and
highly educated. Whereas the others are lagging far behind.
Now, when we start looking at things from this perspective,
each individual should enhance himself.” People who work
on WordPress websites need to move on to next technology
to react. They need to move on to parametric designing, he
emphasized.
Addressing the issue of climate change, he said that it is
aﬀecting our cash crop, i.e. cotton, and people are failing to
understand the seriousness and severity of this issue and
this lack of understanding hinders them to move towards the
next level.
Dr Nasir Khan from the National Vocational and
Technical Training Commission (NVTTC) stated that the way
we respond to skill development is what diﬀerentiates us
from others. He said, we still consider skill development a
factor of charity. Whenever we talk about skill development,
technical and vocational education, it is an element of human
youth empowerment. We need to primarily change our
approach to skill development and think of it as a factor
increasing our industrial productivity. Then the industry will
itself create jobs. He suggested that we need to bring this
industry into our context in a big way. We need to make our
entire skill development sector industry-responsive. The
National Skill Strategy identi ied eight areas of intervention
including governance, funding capacity and quality. He
emphasized that we have to take care of the marginalized
sector of the society including women, transgender and
those segments of the society which need attention. He
added, “We obviously have to work on industry engagement,
labour export and the most important factor is that we have
to increase the image of technical and vocational training
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the public institutions as well. The disparities include
diﬀerences in physical infrastructure, learning resources,
content being taught, teachers' availability and their
expertise, laboratory equipment and facilities, research
practices, as well as business incubation centres.
She further added that technology helps us to melt down
the hard infrastructures. This means that we do not have to
bring every child to the classroom, but the classroom can be
brought to the child through technology, hence access to
education can be provided in remote locations easily. We can
engage more network providers going across the country.
We can use technology to scale up and improve the
learning experience and its quality. We can have enriched
curriculum beyond the textbooks. She said she is one of the
persons in the country who are campaigning against the
textbooks because they limit the scope of education, while
technology helps the students to go beyond the textbooks. As
every child has a diﬀerent learning style, multiple media
content is available through technology for learning.
Independent thinking, critical thinking and creativity are
also enhanced through the multiple media content and
technology access.

he session of the Conference revolved around
education through digitalization and the reasons
why Pakistan lags behind in digitalization of
education. The speakers emphasized on the signi icance of
using technology in education sector in Pakistan; ensuring
the quality of data usage through technology in education;
and, also on preparing people to become capable of using
technology.
Dr Afshan Huma's discourse focused on the scope of
quality education in a digital society by brie ing on a few
fundamental indicators of quality of education, namely,
quality among learners, quality in the learning environment,
quality in the learning resources, quality in the learning
processes and quality in the learning outcomes. She said
that the resources and outcomes of quality education need to
be straight forward and should be more helpful in aiding the
students than the teachers.
Pakistan has not been able to improve the literacy level
in the country. The maximum igure quoted in the
government documents is about 52 to 53% literacy. She
emphasized on the fact that there are disparities among
institutions, not only between public and private, but within
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research which have less work done upon valid indicators.
Research performance at individual level is absolutely
required to measure performance at the organizational level.
Both performance comparison is now feasible because we
do not have input data.
Dr Deepti Bandara started by emphasizing on the
players in education. Education has three players: learner,
teacher and administrator. Learners already have digital
skills or behaviour. We need to think about how we can guide
youngsters in order use technology eﬀectively, she said.
Secondly teachers must have skills to cope with the
challenges in a digital society. Older professors have to learn
from the youngsters. Therefore, role of a lecturer must be
more of a facilitator than a knowledge provider.
Administrator is a very important segment of society. In
Sri Lanka administrators are very backward in the use of
technology. They do not think that there is a need for using
technology in work. The universities there are providing
digital skills to learners but the books are not well equipped,
according to the speaker. In the end she appreciated the
Islamabad Administration for using modern technology to
handle capital.
Mr Qaiser A. Raja started by describing
misinformation, i.e. anything that is abundantly available,
always opens up to certain undesirable entries. The
information in abundance is untrustworthy.
The quality of education cannot exceed the quality of
teacher. If the quality of teacher is not up to a certain level the
whole system will collapse regardless of the standard of
education. The teachers are the fuel of education system, and
if we do not put the right fuel, the system simply will not
work. We can improve the quality of teachers through
digitalization and mock sessions. He added, “Our teachers
are like the lungs, as lungs energize the blood with oxygen, in
the same manner our teachers energize the students with
knowledge.”
There must be decentralization of education that
anyone can access anytime, anywhere and the traditional
way of education must come to an end. The credibility of
information must be ensured, as sometimes wrong
information on a good platform results in disaster of the
society. Quantity over quality is the major problem of the
today's digitalization process.
Three important components of education in digital
society are substance, delivery platform and suitable
infrastructure to deliver information. A digital society can
help in all three of those, the only thing we have to do is to
ensure that government gets involved. The world believes
that there is a need to develop an operational, cultural and
critical dimension of new literacies. Many suggest that there
should be an internal quality assurance system to ensure the
quality of training which is being given to teachers. Lastly, he
recommended that government should come into play and
have a standardization of the digital era of trailing. There
should be Key Performance Indicators (KPI) system in the
education.
Dr Nasir Mehmood appreciated the ideas given by all
speakers and emphasized the importance of technology in
our lives. Technology has made our lives easy and simple but
it totally depends upon how we are going to use it.
Technology has increased our capacity and ef iciency in

For teachers' training, as a result of technological
progress we now have more online professional
communities. These professional communities are a
continuous model of re lective practices and professional
development.
Data driven decision making is possible if you have
technology-based assessment tools, such as online quizzes
and games, and record keeping analysis such as student
pro iling. Technology helps connect students, teachers and
parents and also the school with the local community, and
ultimately the global community. In conclusion, she said,
“Educate with today's technology, develop a responsive
generation.”
Prof. Giovanni Abramo mainly talked about assessing
the quality of research. He began his speech by explaining the
concept of “knowledge base economy”, which means that
knowledge is increasingly a source of comparative
advantage at all levels, and improving the ef iciency of
research and education system, that are the producers of
new knowledge, which is critical. He further explained that
how digital methods can improve research performance of
institutes and the signi icance of knowledge as a source of
comparative advantage. Ef iciency of research ields and
funding criteria should be based on research performance of
individuals and institutions, he said. He provided methods to
measure and compare research performance by fraction of
counting output.
Performance should be evaluated at the level of input or
the number of publications by an institute. Signi icance of
ield classi ication and choosing ield of research very
carefully, to enable technologies for measurement, we need
to have credible output source, labour source and tools.
Performance of institutions can be enabled by
maintaining a data of performance of individual researchers
and institution as a whole and choosing areas and ields of
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Dr Fateh Marri emphasized on the quality of teachers
and discussed that there is a national academy for higher
education for training of teachers. He stated that we are
working on the mechanism for ensuring the quality of the
content which people are getting online and thinking about
the policies for recognizing online degree courses. He
further discussed that credit transfer system will soon be
implemented in Pakistan. E-of ice and online testing system
improves the ef iciency of the education system and also
protects environment. He concluded that there should be
some de ined policies for ensuring the authenticity of the
online content in improving the quality of education.

certain ways, digital society has the capacity to process the
data and present it in many more diﬀerent ways than before.
Quality of education is diﬀerent for everyone and everyone
has to decide independently about choosing quality for
themselves.
Technological gadgets can generate valuable
information for us but it cannot interpret information for us.
It is we who have to interpret that information and that
interpretation actually is our measure of quality which
ultimately will be helpful for us to improve this education
system as a whole across the world, he emphasized.

Session A-6:
Women Entrepreneurs in a Digital Society
Moderator:

Dr Rajan Ratna, United Na ons Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Paciﬁc (UNESCAP),
India
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4.

Ms Nataliya Khan, Photographer, Sea le, USA

Panel Organisers:

Ms Samavia Batool & Mr Mobeen Ali Khan, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan
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Mr Muhammad Awais Umar, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad, Pakistan
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governments do not consider gender or women when they
formulate their economic, trade and iscal policies. They
always have the understanding that these policies will
universally be applied to everyone. But the truth is that many
times and in many sectors women employees or
entrepreneurs have faced much bigger challenges. They
have been marginalized in developing or least developed
countries of South Asia because of the economic
liberalization.
In sustainable development goals, one of the goals is

r Rajan Ratna started the session by
welcoming the panellists and the audience.
During his introductory note, he explained the
signi icance of women entrepreneurship in a digital society.
Digital society brings opportunities because of
advancements in technology such as computer, software,
programming and internet which brings the world together.
While it provides the opportunity to reduce transaction cost,
on the other hand it brings some challenges especially for
those who are not digitally competent or savvy. Many of the
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independent both physically and inancially by providing
health care services, livelihood trainings and vocational and
business skills.” In Pakistan, most of the time these people,
especially women with disability face lack of opportunities
because of infrastructure development problems, lack of
accessibility and no reasonable accommodation
everywhere, so they cannot move from their homes for jobs
and for their education. Keeping these things in mind, she
said, she came up with the idea of self-management training,
in which they are working on two SDGs 1) Good health and
wellbeing 2) decent employment and economic growth. In
her concluding remarks she said that, if we empower these
types of marginalized people in Pakistan, everyone will
understand that we are all equal and together we can build a
better Pakistan.
Ms Nataliya Khan introduced herself as a lifestyle
photographer based in Seattle, U.S. She has specialized in
family and children lifestyle photography. She said that she
calls herself an accidental entrepreneur, as she belongs to a
family where no female has her own business. While sharing
her story she said that her life path changed when she moved
to Seattle after her marriage, where she discovered her
passion for photography. She said that she had to remain
very professional, in the initial days of her business, because
it is really dif icult for a girl with a Pakistani background to
deal with people in order to make sure that she gets paid for
her work. She concluded by saying that in her opinion more
females can become entrepreneurs if they are provided with
proper skill development training and policy support from
the government.
Ms Amna Zafar Khan, started her speech by saying that
in Pakistan we ind very few examples of female
entrepreneurs. Inadequacy of digital skills and knowledge, is
another challenge being faced by Pakistan's population all
together. She said that, she started her business by doing
basic online advertisement for small businesses, and
gradually, with the passage of time she added resources into
it and now she successfully runs a digital marketing
company. She said that, while working with women she has
realized two things, one is that female entrepreneurs have
less access to traditional retail market so the digital platform
for them is very important, and the other is that, women feel

totally dedicated to females. It talks about gender equality
and women empowerment. Empowerment of a woman
means a woman who is not only socially empowered but
economically empowered as well. Unfortunately, South Asia,
including Pakistan and India, is lagging behind in their
performance on SDG 5, which means that we are way behind
meeting the target of women equality and empowerment. He
said that if this is the status today, how are we going to
transform the world in coming 10 years, as the goal of SDGs is
going to completed by 2030. It is an established fact that
women's role in society is of multitasking where they are
expected to take care of the household responsibilities as
well. Under these circumstances, when we talk about SDG 5,
the life of women becomes more and more dif icult and
complex.
Ms Romela Hamid started her speech by sharing the
incident of 2005 earthquake, because of which she became
physically disabled. She said, after becoming disable, 'I came
to know that there are millions of people in Pakistan who
don't know how to live a life with disability, especially
females who are already a marginalized group in Pakistan'.
She said that during the rehabilitation process doctors had
told her that she will be on wheelchair for the rest of her life.
“At that moment I felt that my life is in detour, because my
personal injury is not the only loss, I lost two of my dearest
sisters in this disaster.” She was determined not to take
disability as a burden but a diﬀerent life style which can be
lived fully. She said, “I learnt self-management training under
the supervision of Dr Garrison in the UAE and his team of
physiotherapists.” “When she returned to Pakistan, she
stated, “I noticed that there were millions of people who are
in depression and constant pain who did not know how to
live a life and manage disability especially those who are
living with physical disability.” She referred to the World
Health Organization's (WHO) disability report saying that
indicates that 26 million people are with disabilities in
Pakistan and 15 million are physically challenged. She stated
that this is her target population in Pakistan, “I want to train
them about independent life. I want to tell them that
disability is a beautiful lifestyle but in a diﬀerent way.” “We
provide diﬀerent types of counselling sessions and health
care services across Pakistan. We are making them
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background. She said that even for the managerial roles, in
her organization, females are dominating over males. She
said that she is really thankful to Allah Almighty for giving
her the opportunity to help other females. In addition to this,
she said that, she started her irst training institute initially
for the girls who were already working for her and then
expanded it for those who wanted to join the profession.
Moreover, she said that digital media has become the
requirement of business these days. On the one hand, digital
envision has brought many positive changes in the society;
on the other it has negative consequences as well. There is a
need to develop strategies to encourage positive use of
digital technology. As female entrepreneurs it is our
responsibility to guide our subordinates and colleagues
about the rights and the wrongs of digitalization because
most of them come from humble backgrounds where they do
not have access to education and trainings. It is also our
responsibility to pay back to the society because we are
earning from it. Around 20 years back, she said, “I started to
work for burn victims. We are not only treating them but also
providing them with professional skills and trainings to
stand on their own feet. In the past 20 years we have
facilitated around 766 burn victims.” In the end she said that
the take away message from her side is that do not give up
and never ever think that life is dif icult, nothing is dif icult
until you have the courage to live. She recommended that we
need to provide platforms and support to female
entrepreneurs to ensure their inclusion in businesses.
Ms Shandana Khan said that the major problem female
entrepreneurs have been facing for the last ive years is the
lack of market opportunity for females from remote villages.
For them we are trying to create geographical indication law
whereby we impart premium to the product that is made in
their speci ic region. We are combining two laws, “ecommerce policy and GI”, allowing regular women, who may
not wish to leave the safety of their homes for personal
reasons, to be able to sell their products. The digital society
could be very useful in Pakistan, she said, “If we sort out
these two things, irst is double taxation. We have two
diﬀerent taxation systems at the provincial and at the federal
level. Second we don't have the gateway for international
transactions other than State Bank.”

hesitant sharing their own journey or sharing what they
have accomplished, they downplay themselves because
culturally we have been taught to do that. She expressed that
as a result of the fourth industrial revolution, digital
technology gives us access to the markets that was
inaccessible before. She said that her company also works on
developing digital literacy cell amongst women, to
encourage women entrepreneurs and provide them with the
skills required to successfully promote and run their
businesses. She further added, that it's been a year and they
have trained over 500 female entrepreneurs and wish to
continue doing that. She said that they hope to build a
women mentorship and networking system. Furthermore,
she said that there is lack of information and do not have
access to the success stories of women. She said that if we
bring more women together, having similar networks and
opportunities, engage with each other, we can really take the
conversation forward.
Ms Masarrat Misbah shared her story of
entrepreneurship by saying that she started her business in
1980 when the technological progress was slow, only
landline telephones were available and business
transactions were recorded manually on notepads. Over a
period of 40 years, her business expanded all over Pakistan,
from a single branch of her salon to 76 branches. She
explained that it is a female oriented business and there are
around 35 female employees working in each branch.
Around 75% of females working there as therapists,
beauticians and technicians are from very humble
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trade policy is not linked with investment policy, similarly,
the investment policy is not aligned with the tariﬀ policy. She
said that it is really challenging to change the provincial
policies in order to provide space to female entrepreneurs.
Adding to the list of challenges, she lamented that the
procedure for registering businesses is extremely complex,
especially for women.

A d d i n g f u r t h e r, “ W h e n w e t a l k a b o u t t h e
implementation, 18th amendment gave industry, women
development, agriculture, food and labour regulation to
provinces while the Ministry of Commerce is in the centre. It
is a really complex setup, if you want to promote female
entrepreneurship then this complex system needs to be
revised,” she suggested. For that we need to align our policies
as the SME policy has nothing to do with trade policy and
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policy direction. He also said that in decision-making and
policy decisions, Building Capacity to Use Research
Evidence Programme (BCURE), has taught lessons that have
helped structure SEDI.
Dr Arnaldo Pellini, Research Associate at the Overseas
Development Institute, while stating the objective of the

r Andy Murray, from DFID Pakistan,
highlighted the central objective of the
Strengthening the Use of Evidence in Policy
Making for Development Impact programme and said that it
aims to challenge conventional understanding around
policymaking and making sure that evidence de ines our
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of roles among stakeholders has been lacking and ministries
are shy to engage on the subject. He apprised the audience
that the article 25A of constitution bounds the state to
deliver free and compulsory education for children in the age
group of 6 to 16 years. He said that the situation on ground is
entirely diﬀerent and that still almost half of the students in
the age bracket are not in schools. He opined that child
labour is concentrated in rural areas and in the informal
sector (e.g. working at homes, self-employed vendors at the
streets). He also said that even if all students end up in
schools it will not make any diﬀerence as there is dismal
quality of education. Factories, mines and hazardous sectors
are prohibited for children under the age of 14 to work by the
Constitution but not across the spectrum of labour, he said.
No programmes at the federal and the provincial levels exist,
only inspection exercises are conducted, he lamented.
Dr Vaqar Ahmed, Joint Executive Director, Sustainable
Development Policy Institute delivered a presentation titled
“Strengthening the Use of Evidence in Economic Policy
Formulation”, which reiterated the lack of availability and
use of evidence in the policymaking process, issues of
capacity and coordination shortcomings. He stated that
policymaking is not necessarily evidence based. At times, he
suggested that, certain initiatives and programmes are
politically motivated and do not allow time to bring in
evidence. In addition, he said that collecting, managing,
iltering and synthesizing of evidence is lacking in the
economic policy making space. He also opined that donors
stand out as signi icant funders, as knowledge producers
suggested that the government put in a budget line for
knowledge production. He added that capacity-building
programmes in the sector are not an issue and are available.
He also added that evidence is accessible, however, it is not
context and time relevant.
Ms Mehr Shah, Director, Knowledge Management and
Communications, Karandaaz, said that policy debates and
eﬀorts are working in diﬀerent silos and the eﬀorts must be
organized jointly to deliver from one platform and have a
larger and sustained impact.
Ms Sa iya Aftab, Executive Director, Verso Consulting,
provided a note of caution that data can be made and can be
interpreted and used very diﬀerently. The use and
implementation of the data along with politics is an area we

project said that the programme discusses the demand and
use of evidence in three sectors in Pakistan, which include
Child Labour, Planning and Reform for Economic
Development and Skills Education:
Pathways into Employment . Furthermore, he
highlighted that due to increasing use of digital technologies
there is a need for developing new capabilities in
governmental use of evidence. While discussing the SEDI
programme he said that the key questions to be explored are;
what drives policy decisions in all the three sectors? Does
evidence play a role in that sector? What rules and
capabilities de ine the demand and use of evidence? How
does policy-making in the sector work and why?
Mr Mosharraf Zaidi, founder of Tabadlab, delivered a
presentation on Skills Education: Pathways into
Employment and highlighted that 70 million Pakistanis are
between ages 15-29 years. Furthermore, for this substantial
number of Pakistanis, the total Technical and Vocational
Education and Training (TVET) slots account to only
437,000. Skills include welding, electricians, beauty
parlours (for women) and hard labour for men. In terms of
quality, there is quite a lot of variance, he opined. He also said
that elite bureaucracy, specialist and external experts and
elected politicians constitute the policy-making architecture
in the sector, although news media has a signi icant
in luence. Our professional outlook on skills coupled with
the caste system has negatively constructed skills education,
he lamented. The whole focus in skills education is gender
biased in favour of men, he said. National Vocational &
Technical Training Commission (NAVTTC) Act puts the
responsibility of data gathering on the subject to National
Skills Information System (NSIS), he added. He opined that
the government's outlook on the skills trainee is limited to
labour to be sent oﬀ to the Middle East.
Anees Jillani, Chairman Board of Governors, SPARC
while deliberating on the subject child labour in Pakistan
opined that the country has been moving back and forth in
our social policies. For instance, he provided an example of
the Juvenile Justice Act which was promulgated in 2000 and
was struck down in 2005 by the Supreme Court. He stated
that the minister responsible for the child labour
policymaking had no idea that the subject matter was under
his ministry. He highlighted that coordination and the clarity
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suggested. Sequencing of one's reforms is essential, and to
elaborate the example he said that China manages policy
every decade and rede ines approach and objective
accordingly. However, he added that our political system
does not allow land reforms and income distribution and
this is where skills come in and education ensures their
earning. He stressed that evidence-based research could
help in addressing these issues and also institutionalized
policy making could help Pakistan decide an eﬀective and
meaningful approach. He lamented that from the 1970s, we
sent labour to the Middle East but have failed to rede ine and
improve our labour's capabilities and capacities. He added
that Pakistan kept providing the same quality and type of
labour over the decades. This approach, he opined, has
resulted in our labour getting lower wages and pays.

need to focus, she also added.
Mr Sartaj Aziz, former foreign and inance minister of
Pakistan said that evidence-based research has been gaining
tract over the past years but recently it has gained global
limelight. The testing and experimental method based on
research is providing increasingly better and eﬀective
response and impact in development sector due to researchbased evidence, he added. Multiple burning issues exist and
require research-based analysis, for instance, polio and
dengue recrudescence, micro credit and nutrition, he
highlighted. He also added that institutional building is the
crux of it all and if institutions are built ef iciently, they would
internally absorb research-oriented approaches and
produce better policies. Making and re ining polices is an
institutional process where donors cannot help in that, he

Session A-8
Roundtable - Air Pollution: Addressing Data Challenges and the Way Forward
Moderator:

Ms Maryam Shabbir, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute

Guest of Honour:

Ms Zartaj Gul, Minister of State for Climate Change, Government of Pakistan

Panellists:
1.

Ms Maryam Abbasi, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan.

2.

Ms Zainab Naeem & Ms Nageen Sohail, Fa ma Jinnah Women University, Rawalpindi, Pakistan

3. Mr Abid Omar, Pakistan Air Quality Ini a ve, Karachi, Pakistan
Discussants
Ÿ

Mr Muhammad Khan, Balochistan Environment Protec on Agency, Government of Pakistan

Ÿ

Mr Amin Baig, Punjab Environment Protec on Agency, Government of Pakistan, Rawalpindi, Pakistan

Ÿ

Dr Imran Khalid, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan

Panel Organiser:

Ms Maryam Shabbir, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan

Report by:

Ms Khansa Naeem, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad, Pakistan
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in Pakistan, particularly in Lahore. Stating the focus of the
session and presenting the agenda, she said that the session
will particularly talk about data challenges and take input
from the government and from data providers. She

fter a welcome note and key introductions of
panelists, Ms Maryam Shabbir from SDPI said that
many reports by the World Bank and diﬀerent
organizations have revealed health impacts of bad air quality
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mortalities have been reported due to aviation emission
around the airport vicinity, children and women remain the
main victims. In 2018, International Civil Aviation Authority
has setup some protocol standards, one of the major
protocols that they have setup is Carbon Oﬀsetting and
Reduction Scheme for International Aviation, 27 signatory
member countries are liable to follow those protocols.
Secondly June 2018 the council adopted the irst condition of
Na60 (CORSIA's protocol) which ensures environmental
protection. Europe and some other countries are trying to
shift toward renewable and biofuels.
Ms Naeem mentioned that she conducted general public
survey at two airports to ind out the general public
perception about the aviation emission inventory and about
how much they aware about greenhouse gasses and climate
change. Total participants were 60, 30 in Lahore and 30 in
Islamabad, the irst question was whether they were
travelling in business class or economy class, nearly 40 to
50% were travelling in business class but 50 to 60% were
travelling in economy class. When asked if they would prefer
to travel in aircraft with good e-fuel option they all said yes
but no one was willing to pay more for sustainable travel. She
concluded by pointing out that the statistics of the
international lights and the domestic lights that were
carried out in Pakistan 2019 showed that total cargo carried
out was 295943 in 2011 for total passenger and in 2018 this
amount trigger the number of light, the number of
passenger the number of cargo. The international civil
aviation authority established carbon emission calculator
and calculate the carbon footprint from air travel for oﬀset
programs. It estimates the aircraft fuel burn.
Mr Abid Omar, Founder of Pakistan Air Quality
Initiative, Karachi, Pakistan was then invited to talk about
data being generated by the air quality monitors and the
methodology being used to calculate the air quality index for

mentioned that Federal EPA in Islamabad have started
providing air quality emissions on a weekly basis in
Islamabad, but private entities are providing data more
quickly.
Ms Zainab Naeem, researcher from Fatima Jinnah
Women University, Rawalpindi, Pakistan presented the
review of public perception and need for emission
inventories. Ms Naeem started by saying that one mostly
talks about PM 2.5 concentration because it is thought to be
causing major harm to human and environment. Many other
pollutants in the air which include volatile and chemical
compounds unburn hydrocarbon. She further discussed
major sources of smog which is aviation industry. In 1999
IPCC reported that aviation industry contributed 2% to
global greenhouse gas emission. In 2000 ICO reported that
global air passenger traf ic is proposed to increase by an
average of 4.6 billion per annum to 4.9 billion per annum
between 1999 and 2020 which was proved by the World
Bank 2018 statistics and showed that it has increased to 4.9
billion per annum for the global evasion industry. The global
greenhouse gas emission that were contributed 2% in 1999,
are now being reported as to be 5%.
Ms Naeem added that carbon dioxide is one of the
greenhouse gases which is contributing towards climate
change. Carbon monoxide reduces blood oxygen. Nexus
oxidizes in air and produces three acids which are nitric acid
which can result in cardio vascular and respiratory diseases,
hydro carbons which disturb our molecular system and then
volatile particulate matters which are mutagenic, cause
neurotoxicity and produce sulfuric acid and acid rain which
is main cause of soot (black carbon) which is released from
industrial emission and air craft and deteriorating the air
quality.
Some countries like China, Turkey, Thailand, USA and
the UK have carried out private survey and found that
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that Lahore in this year has only 10 hours of good air quality
which meets international standards and Pakistan baseline
standards. But Government EPA data only talks about PM 2.5
if compared with Pakistan Air Quality Initiative's low-cost
data to ind out how reliable it is. In 2018, US monitoring
setup in Lahore and their data is similar to that of the
Initiative's. He concluded by stressing that Pakistan has
dangerous levels of air pollution in Lahore, in Punjab last
year only 18 days met Pakistan air quality standards.
Mr Muhammad Amin Baig, Deputy Director, Punjab
Environmental Protection Agency was then invited to speak
and give his insights on the role of brick kilns in comparison
to industrial and transportation sector pollution
contribution in the smog season and what is the capacity
issue being faced by the government for the instruments in
monitoring data, making it available online and strategies to
combat air quality.
Mr Amin Baig started his talk by highlighting that the
irst policy to combat with the smog was formulated in 2017.
In that policy every department has its own domain. There
are so many industrial units which are contributing towards
the air pollution specially smog. He pointed out there is a
challenge regarding the number of air quality monitoring
stations which are not suf icient to monitor data from entire
country. Mr Baig said that EPA Punjab is restructuring its
department and enforcing industrial units to install their
own air quality monitoring system. Recently, the EPA issued
the NOC to industries with a condition to install their own air
quality monitor station. It should be seen as a way forward
that the EPA is issuing environmental approvals under
section 12 of Punjab EPA Act 1997, enforcing all the
industrial units that are contributing to pollution to install
their air quality monitoring systems. The main issue is to
reinforce the law which is the main factor. Of 240 brick kilns
of Rawalpindi, only a few kilns converted to zigzag

Pakistan. Mr Omar started his presentation by saying that it
is generally believed that pollution in Pakistan is coming
from India, but wind directions show that most of pollution
is going from Pakistan to India. NASA satellite data shows
what pollution level looks like. He stated that it is very
unfortunate that air pollution is a problem we are not alone
in it. Some 92% of the world lives in the place where the air
quality is well above safe limits, this is a joint hotspot. As so
many people are aﬀected by air pollution, it has brought
researchers together to ind workable solutions for it.
Mr Omar said that public have access to real time data all
around the world but in Pakistan we set low cost air quality
monitors installed back in 2016 but it is least important, we
are not really interested in monitoring data. The thing which
matters is what to do with the data, what is policy outcome of
this data, as there is no policy monitoring in Pakistan since
decades. Private entities have installed air quality monitors
in diﬀerent cities of Pakistan. He mentioned that his
initiative has 15 monitors only in Lahore now. Their low-cost
monitoring provide data on hourly basis. These low-cost air
quality monitors have created gross root movement among
concerned citizens. He added that in November, Prime
Minister Imran Khan talked about Lahore's pollution levels
and compared them to Delhi. He added that his data shows
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Dr Imran Khalid, Research Fellow at SDPI, Islamabad,
talked about institutional frame work. Research is saying
again and again focus should be transport sector particularly
when it comes to fuel sector addressing our air pollution
problem so brick kilns are there, opening burning of waste is
there, the industrial emission are there but the key
proponent in Pakistan over the past decade and half has been
transport sector so as the population is grown which one can
see in shape of smog embedded line. We see air pollution in
winter in the form of smog because of temperature aversion.
The government started taking steps. But what is the
institutional framework under which all this is happening so
quickly go over where we are right now and the process that
we followed past few years so the environmental protection
ordinance of 1983 is relevant, the national conservation
strategy of 1992 is relevant, the environment protection act
of 1997 is relevant. All these acts and legislation or frame
work are loot to environment pollution, loot to air pollution,
loot to water pollution. Dr Khalid said that while we always
talk about awareness reasoning and institutional building
but even 30 or 40 years after the irst legislation came about
environmental management we are still so far behind. So
that is de initely a concern. Along with it we need to aware
the relevant stakeholder about these researches. In 2010 we
have 20 amendments which does not allow collective action.
We have fog commissions report, we have clear air program
of 2005, we have scientist and examples as Abid told us that
all this already done in Beijing, in Los Angles, in London in
50s -- so it is not a rocket building exercise, we just need to
come together and address these issues such that we need to
address con lict over capacity over resources.
Ms Maryam Shabbir highlighted that the capacity issues
are the root cause in many conventional departments. One
needs to move towards digital data basis and unless it is not
available to public it cannot be utilized for policy making to

technology, which could signi icantly reduce pollution. He
concluded by saying that EPA is working towards such
initiatives and remains hopeful that when restructuring will
be carried out, more data will be available on easy access.
Mr Muhammad Khan, Balochistan Environmental
Protection Agency was invited to talk about data challenges
with the government of Balochistan, as after 18 t h
Amendment, environmental issues need to be tackled with
at provincial levels instead of the federal level.
Mr Khan started his talk by stating that in 2003,
Balochistan was the irst province to install several
monitoring stations. Quetta was the second most polluted
city before 2000, courtesy 89 brick kilns, 10,000 two stroke
rickshaws, among 89 brick kilns, one brick kilns was using
12 to 15-tonnes of copper daily. Before 2010 there were no
emitant air quality standards for Pakistan. In 2005 EPA
started the program to uniform policy. In Balochistan PC1
has been approved for 10 more monitoring systems to
monitor the borders, data is maintained till 2015. Due to
operational cost the station has stopped but there is one
station in Quetta, while Lahore and Karachi have two
stations and one mobile station each; one station and one
mobile station in Islamabad and one in Peshawar where PM
2.5 is provided, PM 10 nonstop data and 16-kilometer
radiations, temperature and humidity. He concluded by
inviting audience and panelists alike to access and collect the
data for policy making. While conducting the vehicular
emission data all buses were checked and phase out 60% last
month increasing road side dust, which increases PM 10
level every time. He further added that they have conducted
two cycle in a year, one in hot season and other in cold season.
For PM 10 level its 6 points, connected to the main
intersections of the city. Air quality is two times higher PM 10
level, two times higher than national environmental quality
standard.
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a need to develop a solution instead of blame game. Solution
has to come from scientists, environmentalist, academia.
The Minister concluded by saying that the Prime Minster
already announced that hybrid buses will soon be available.
The whole program of zigzag technology has been passed on
to TEVTA and DESCOM to increase skill in people.

minimize pollution level. Inviting the Minster of Climate
Change, Ms Zartaj Gul, the Guest of Honour at the session,
said that Pakistan is being aﬀected by the biggest internal
migration due to climate change specially in Southern
Punjab. It is unfortunate that there is air pollution and smog
which is aﬀecting lots of people in Pakistan. She said there is

Engro-SDPI Dinner Plenary
Renewable Energy Reforms in Pakistan: An Appraisal
Welcome Remarks:

Engr Ahad Nazir, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute (SDPI), Islamabad Pakistan

Guest of Honour:

Senator Shibli Faraz, Leader of the House, Senate of Pakistan

Introduc on to SDC:

Dr Abid Q Suleri, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute (SDPI), Islamabad Pakistan

Panelists:
1.

Dr Rana Abdul Jabbar Khan, CEO, Alternate Energy Development Board, Pakistan

2.

Mr Shahab Qadir, CEO, Engro Powergen Qadirpur Limited, Pakistan

3.

Dr Fa ma Khushnud, Independent Power Producers Associa on (IPPA), Islamabad, Pakistan

4.

Mr Sardar Muhazzam, MD, Na onal Energy Eﬃciency and Conserva on Authority(NEECA), Pakistan

Panel Organisers:
Report by:

Mr Ahad Nazir & Mr Mujeeb ur Rehman, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute (SDPI),
Islamabad Pakistan
Ms Ifra Baig, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute (SDPI), Islamabad, Pakistan
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largest company of Pakistan, which uses the local fuel and
the company has the ability and capacity to tackle the
challenges posed by the emerging technologies. He said that
while devising new energy plans, the government should
avoid past mistakes. Mr Qadir stressed the need for
integrated energy plans to achieve the objective of cheaper
and cleaner energy mix. He further emphasized on the
importance of enhanced demand creation and a more
liberalised energy market in the country. He said a shift is
needed from single-buyer-model to multiple-buyer-model
that would cause the interaction of demand and supply of
power, thus setting a lower and ef icient basket price.
Highlighting the importance of utilization, he added,
indigenous resource utilization in power production must

r Abid Qaiyum Suleri, Executive Director,
Sustainable Development Policy Institute (SDPI),
Islamabad, in his introductory remarks said that
though the country has embarked upon the renewable
energy mix and eﬀorts at the Government level are being
made for cheaper and cleaner energy mix, yet issues of
capacity payments and circular debt require a sustainable
solution. He urged the Government to capitalize on the
digital revolution and ind ways to solve the complex issue of
the energy sector. He said that collective eﬀort and
consensus of stakeholders are crucial in structuring a
resolution of complex energy issues.
Mr Shahab Qadir, CEO, Engro Powergen Qadirpur
Limited, Pakistan said that the Engro Energy is the only
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be given priority and the importance of renewable energy
must be aggrandized with respect to a lower basket price of
electricity and a more sustainable power sector. Utilization
of local resources has always been a success for Engro and
could be similar for Pakistan's economy as utilizing
renewable energy would de initely be cost eﬀective and
more environmentally friendly that would lead towards
sustainable development of power sector. Mr Qadir
concluded his speech by urging the government to go for
competitive bidding process for renewable energy projects
and also urged the need for creation of demand for
renewable energy.
Dr Fatima Khushnud from Independent Power
Producers Association (IPPA), Islamabad, called upon the
Government for creating conducive environment and
ensuring consistency in policies which are critical for the
private sector to grow. She said that the Government must
uphold the sanctity of the private sector contracts and
should evolve mechanism where market for the IPPs should
be open from single buyer regime to open or multiple
markets. She also stressed the need for changing the mindset
at all levels through educating the public on energy
conservation.
Dr Khushnud emphasized that if these policy
recommendations are not considered then it could pile up to
aﬀect the risk premium, which would directly cause the
basket price of electricity to increase for the general
populace of the country. Furthermore, the policy relevant to
demand creation must be given a priority. Pakistan has
excess power generation and this could be utilized to reduce
the basket price through demand creation and through
renewable energy drive. Pakistan can move towards an
ambiance of environmental and price friendly energy for the
populace. She concluded by highlighting that with the
Government's focus on enhanced power generation from
renewables, it should also consider the tribulations caused
by the inef icient old power plants. These old plants are the
reason for increased power prices and must be either
restored to re-powering or must be decommissioned.
Economic growth and increased economic activities would
directly contribute towards demand creation, she said.
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Mr Sardar Muhazzam from National Energy Ef iciency
and Conservation Authority (NEECA), Pakistan, said that
there is a need to focus on energy ef iciency and conservation
along with the renewable energy mix. He said that the
NEECA is already working on National Energy Ef iciency
Strategy Paper and emphasized the need for integrated
energy planning and harmonization of the energy sector
regime. He recommended creation of ef icient framework
with regard to power appliances and further added that
digitalization is imperative with regard to energy
conservation and sustainable management of the excess
electricity in the market.
Dr Rana Abdul Jabbar Khan from Alternate Energy
Development Board, said that the board has developed green
energy building codes to help ensure the zero energy
consumption buildings in future. He said that there is a huge
potential in renewable energy sector in Pakistan and the
Board is working on facilitating the private sector in every
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the incumbent government was trying hard to curtail the
circular debt and capacity payment issues. By 2020 the
government aims to bring down the circular debt to zero
level. While highlighting the inconsistency in legal
framework and contradictions within the institutional
operational regime, Senator Faraz stressed the need for
amendment in NEPRA Act. He said that the administrative
infrastructure of the energy sector requires a lot of changes
at all levels, which need coordinated eﬀorts by all
s t a ke h o l d e r s . T h e N a t i o n a l E n e rg y E f i c i e n c y &
Conservation Authority (NEECA) has to set improved
standards of energy ef iciency and conservation to help
make the country energy suf icient and ef icient, he added.
Senator Faraz also stressed on the need for an ef icient
transmission and distribution mechanism along with the
production of cheaper and cleaner energy mix. He suggested
digital solutions to curb this issue and said these are
imperative for bridging the communicational gaps between
the institutions.

manner. He said that under the recently approved new
policy, the board has set the targets of 20% renewable
energy mix by 2025 and 30% by 2030. He further mentioned
that the tariﬀ determination has been eased and made more
transparent as well as competitive through internationally
competitive bidding.
Senator Shibli Faraz, Leader of the House, Senate of
Pakistan stressed the need and importance of cheaper
renewable energy for the country suggested the need for
establishing a dedicated ministry for renewable energy to
tackle the complex challenges and future energy demand of
the country. He lamented that the past government poorly
negotiated the energy contracts including the Independent
Power Plants (IPPS) and Lique ied Natural Gas (LNG), which
[posed to] compromise the future the country. He said, there
were ma ias around in every sector and energy sector was no
exception.
Senator Faraz said clean and cheaper energy production
projects were ignored in the past and costly projects were
given priority with the attention to mint money. He said that
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Digitalizing Inclusion and Social Protection in Pakistan
Chair:

Mr Parvez I ikhar, Member PM's Special Taskforce on IT, Government of Pakistan
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Ms Mahnoor Arshad, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad, Pakistan
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r Syed Mustafa, Technical Advisor, GIZ, said that
single window services and one window
operations are required for social protection in

Pakistan. Social protection assists people to get out of
poverty. People know very little about the social protection
programmes except a select few like the Benazir Income
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expanding businesses, he said. Several gaps are there with
regard to bringing digitalization in to Pakistan. Digital
competencies need to be promoted. Data analytics should be
used in order to withdraw useful results from the
information provided. Product and service innovation is
needed and infrastructure needs to be revamped.
Data is the essential facility, he postulated. Data
collected from the public is used without their consent due to
which the public's trust has been shattered. Data collection
should be protected and the privacy of the public should be
maintained throughout. A data protection programme
should be devised and global standards of data protection
must be met. Companies should properly de ine how public
data is being used and for what purposes. He further talked
about the Open Government Partnership Act which
advocates openness, transparency and accountability. He
said that a good policy runs on the infrastructure of
institutions.
Dr Sajid Amin, Research Fellow, SDPI, started oﬀ by
stating that three major transformations have been made
globally. The irst one refers to shifting from economic
empowerment to digital empowerment. The second one is
the shift from poverty to social inclusion. And the third one is
the separation between the economic and social policies. He
further said that macroeconomic policy should have a social
policy component in it as well. Digitalization of the society
and digitalization of public service providers is a need of the
time. Redesigning products and services and bringing about
digitalization here in Pakistan is challenging. It is required to
be seen as to what needs to be changed in the products and
services. Large scale evidence is missing on what works for
Pakistan and what does not. Testing is required.
Furthermore, there is low digitalization in Pakistan
(only 22%). A check is required in order to see whether there
is equitable distribution of digitalization in the society or
not. He asserted that what we do is that we divide the
bene iciaries but take the overall programme to be
homogenous, whereas, in reality it is heterogeneous in
nature. Data may sometimes not be the end product. It is not
the interpretation but the syntax which should be given due
consideration. There should be collaboration between the

Support Program (BISP). Only 2% of the total population is
aware of the social protection programmes being conducted
here in Pakistan. There should be a coherent social
protection system prevalent here in Pakistan.
With regard to the single window services, he
emphasized that the government cannot decide this
overnight. Time is required to get things done. He further
asserted that models have been tested and tried in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa (KP) and Punjab. There are certain steps in a
business process and the projects should be streamlined and
then digitalized. In KP, there are proper databases and of ices
have been made in which trained staﬀ is recruited. Policies
are then made and given out and operations regarding such
tasks have been started. The procedure should be such that
people should come to one window, tell their query and then
must be sent over to the concerned department.
However, in Punjab, conditions are really diﬀerent from
those of KP. In Punjab, there is availability of properly made
infrastructure and staﬀ is available. A service sim is issued to
the customer after proper scrutiny of their CNIC. An ATM
card is then issued to them through which cash transfer
service is provided to the customer. On the other hand,
challenges are being faced in KP. There is no communication
department to connect the iscal department with the one
window of ice. Follow-up requires more time. Due to lack of
proper databases, it gets dif icult to identify any duplication
being done. Departments are hesitant to share data with
each other. Departmental processes are not mapped out
properly.
Furthermore, when a service is provided, price
documentation is required. Services are still manual which
hinders progress. The policies which are being made do not
address issues related to data privacy. The staﬀ ends up
conducting surveys over and over again.
Mr Ahmed Qadir, Director General, CCP, speci ied that
the population of Pakistan is 36% urban and 64% rural. It is
the 6th most populated nation and there is almost 22%
internet penetration here. There are 28 million social
network users in Pakistan. Pakistan is moving towards
digitalization. There must be digitalization of health, ecommerce, etc. Internet plays a very important role in
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There is 44% access to internet through smartphones
and it is a pity that smartphones are being taxed highly in
Pakistan. He mentioned that as member of the IT taskforce,
he has placed his recommendation to the Prime Minister that
IT products should not be taxed in Pakistan. Smartphone
taxation is a barrier to internet access as well. Smartphones
can become a great source for implementation of one
window operations in Pakistan but not in the near future.
This delay is due to the fact that awareness about
digitalization is lacking among individuals. The Data
Protection Bill has been modi ied and the European General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) model should be
adopted. Technology is a tool, he further asserted. As such no
social protection programmes are being conducted properly
and with full dedication here in Pakistan and digitalization
will certainly make them more ef icient and eﬀective.

public sector, private sector, civil society and the academia on
three fronts. First is to diﬀerentiate the general digital tools
from the eﬀective digital tools. This will result in a higher
user engagement. Second is the identi ication of the triggers
that drive digitalization to the social service providers. Third
is the digitalization of identi ication processes, whether they
are disbursement processes or others.
Mr Parvez Iftikhar, Member PM's Special Taskforce
on IT, chairing the session said that there are several issues
prevalent in Pakistan and digitalization will help sort them
out. He talked about the social protection programmes.
Digitalization makes it easier for these programmes to talk
among themselves but only if there is willingness to do so.
Data, if used properly, can help. He said that he is a proponent
of pilot projects as they are more economical. He said several
start-ups face obstacles in establishing their applications
due to lack of accessibility to data, for example, NADRA is a
brilliant organization but due to security concerns data
stored there cannot be shared.
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has set up a goal to reduce the particulate matter up to 25%
in four years. Dr Liu added that the government has moved to
technology-based emission control. Before that the local
governments only reported the reduction in emission.
Central government not only wants the emission control but
[an improvement in] the air quality as well. She stressed that
this is a big transition for China ighting for air pollution. We
should use scienti ic measures to evaluate the eﬀectiveness
of the control measures. We need to understand our
emission sources. China will integrate the air control
measures in the air control model and the model will tell us
dose-response function. Based on technologies, China
evaluated its forecast measures such as energy structure
change, acts related to emission reduction. The Ministry of
Environment is reformatted and a new department for air
pollution control is set. She highlighted co-bene its of Carbon
Emission Reduction in the Implementation of “Air Ten Act”.
From 2013 to 2017, the cumulative CO2 emission reduction
brought by the implementation of the “Atmospheric Act 10”,
the measure is estimated to be between 1.5 and 3 billion
tonnes. She explicitly highlighted that how China's
sustainable societies experience can be transferred into
CPEC development, since Pakistan signi icantly depends on

r Hina Aslam, from SDPI, Islamabad, as moderator
of the session, formally initiated the proceedings by
giving a brief overview and introduction of the
worthy panellists. She said that our societies and economies
are struggling to transform in response to climate crisis and
rapidly deteriorating environmental conditions, which
require attention and eﬀorts. Digital technologies oﬀer a
variety of services to enable sustainable form of resource
use, conservation and environmental protection by
increasing the standard of living of the world population in
the era of structural transformations, technological
advancements and alterations in social and economic order.
Dr Aslam said that over the years China has tremendously
achieved ecological transition, using concrete policy and
technological measures. Key objective of this session is to
make functional adjustments in major economic zones and
to put forward the policy recommendations for
sustainability of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC),
she explained.
Dr Huan Liu from Tsinghua University, China, discussed
sustainable development through CPEC with clean air
perspective. She said that clean environment of any city is an
indicator of sustainable development. Clean air act in China
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energy interconnection and also gave some suggestions for
Pakistan. He said that in the coming years energy demand
will increase, such as demand for electricity and oil. He said
that the way to deal with this situation is the use of smart
grids. Smart grid is a concept that energy from generation,
transmission, distribution to utilisation can be controlled by
the authority system. Mr Wang added that in China, 10 years
ago, the load centre was in the west while the power
generation centre was in the east; there was not much
connectivity, but in one decade, China has inished a
nationwide energy transmission system (from east to the
west), which is also the longest transmission line (3,000 km).
He said that in China, they also have an energy control system
through which they can monitor all the power generation
and utilization. He said that we believe that through
worldwide interconnection map we can utilize energy in the
best way. In conclusion Mr Wang suggested that Pakistan
should connect with China and other countries to use energy
as a commodity and which can be sold or bought from China.
Ms Kanwal Shauzab, Parliamentary Secretary, Ministry
of Planning Development & Reform (MPDR), who presided
as chair of the session, made some announcements about
what the Government intends to do on this subject. She said
the Government intends to develop policy instruments and
guidelines to encourage the banking system to make green
investments. She continued that the green inancing
mechanism can be widely adopted so that capital markets
can allocate inancing to reduce carbon sector of the
economy. These measures include subsidies for clean
energy, pricing of carbon emissions, emission trading and
taxes, reducing the price of low carbon technologies to make
them more attractive for private entrepreneurs which can
help access international inance from green climate fund
and others. Investment in low carbon transportation, energy
ef icient production and clean energy for the cities can and
should come from private sectors. Ms Shauzab also said that
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaaf (PTI) Government intends to
prioritise creation of a policy environment to mobilize
private sector resources, and in particular the international
green inance for infrastructural needs. Further adding she
said CPEC can also become an environmental corridor,

road freight transportation using 96% of total road freight,
only 4% transported by rail freight 70% trucks are two and
three axle (Bedford), 8% articulated & 22% multi-axle
trucks which are mostly 30 years old. It becomes extremely
important to mitigate the eﬀects of air pollution on people
and the environment to achieve sustainable development.
Since CPEC is a route for other economic corridors of the
world under BRI, it can bring an opportunity for a clean
global supply chain.
Dr Muhammad Imran, from the Arid Agricultural
University Pakistan, said that air, water, forests, ground
water are the constituents of environment and whenever
someone plans for urban settlements, mega projects and
building industries, one should maintain these constituents
and ecosystem services. While talking about CPEC, he said
that we are expecting huge land cover change throughout the
country, which is associated with the ecological transitions
in terms of all the resources. We are expecting 7,000 big
vehicles moving per day emitting 336.5 million tonnes of CO2,
which can lead half of the glaciers to vanish in 2100
according to forecast and can also cause loods and climate
change. Dr Imran further said that in order to maintain our
ecosystem and mitigate the eﬀects of changes due to mega
projects there are two solutions. One is to build an ecofriendly technology but the most practical way is to maintain
our forests, another dimension is the implementation of
SDGs, which is to eradicate poverty and hunger. He also
talked about the challenges related to this trading as we are
trying to provide digital services to automated, timely, less
labour intensive, eﬀective monitoring of carbon stocks
trading and related ecosystem services; and, second
challenge is to develop organizations to maintain and
develop some policies. DrImran concluded by saying that
there are four essential components to carry out: irst,
monitoring land use cover change; second, identifying
carbon source and sink areas; third, evaluation of carbon
stocks; and, four is linking land use change with CO2 stock
trading.
Mr Xiaofei Wang from Global Energy Interconnection
Development and Cooperation Organization (GEIDCO),
China, talked about sustainable development smart grid and
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but having large number of poor people. He emphasized that
there is no direct light between the capitals of India and
Pakistan i.e. Delhi and Islamabad. There was a light between
Mumbai and Karachi but it had been discontinued. Now
there is a light between Lahore and Mumbai and that is just
twice a week which means we are close yet so far. If we dream
to have a nation free of poverty, we need to have connectivity
to promote cooperation. If CPEC is expanded, it will bring
social, ecological and inancial sustainability to South Asia.
What is preventing South Asian cooperation? The answer is
cold war. Both governments should ind a way to solve the
Kashmir issue. He said that by expanding CPEC, Kashmir
issue can be resolved. China can help because it is a rising
power and has good relations with its neighbouring
countries. Moreover, Chinese leadership and China favours
friendly relation between India and Pakistan. Mr Kulkarni

China's share of global green bond market is 40% and
learning from their experience Pakistan can launch green
bonds under CPEC and it is an opportunity for Pakistan to
reach its SDGs targets. She also acknowledged the role of
individual eﬀorts to move towards a sustainable society.
Mr Sudheendra Kulkarni from India, started his
conversation by thanking the panel organizers and said that
coming to Pakistan is like coming home. He de ined digital
era as instantaneous connectivity from one place to another
anytime. He maintained that India and Pakistan as digitally
d i s c o n n e c t e d . H e s a i d w e n e e d t o b ro a d e n t h e
understanding of the concept of sustainable development,
which means economic growth that is ecologically
sustainable. Another dimension is peace, without peace
there can be no sustainable development. Quoting the
example of India and Pakistan relations he said that nations
and societies cannot reach their full potential of sustainable
development if they are not living in peace. Mentioning the
water dispute between the two countries, he commented
that we are not able to share water from the rivers which
connect the two countries. Mr Kulkarni lamented that India
and Pakistan are not prospering together in the digital era,
the era which oﬀers unlimited opportunities for lourishing
of human potential. There are some political, ideological and
geo-strategical factors that are continuously undermining
the connectivity between these two countries. There is lack
of peace and cooperation between India and Pakistan and
both spend huge amount of money in maintaining huge
armies and satisfying their hunger for new weapons. This
has created new issues of unclean drinking water, poverty,
insanitation, disease, unemployment and other indignities
of life among the people of South Asia.
Mr Kulkarni explained his views on ecological aspects
of CPEC. He said that expanding CPEC into regional
connectivity project can promote Indo-Pak peace and
contribute to sustainable development in South Asia. He
wrote an article focusing on the concept that yes, India and
Pakistan can become good neighbours. South Asia is least
integrated region in the world in terms of digital
connectivity. He said it is a shame for us that we are most
populous region of the world with a population of 1.7 billion
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Pakistan and all economic roads are for sustainable peace.
We are living in time of complexity, change and limitless
opportunity. The whole concept of sustainable development
is embedded in ecological development and bringing people
above poverty line and connecting them. By this, humans will
have no boundaries. They can move to areas where they get
better opportunities and investment. Is digitally connected
social media actually bringing peace or not? We should
embrace the change because world is prospering. While
discussing the green belt and road initiative, he said it will
help to conserve resources. We have ibre optic project from
Kashgar, he informed the audience. We have projects in
health care to promote sustainable development. Virtual
university is connecting rural and urban resources. Similarly,
digitalizing health care is important. He stressed that we
should make policies that are sustainable. He concluded by
quoting, “It does not matter how fast or slow you are moving
unless you are moving.”

highlighted that the Pakistan's Prime Minister gave
reassuring statement that if India takes one step, Pakistan
will take two steps to promote peace and cooperation. He
added that by expanding CPEC, India would have access to
Pakistan and Pakistan would have access to India. India
would also gain access to Afghanistan via Pakistan and
onwards and Pakistan would have access to Indian markets
and Indians and from there, onwards to Bangladesh country which was once a part of Pakistan. He concluded by
saying that expanding of CPEC will help expand India, China
and Bangladesh corridor. It will give more bene its of
forming a South Asia that is free form war, con lict, poverty,
disease and environmental degradation.
Mr Hassan Daud, Chairman Board of Investment (BoI),
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, irst congratulated and thanked Dr
Abid Suleri for organizing such a splendid Conference. While
oﬀering his special remarks at the occasion he said this
platform brought three most important parties of
sustainable peace on one platform i.e. India, China and
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tackle the major societal issues such as malnutrition,
maternal and child health and achieving other sustainable
development goals.
Mr Aftab Alam focused on the second-generation
“Right to Information” Act and its requirement for proactive
disclosure of information. He began by drawing comparison
between the irst generation (pre-18th Amendment) laws
and second-generation laws (post-18th Amendment). The
latter is distinctive in its proactive disclosure provisions.
Section 5, under the Act, focuses on the 29 categories that
should be disclosed by all public bodies.
The speaker further added that the public institutions
are not only obligated to enact these provisions by the law
but also by the country's position as the SDGs' signatory.
Pakistan has a responsibility to enhance 'eﬀorts to publicly
promote the right to information' under SDG 2, 10 and 16. Mr
Alam then spoke of IRADA's research in this regard. He
evaluated compliance of statutory as well as international

he speakers in this panel stressed on the signi icance
of digital accountability for improved governance of
Pakistan and how diﬀerent e-governance models of
the government are relying on digital tools and technologies
to seek feedback from the citizens on the performance of
various government departments, and improve its systems
and responsiveness of its public of icials.
Mr Fayyaz Yasin, Director Pakistan Programme,
Accountability Lab, while moderating the session made
opening remarks that with the use of the diﬀerent
technological tools, we can make our system smoother and
make accountability and governance more impactful. He
said that Pakistan has only now begun to consider leveraging
technology for eﬀective governance and government
responsiveness towards citizens, however, the room for
improvement requires a deep dive into challenges and
examples from within the country and beyond. Mr Yasin
emphasized that the challenge for the digital world is to
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Mr Shahid Farooq urged the government to train the civil
servants on the digital tools and technologies and stressed
the need for revision of national e-governance and ICT
policies in order to make it realistic. He said that ICT is a
catalyst which can help accelerate good governance and
ensure accountability.
Ms Nataliya Tariq in the light of the points discussed by
Mr Shahid Farooq, suggested that the tech communities
should be linked with policy makers. She further added that
the open government data includes stakeholders but
government has not yet submitted the National Action Plan.
Dr Mansoor Ali Zaidi presented his remarks by
diﬀerentiating between noise and information and stressed
upon the young generation to know this diﬀerence. He stated
that noise stems from lack of digital accountability and a lot
of fake information or misinformation. The country lacks a
comprehensive internet governance and accountability
mechanism to tackle this challenge. Neither the FIA
recognizes the digital crimes to its full capacity nor do the
universities have professional thinkers and entrepreneurs to
restructure digital system. We need digital skills in
educational curricula and career development tools to
facilitate capacity building and resilience of the society in
this digital age, he stressed.
Dr Zaidi lamented that we had failed to develop human
centric policies and design thinking. He concluded that
solution lies in design thinking from trained professionals.
Pakistan needs design thinkers to meet the challenges.
Ms Nataliya Tariq agreed with the views of the speaker
and suggested that there is a dire need for young people to
address the ever-changing problems. She also raised a
question on the freedom of association and speech and its
implications on Pakistan's society.
Dr Arnaldo Pellini talked about the correlation
between the 4th Industrial Revolution (4IR) and policy
making in light of New Zealand's Data Futures Forum,
Taiwan's Crowdsourcing and Legislative Process and
Indonesia's Haze Gazer. He stated that technologies are
becoming transnational bringing forth prospects,

obligations of proactive disclosure in the noti ied ministries
at the federal level.
The results showed that the Ministry of Finance
achieved the highest score of 19/39 and Ministry of Oversees
Pakistani, and Ministry of Energy and Maritime Aﬀairs
received the lowest scores. The research further found that
the least complied indicators were duties, functions,
remuneration, guidelines on discretionary power, audit and
inquiry investigation. The researcher concluded that none of
the federal ministries are applying the proactive disclosure
of information which hinders eﬀective governance and
accountability.
Ms Nataliya Tariq at the end of the irst discussion by
Mr Aftab Alam, stated that the “Right to Information” is a
constitutional right and should be made more accessible and
equitable across all genders especially for women.
Mr Shahid Farooq began by presenting digital realities
and their evolutionary eﬀects on governance. He stated that
government has had multiple transformations from e to ogovernance (i.e. electronic government to open government)
in which government was made inclusive of all private and
public stakeholders rather than only government of icials.
To ful il the requirement of this new form of governance,
Information Communication Technologies (ICT) can act as a
cost-eﬀective catalyst through online videos, email
communication and social media. This strategy can be
successful through “political will, open minds of of icial and
open eyes of citizens as principle agents to achieving
governance and accountability”. The speaker then shifted his
focus towards Pakistan and posed a question that why it
ranks low on the e-governance indicators. He stated that it
has failed to use ICT for public value, misused “Right to
Information” for public interest and limited awareness on
open government data.
These problems exist because of the degree of political
will for citizen centric governance through principles of
open government, prevalence of colonial mindset in policy
making, scarcity of knowledge of policy among the civil
society and digital divide.
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is fundamental for accountability and good governance.
Barrister Shahzad said that in large democracies like
Pakistan, India, and the USA, ensuring participation of the
citizens is a big challenge. Technology and digitalization can
help ensure the citizens' participation and their feedback on
government actions and policy decisions. Technology has
downside too, where government is being judged on a daily
basis. On individual and societal privacy and data protection,
he stressed the need for striking a balance between an
individual and a society.
Barrister Shahzad further said that Pakistan is an over
legislated country, whereas on the other hand there is lack of
implementation of the existing legislations. He said most of
the executive functions are being performed by the
secondary legislations such as SROs, directives, and rules. He
stressed the need for executions of the existing laws. He said
that access to information is fundamental for the service
delivery, where participation of citizen is very import.

uncertainties and economic implications. One of the
signi icant eﬀects of this is that the public goods provided do
not coincide with the needs of the 21 st century and
multiplicity of the 4IR. Since these three case studies are
success stories on how the 4IR can be used, the lessons
learned are: evidence-based approaches to decision making,
use of technology to drive economic growth and citizens'
access to data for trust and expansion of knowledge to data
analytics.
Ms Nataliya Tariq added that with digitalization, data
protection and privacy must be kept in mind.
Special Assistant to the Prime Minister on
Accountability, Barrister Mirza Shahzad Akbar towards
conclusion of the session said that in today's digital society
the governance is not ruling but ensuring public service
delivery to the citizens. He said that if any government fails to
deliver the public services, it will be eventually kicked out.
He stressed that citizen check on the public service delivery
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polluted; as of now 20% of people are disabled due to mental
illnesses, which also contributes to cardiovascular diseases.
Developed countries like the UK and US have collectively
invested USD 293 billion and China USD 88 billion towards
research on how damage caused by mental illness can be
undone. Although the costs of mental illness are biological,
social and psychological, the projections for loss to economy
in particular due to mental illness by 2030 will be USD 16
trillion and by the end of 2030, it has been predicted that 6
trillion people will be suﬀering from depression alone,
which will make it the leading cause of disability.
Dr Malik further elaborated on the eﬀects of digital
transformation, he said, although we are hyper connected,
we are nonetheless more isolated and lonelier. The average
number of times an individual checks his/her phone around
the world is every 12 minutes. Having thousands of friends
on Facebook proves that we really do not know which friends
are exploiting the social capacity of our brain. Feeling of
loneliness, humiliation, anomie and interpersonal
relationships have become mechanical, thus increasing fear

r Shakil Malik, Professor of Psychiatry from the
Brighton and Sussex Medical School, UK, joined the
session via Skype link. He started with a brief
introduction on the practical role of a psychiatrist and how
digitalization has transformed lives across the globe. As most
of us carry a mobile phone in our pockets with its inherent
advantages in certain aspects it also has huge negative
implications. He further elaborated that the brain is a bundle
of nerves transmitting electrical impulses; it is like having a
mega computer protected in the skull and the electricity is
generated by chemicals, which contribute to changes in its
neuroplasticity. The brain controls all the functions of our
thinking, perception, memory to executive functioning also
monitoring the heart and glycaemic index (GI) system.
He relayed facts such as 40 billion photos have been
posted on Instagram alone in 2019. Mental health is of prime
importance yet one with lowest priority. Mental illness has
hit epidemic proportions due to multifactorial causes but
most importantly due to 'psycho-social toxicity'. This he
explained is when the psychosocial environment gets
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mental illness. He emphasized that depression is an illness.
He illustrated a case study pertaining to an online game
called 'blue whale' where some children were aﬀected by
this game in Peshawar and one of them committed suicide.
Mental health is the complete wellbeing meaning, it
includes social, spiritual, biological and psychological
faculties. It is advantageous as well to some extent as it helps
build and sustain social capital, personal life, family life,
community life, national life and helps contribute
internationally, said Dr Yousafzai.
Despite being heavily in luenced by the West, the local
culture in rural Pakistan is still traditional and conservative
with practices such as blood-letting, shrine cultures,
chaining, and defective laws being frequently practiced with
normalcy. In this part of the world mental health is
unfortunately heretofore associated with extreme human
rights infringements. He further expressed his thoughts on
how we have the problem of mental retardation because of
cousin marriages and do not have institutions to cater to the
needs of mentally ill people in this country. Institutionalized
cults are damaging our society as critical thinking is lacking,
coupled with the need to remain fast paced and updated with
the latest trends in the world proves to cause extreme
concern for mental health professionals. He suggested that
the link between how digitalization eﬀects the mental health
of an individual in our local context needs to be researched
and invested in before it becomes a multipronged problem,
which is beyond treatment.
Dr Faryal Razzaq started her talk by explaining how we
are currently going through an era of Fourth Industrial
Revolution where we are experiencing an unprecedented
change in arti icial intelligence. According to Dr Razzaq's
opinion, the Maslow's hierarchy of needs has changed
signi icantly in the sense that we now have digital needs
where we have to have access to digital data. Moreover, our
digital needs seem to be extensive. But we must understand
that as human beings we are hard wired to be emotional,
meaning we have psychological needs which can get aﬀected
with depression, anxiety and stress if not looked after
appropriately.
Dr Razzaq further de ined emotional intelligence as the

factors amongst us.
Then there is a world of cybercrime, which involves
bullying, stalking, cyber suicide, making drugs more freely
available all of which together results in a cost of USD 5.3
trillion. He linked how digitalization enables deviant cults to
be developed, video gaming addiction which is similar to
drug or alcohol addiction, psychological warfare causing
geopolitical instability all of which resulting in technological
singularity.
He emphasized, in Pakistan speci ically mental health
proves a double burden of disease and causes serious
concerns along with eradicating communicable diseases.
The use of gadgets is increasing day by day and posing
serious threats to the psychological well-being of children as
well as adults which makes a person dysfunctional altering
the biochemistry of the brain which aﬀects the heart and
immune system. In Pakistan, mental health facilities are rare
and this is the irst time a Prime Minister has focused on this
issue by spreading awareness.
As a practicing psychiatrist in Pakistan, he said he can
safely share from his experience that he inds drug addiction,
use of alcohol, cyber bullying and suicide rates increasing
day by day. There is not a single person who is not aﬀected in
a household collapsing the micro and macro social system.
Guestimates suggest that 25% of men and 35% of
women are suﬀering from mental illness in Pakistan. A
national monitoring system needs to be put in place by the
government so that cybercrimes, which are a huge source of
depression amongst women, can also be controlled.
Extensive research is needed in this area and the credibility
of data has to be built and sustained.
Dr Wahab Yousafzai, from Shifa International Hospital,
Islamabad stated that managing mental health is an
enormous issue in Pakistan because of the way it is perceived
and dealt with by the society as something unmentionable.
We are all pushing our psychological limits as we have quick
and easy access to technological means. But it is a doubleedged sword, which we do not realize initially. Its eﬀects are
felt after signi icant time has elapsed and when the damage
is irreversible. The speaker focused on problems for
individuals and those related to him which are caused by
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Social media is not a safe place; in particular for children
and young adults. Nowadays even schools are moving
towards use of tablets and chrome books, thus increasingly
exposing naıv̈e minds to the World Wide Web. Instead of
developing analytical capabilities and thinking personalities
we are indoctrinating information which lacks authenticity
and credibility.
Dr Salik stressed on the need of following international
standards of employment policies. She concluded her talk
by saying that we need to appreciate that good things are also
taking place. E-mental health apps can reduce waiting times
and we can deliver interventions at a lower cost. We may
address simpler natured psychological issues online but
cannot address mental pathologies as we cannot access
someone's trauma online but at least it will do some good if
not entirely.
Dr Zarqa Taimur, Chairperson, Advisory Committee on
Learning Disabilities, GoP, in her talk focused on Pakistan
and said mental health is an ability which helps us relate our
inside with the outside and vice versa. There is a near
epidemic globally, but also if you put that to the context of
Pakistan, in our families there are at least one to two people
suﬀering from mental distress.
The way we look at health in Pakistan the bigger picture
is not taken into consideration. Digital platforms need to
change to cater to mental health and there need to be online
solutions available for an individual instead of spending time
on Facebook or Instagram. There is an emergency like
situation for the crisis of mental health in Pakistan, which is
coupled with other stressors such as poverty, injustice,
unemployment and government's inability to comprehend
the problem at hand let alone rectifying it.
The question is how do we convince the decision makers
to do something about it? We have lost our value systems and
traditional way of family life and communal living where
everything was dealt with promptly and face to face.
Pakistan is a compromised nation psychologically and
emotionally and she quoted the examples of the audience to
the Muneeb and Mughees' deaths, Model Town incident, the
child in Kasur who was victim to sexual abuse and then
murdered.

ability to recognize one's own emotions and those of others.
She argued that where digitalization has negative
implications, it can also prove to be a saviour such as when
controlling your stress, digitalization can be a useful tool as
well. She recommended that one should develop coping
strategies and look for meditation apps. It is about
understanding the concept what you are seeking is seeking
you as well. If you seek useful things, useful things will come
to you in the digital space hence it is not all doom and gloom.
Dr Razzaq shared how in her experience social media
makes one envious about others life so one should learn to
practice gratefulness and gratitude, which lowers one's
stress hormones. Practice kindness and empathy especially
online not just in your personal lives, she said. Connect with
only loved ones online and stay away from people you do not
personally know. She concluded by saying that one should
develop compassion to celebrate the success of others or
those around.
Dr Semra Salik, a Clinical Psychologist at Psychecare,
Islamabad, opened her discussion by saying how it has
become fashionable to get yourself psychologically screened
nowadays. And this screening suggests that our youth is not
in safe hands anymore. Social media is not real, yet it is a
bitter reality. Taking the situation into consideration we
need to get some good out of it. She suggested introducing
forums where we can provide support groups and platforms
to seek support. Such platforms can help improve mental
health attitudes. Digital transformation does not have to be
independent of human wellbeing. She referred to use of
technological gadgets by children who have never been to
school an issue of concern.
Dr Salik said that the ground reality is that we check our
phones every ive minutes, stressing that we are suﬀering
from sleep deprivation and have fear of missing out on
something which merely 'appears' to be important. Mental
health needs to be addressed at the governmental level with
the understanding that not every psychological issue is
pathological. National monitoring systems need to be put in
place to address policy gaps and mental health is
unfortunately nowhere in the policy and there remains a lack
of eﬀective and ef icient regulatory bodies.
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strong indirect if not a direct relationship. We require a
multipronged approach to research the cause and eﬀect at
the micro, meso and macro levels between the two. She
concluded by saying that we need to develop strategies with
collaboration from beyond just health and education sectors.
We should empower families, children and educational
institutes with the know-how to take this forward. Burden
on health care system is enormous. But the government
needs to cater for mental health and make it part of primary
health care service. She thanked all the participants and
audience for their valuable contribution and suggested the
urgent need for more such sessions in future to put thoughts
into policy and action.

She pleaded the audience to understand that young
people's wiring in their brains change with connections and
connectivity and can be easily manipulated and hijacked for
vicious motives. But our decision-makers seem to be unable
to take decisions. Compassion is lost and it seems there is a
deep-set agenda of dehumanizing Pakistan especially
through digitalization where local customs and norms are
disintegrating and we are experiencing ifth generation
warfare.
She also added that majority of victims are women i.e.
aﬀectees of domestic abuse and violence, rape and acid
throwing. There is a rise in drug addiction in girls who are
suﬀering more. So, we as women need to think about the
whys, when, and how are we in a position where we are
denied basic essential rights. Dr Taimur said that 64% of our
population falls in between the age bracket of 11 and 30
years and there is a vicious circle of teenagers going to
rehabilitation centres in Pakistan. She cautioned that the socalled rehab centres are in fact drug pushers and areas which
perpetuate crime.
She said that a simple policy is not enough. Something
needs to be done. She was of the opinion that the
Government does not need to do anything inancially. It just
needs to give a direction, which we can formulate for them.
An hour of talking to your students in schools and imparting
basic skills in counselling are directives, which will have to
come from the government and no one else so they are fully
implemented. Without a strategy we will get nowhere.
Solutions are simple, they only need to be advocated
properly. She concluded by urging the audience to join and
support Changing Hearts and Minds Pakistan (CHAMPS), a
movement to raise awareness to cater to people with
disabilities, develop mental health professionals and
leadership.
Dr Mehtab Karim, Vice Chancellor / Rector, Malir
University of Science & Technology was the discussant at the
session. He said that in general terms, Pakistan seems to have
a double burden of disease. He said we also suﬀer from what
can be called as the third burden which is that we know very
little of mental health issues in Pakistan. Mentioning his
study carried out with the help of psychiatrists at Agha Khan
Medical University, Dr Karim said he conducted a survey of
2,000 households in Karachi and the indings revealed that
47% respondents suﬀered from mental illness. Interestingly,
people who are older and younger are most aﬀected. He
added that recommendations are many but a health
surveillance system is needed at basic health unit level to
screen and address the growing mental disorder, prevalent
throughout the country. There needs to be a committee
formed with professionals who can protect our future
generation, and help build resilience in play grounds rather
than decapacitate in front of the computers. Parents also
need to be educated especially those who are uneducated
themselves or may be unaware of the negative side eﬀects of
digital technology.
Dr Saima Hamid, Vice Chancellor, Fatima Jinnah
Women University (FJWU), Rawalpindi, oﬀering special
remarks at the session said that the direct relationship
between mental health and digitalization or the causal
associations still require more evidence. She continued that
from the gist of discussion it can be proved that both have a

In conclusion, the panellists and session chair put
forward the following policy recommendations:
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·

There should be a high power committee to
meander and combat eﬀects of digitalization as is
done in the West.

·

We should protect our children by having schools
with playgrounds.

·

Skills orientated and conceptual learning life skills
need to be imparted in addition to seeking an
education so no time is wasted.

·

We should advocate for drug free environments as
drug usage is being facilitated by social media.

·

Digital regulation needs to be managed at micro and
macro levels.

·

There should be an emphasis on media to talk about
the mature and intelligent use of technology.

·

There are 20 billion users of social media and many
of them are being aﬀected by its extensive use which
should be monitored by the State or government.

·

To promote success in our society, we have to devise
plans for controlling psycho-social toxicity.

·

In schools, children should be given one-hour
awareness classes about recognizing and managing
mental health and we should guide them with
ethical standards so that they can develop
compassion and kindness from a young age.

·

Use of meditation applications should be promoted
which can easily be downloaded and are speci ic to
our context.

·

There should be proper rules and regulations for
use of digital technology.

·

We have to increase the credibility of data we get
from internet.
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Session B-5:
Towards a Digital-ready Workforce
Chair:

Ms Ghazala Saifee, Parliamentary Secretary, Islamabad, Pakistan

Panel Organisers:

Mr Abdul Qadir (FES), Dr Vaqar Ahmed and Mr Asif Javed (SDPI)

Moderators:

Mr Abdul Qadir, Friedrich-Ebert-S

ung (FES), Islamabad, Pakistan

Speakers:
1.

Ms Bano Barki, Chief of Party, USAID-PRIEA, Pakistan

2.

Dr Paras Kharel, Research Director, SAWTEE, Nepal

3.

Mr Navam Niles, Centre for Poverty Analysis, Sri Lanka

4.

Mr Athar Jameel, Director Communica on & Outreach at Centre for Labor Research, Rawalpindi, Pakistan

Report by:

Mr Asif Javed, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad, Pakistan

T

Mr Athar Jameel noted that the arti icial intelligence
has disturbed the market. He said that many startups in
Pakistan were based on technology while work on demand
via Apps is also on the rise, the example of which can be seen
from 'Foodpanda' and 'Careem'. Mr Athar Jameel said that
Pakistan ranked is third in software development which
explains the skills set of youth in IT industry. The bene its of
digital labour are observable in the form of increase in
women's participation rate and engagement of more rural
and disable workers in economic activities. There is a need
for government to bring regulations in digital economy in
order to formalize sector while regulating duties and rights
of employers and employees.
Mr Navam Niles pointed out that the demand for digital
ready workforce in Sri Lanka came from global value chain in
apparels and the country has managed to organize its
internal institutions to take advantage of that. The
government has directed the resources towards developing
education, research and technical training initiatives. He
suggested that governments should work on structural
reforms which can generate incentives for workers to
promote their skills.
Ms Ghazala Saifee talked about the Government's role
in developing digital workforce in Pakistan. She stressed that
Government is well aware with the challenges of the modern

he session was based on the notion that on the one
hand modern technologies are creating new jobs
which were not available previously and on the other
hand, some people are losing their jobs. This demands a new
skills' set and exerting pressure on the labour markets and
social security systems. The moderator, Mr Abdul Qadir,
stressed on the two key questions for the session as the
future scenarios of working and employment requirements
and challenges for decent work in Pakistan.
Ms Bano Barki stressed that in this digital era period,
institutes should be ready to adopt modern technologies and
develop workforce accordingly. She said that due to lack of
eﬀective education and workforce, Pakistan may miss the
wave of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. There is a need for
government, industries and universities to work as a
coalition to integrate digital transformations fully in the
society.
Dr Paras Kharel explained that technology can displace
many jobs and some of the human jobs are already taken
over by the machines. He said that technology is biased
against routine jobs for which human work force should be
ready to deal with. There is a need for states and non-state
actors to cooperate internationally in order to harness the
opportunities and adapt to challenges posed by
digitalization of economy.
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She further added that the Government is keen to align
technical institutions and training with CPEC related trades
and demand of Special Economic Zones.

era and is taking several initiatives to ensure the skill
development among workforce. The creation of National
Vocational and Technical Training Commission (NAVTTC)
and National Skill Council (NSC) are key steps in this regard.
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Session B-6:
Cyber Security and Cyber Crime in a Digital Society
Chair and Guest of
Honour:

Ms Khawar Mumtaz, Former Chairperson, Na onal Commission on the Status of Women, Islamabad,
Pakistan

Speakers:
1.

Ms Zaheema Iqbal, Senior Cyber Security Researcher, Na onal Ins tute of Mari mes Aﬀairs, Islamabad, Pakistan

2.

Dr Raﬁ us Shan, Chief Cyber Security, KP CERC, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Informa on Technology Board, Government of Pakistan
(GoP)

3.

Mr Nahil Mahmood, Director & Principal Consultant, Delta Tech, Lahore , Pakistan (Video message)

4.

Mr Rafay Baloch, Cyber Security Advisor, Pakistan Telecom Authority, GoP, Islamabad, Pakistan

5.

Dr Syed Hussain Shaheed Soherwordi, Professor, Department of Interna onal Rela ons, University of Peshawar

Moderator:

Brig. Mohammad Yasin (Retd.), SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan

Panel Organisers:

Brig. Mohammad Yasin (Retd.), Mr Hassan Murtaza, and Ms Imrana Niazi, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan

Report by:

Ms Anam Masood, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad, Pakistan

P

Pakistan's cyber landscape is witnessing cyber terrorism
with expansion of e-commerce and e-government and it has
been declared the third most targeted country by Tailored
Access Operations (TAO) because of no proper technical,
legal and organizational measures.
She highlighted that the main issue with the ordinances
against cyber crime is that at the implementation stage. The
government has devised ordinances and initiatives to
control this threat but the public itself claims that such laws
interfere with their privacy and target their freedom of
speech. Therefore, she suggested that the Pakistan cyber
security commands should be at military level and federal
and provincial of ices should be merged to ensure
implementation at the higher level. She also proposed that
government should formulate strategies and provide
platforms for the public to make complaints about such
threats. We need to think at the national level in this regard
irrespective of our personal or political interests.
Dr Ra i us Shan highlighted the state of cyber security in
Pakistan. Rising internet usage is bringing unconnected
people to the digitalized world. Data usage has been

akistan is signi icantly behind in ensuring a robust
cyber security posture of its public and private
organizations. The session on “Cyber Security and
Cyber Crime in a Digital Society” mainly focused on three
objectives. First, to have a critical look at the eﬀectiveness of
Pakistan's current cyber security challenges. Second, to
identify solutions, like having responsive laws, policies and
strategies. Third, to give policy recommendations that will
be forwarded to relevant government ministries and
parliamentary committees.
Ms Zaheema Iqbal focused on Pakistan's digital threat
landscape and its current cyber security framework and the
i n c re a s i n g c yb e r t h re a t s i n t h i s c o n n e c te d a n d
technologically dependent world. All these inventions and
practices are making our lives easy on the one hand but on
the other hand it is enabling the criminals to misuse the data;
create war without borders to ful il their political and
ideological objectives, stressed Ms Iqbal. This has become
one of the biggest challenges of nations as we are becoming
more dependent on Information and Communication
Technology (ICT), she added. She also explained that
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research and development body to launch laws and legal
means which will cover such gaps by legitimate means. The
state has to ensure better awareness on cyber threats,
stressed the speaker.
Mr Nahil Mehmood focused on Pakistan's cyber
security challenges and solutions. First, he talked about
international telecommunication unit's (ITU) ranking which
is also known as GCI which indicates ive pillars for cyber
security commitments of member states. This framework
consists of legal, technical, organizational structures,
capacity building and co-operation measures. GCI surveys
declare the level of cyber security on the basis of measures
taken towards the protection of technological data. The
recent survey declares Pakistan with having medium level
security level category.
Discussing cyber crime framework, he talked about the
major cyber-attack in 2016 by a Bangladesh swift hacker and
the ransomware attacks that occurred all over the world.
There have been a lot of inancial frauds and many business
emails have been compromised. To enhance Pakistan's weak
cyber security posture, it should adopt cyber security
transformation model and cyber security maturity matrix.

continuously increasing. In the recent years it has increased
from 100 GB/Day to 150700 GB/Sec. Today's world is being
dominated by internet of things (IOTs). This immense
increase has been bene iting people in multiple ways
starting from GPS in their cars to transferring data
internationally. All this bringing together of data may lead to
data colonization as technology companies are taking charge
from nation states in the name of building the new
digitalized world. This new world is aspiring to bring free
internet to the people but the question is that these data
carriers are not aligned with state policies so where does the
citizens' rights stand and how can the nation state ensure
their rights, he questioned.
He also highlighted that how an attack can be made at
the rate of only $5 which can ultimately lead to millions of
dollars losses. That is not because of lack of framework in the
developed world but it is because of accessing personal data
by such agencies. So, there has to be a data controlling
authority whether in-land or oﬀ-land and every data
processor has to register with an authority which will ensure
the rights of the data owner. Also, there has to be some
organizational measures and collaborations with the
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Dr Syed Hussain Shaheed Soherwordi stated that
cyber security is a practice of protecting networks and
systems from digital attacks. Technology is no longer a
luxury, it is a necessity so in the same line it is very important
that laws must be formed. We have seen mobile data thefts,
ATM money theft, pirated computer programmes, etc. The
presence of laws ensures the right to speak and makes
reaching out for help easy. Without cyber security, it is like
we are living in a jungle with mean and cunning people
around. We are so open through social media that everybody
notes our every move. Transcendental jurisdiction of
internet needs attention in the form of cyber security police
force and strict vigilance of cyber cafes is indeed very
important, suggested the speaker.
Ms Khawar Mumtaz talked about how dynamics of
social relations are changing because of digitization. The lack
of preparedness for dealing with this new era is concerning
at many levels. Threats to national level are important but
also at citizens' level they stand important too especially
when citizens are the ones who make up our state. Cyber war
is taking place over other con licts. One major problem is the
application of the Prevention of Electronic Crimes Act
(PECA) and the lack of capacity for its implementation. The
threats or blackmailing puts on pressure on general public
especially women. Digital rights foundation which has set up
a helpline and in its irst year received over 100 complaints
regarding cyber harassment and 67% were by women.
Similarly, harassment at work place is complimented with
online harassment. So, the Harassment Act in such cases
overlaps and gets con licted with PECA. Other main issue is
that in the name of security, sometimes citizens are
victimized and censorship takes place. The inadequacy of
protection of personal data is also very alarming. We need to
look at both aspects: the depth of such problems; and, their
need as well equally at the level of state and of citizen. The
lack of seriousness in addressing such issues clearly answers
our question that is why we have been left behind, observed
Ms Mumtaz.

Almost in all institutions in Pakistan, security hardening and
vulnerability has been largely ignored. The cyber security
transformation model is one solution to ensure security
hardening, vulnerability management, security engineering
and security governance.
Mr Rafay Baloch talked about cyber warfare trends,
tactics and strategies. As we are going into the age of digital
revolution, it is changing our way of living in this world, he
stated. To fully understand the risk of a cyber attack, we need
to understand the challenges that the global security market
is facing today. With increasing digitization, cyber security is
no longer a business problem -- it has now become a health
and safety problem, warned the speaker. With the start of
information age in the late 1990s, we had few viruses and
hacking into systems for fun. Later internet banking was
introduced and we started witnessing organized crime
gangs hacking into systems for fun as well as for pro it. Later
when we talk about state sponsored attacks and states
hacking into other states to achieve their strategic goals, we
witnessed a revolutionized attack in 2010 on Iran's nuclear
centrifuges and from there onward it has always been a wild
ride, he explained recapping the developments over the
years.
He also talked about Cyber Espionage Pegasus Malware
which is a deadly spyware and can be sent to mobiles via text
or WhatsApp which has aﬀected more than 45 countries. It
has been found to be linked with Irani terrorist group. We
also observed that Cyber Economic Warfare is one nation
state hacking into another nation state, for example hacking
into inancial systems to cover budget de icits. In modern age
we also see Cyber Information Warfare like manipulation in
US elections or Cambridge Analytica scandal, he explained.
National internet is mandatory to ensure function of our
services all the time in case of any adversary. A national cyber
security unit must be established which can handle cyber
security matters internally and externally. Sectoral searches
are required to search for cyber threats. Government should
approve and facilitate cyber security research centres under
specialized cadres as of China and Israel model. We also need
a special coordinator to promote technical cyber
cooperation in the form of bilateral and multilateral treaties.
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Session B-7:
Opening up Spaces for Transgender Community in a Digital Era
Chair:

Dr Qibla Ayaz, Council of Islamic Ideology (CII), Islamabad, Pakistan

Moderator:

Ms Rubab Syed, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan

Speakers:
1.

Ms Moon Ali, Khawaja Sira Society, Lahore, Pakistan

2.

Mr Abdullah Rasheed., CII, Islamabad, Pakistan

3.

Ms Alisha shah UNDP, Islamabad, Pakistan

4.

Mr Muhamad Faisal, Baitul Mal, Islamabad, Pakistan

Panel organizers:

Dr Nathalene Reynolds and Ms Hania Shah SDPI, Islamabad

Report by:

Ms Ayesha Aziz, Quaid-e-Azam University, Islamabad, Pakistan

and in front of everyone. The supporting spirit extended by
her teacher helped her to complete her MPhil and now she is
the irst MPhil scholar in transgender community from BZU
Multan. She lamented that the transgenders' community is
neglected by society. They face hurdles in getting education.
Lastly, she said that transgender have hurdles in public
places. She stressed that they want acceptance and respect in
society, change in patriarchal mindset, environment free
from discrimination and people should stop abusing the
transgender community.
Ms Moon Ali Khawaja shared her life story and stated
that that there were a lot of hurdles in a her success story, but
how a person can cope up with these hurdles is important.
She said that she belongs to a middle-class family from
Lahore. She continues to live with her family and they have
accepted her the way she is. From the very early stage she
liked to wear female clothes and play with dolls. Due to her
attachment with her elder sister her, the clinical psychologist
thought this caused the change in her.
She said, we can change the habit, but we cannot change
the nature because nature comes from God. We have a strong
belief that everything happens with the Will of God but then
why does not the society accept us as God's creation. Society
needs to promote humanity, she stressed and added, “I had

Ms Alisha Shah shared her life story in the following words:
“I was born in a male body and but inside I was a woman. I
was named Ali Raza at irst, but it took 20 years to make my
own identity as Alisha.” She further narrated that she failed
to get acceptance from her family. Getting education was not
as dif icult as getting the respect from home, she said. She is
still struggling to get space in her family. She took admission
in a college to change her life, her community, her people and
the behaviour of society towards her community.
Ms Shah faced bullying and discrimination in college as
well that began from home. No one in society faces this
situation which is why people cannot not imagine the pain
transgender face. Each day brings a new challenge. She
wanted to study but due to family problems she was not able
to complete her studies. A friend the helped her to continue
her studies and to graduate She said that she wanted to go to
a university but due to inancial issues and no support from
family and friends, she could not get there. She left home and
went to her community and met people like her. They
accepted her, encouraged her and did their best for her.
She then got admission at the Bahauddin Zakariya
University (BZU) in Multan. Ms Shah added that when she
entered the class room, she was nervous and confused where
to sit. Her teacher called her and said, Alisha sit in the middle
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raise a dog but not a transgender. My father was my main
supporter. After his death the only support was my mother.
In school, teachers and students start humiliating and
harassing me. I left school because at home no one was
willing to believe me. The society forces the family to not to
accept a transgender. I underwent a lot of domestic violence
since my childhood which forced me attempt suicide twice.
Once my brother pointed a gun at me. Due to life threats, I left
home. When no one accepts the only options left for
transgenders are begging, dancing and prostitution.”
Continuing his story, he said, “After my mother's openheart surgery, my mother called me back. Once I was ill, I
went to PIMS for my treatment and told them that I am a
transgender and I don't have any money to pay for my
expenditure. They didn't pay any heed. I didn't lose hope and
went to Pakistan Secretariat and met Azra Jamali who then
sent me to a hospital and my treatment was done at the
expense of the hospital. I went to Baitul Mal and met
Assistant Director, Uzma Naveed, and told her that I needed
inancial assistance to complete my studies. I met Managing
Director, Aun Abbas Buppi, who oﬀered me a job at Baitul
Mal. Family and society need to understand that we are the
creatures of God and accept us. Everyone is questionable for
the we are treated.”
Ms Zari shared her story through a video message and
explained: “From a very early stage the society put pressure
on my family and humiliated me and my family. I faced
harassment in school from the teachers due to which I quit
my school. My father left me to work in a mansion in Lahore. I
wanted to go home but he was never willing to take me home.
Owners also accused me of theft. A friend helped to leave the
place and oﬀered me a job. After some time, he started
harassing me. I came to Rawalpindi with some of my
transgender friends and started working with them. I faced
some issues with the community and decided to live alone.
Then a friend told me to ask Bubbli Malik for help.” She
concluded her talk by saying that families should accept us,
and education should be provided to the young
transgenders.
Mr Abdul Rasheed presented astudy by the Council of
Islamic Ideology (CII) on for the rights of the transgenders.

the privilege that I was born in a Sunni family thus they had
the same concept. The society's non-acceptance towards us
pressurizes a family to distance from us. My father told me
that we are accepting you, but you have to prove yourself that
you are not less than anybody. This was life changing
moment for me.”
Ms Khawaja narrated, “After my father's death I faced
harassment, bullying in my school, college and university
and a constant fear and stress as my brother was never
willing to help me with this situation. Time went by and I
completed my ACCA. I tried to get a job but due to social
barriers for the transgender community I couldn't get a job.
Miss Afaf from SKANS helped me to get a job as a teacher
assistant in SKANS and thus I was able to support my studies
and inally completed my studies.”
She further narrated: “One morning my brother took me
to a religious person and expressed me wrongly in front of
him. I started crying and told him about myself. He then told
my brother that you cannot play with nature. I developed a
Khawaja Sira Society with the collaboration of some feminist
organizations. I'm working as a director of Khawaja Sira
Society. We have provided the community with health
services and implemented a lot of projects with the help of
global fund and UNDP. This is purely transgenders' led and
run organization.”
“This organization consists of 14 people and each of
them is a highly quali ied transgender. Recently we have
developed an economic chain model, one of which is Kunda
Chaari, a lunch box delivery service and other one is Pehchan
Theatre to promote the art of transgenders. We have
launched an acceptance programme and the main target is
universities and colleges. We need to work for the adult
transgenders who have passed the phase of education by
empowering them economically. There is a need of family
sensitization by developing diﬀerent projects and seminars.
I have made a community-based model with the
collaboration of health ministry and now 17 CBOs are
working for the help of transgenders,” Ms Khawaja
explained.
Mr Muhammad Faisal shared his life story in the
following words: “We live in a complex society where we can
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diﬀerent skills in order to empower them inancially.
Dr Qibla Ayaz concluding the session highlighted the
lack of awareness pertaining to problems of the
transgenders. He stressed upon the need to accept them as a
creation of God and humiliating them is like making fun of
God's creation. Government should promote the awareness
programmes and make special wards in hospitals and
special institutes for education until the society accepts
them as part of society.

He highlighted the recommendations of CII and said that
transgenders should be issued CNIC as per their dominant
aspect of gender. Their religious rituals will have the same
parameters in Islamic jurisprudence. They should not be
deprived of due right of inheritance as per category they fall
in. CII has supported the long-standing demand of their selfperceived identity to be recognized. Transgenders should
not be subjected to police classi ication and medical test for
proving their identity. Government should take steps for
transgenders' education and jobs. They should be trained in

Session B-8:
Governing Pakistan Water Economy in the 21st Century
Technical Presenta on: Mr Mehr Ali Shah, Ministry of Water Resources, Government of Pakistan (GOP)
Panellists:
1.

Ambassador Shafqat Kakakhel, Former Assistant Secretary General, United Na ons, Islamabad, Pakistan

2.

Mr Ashfaq Mahmood, Former Secretary, Ministry of Water and Power Resources, GOP

3.

Prof. Dr Shaheen Akhtar, Department of Interna onal Rela ons, Na onal Defense University (NDU), Islamabad

4.

Mr Ahmad Rafay Alam, Environmental Lawyer, Lahore, Pakistan

Moderator:

Dr Imran Khalid, Research Fellow, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute (SDPI), Islamabad

Panel Organizers:

Dr Imran Khalid and Mr Kashif Salik, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute (SDPI), Islamabad

Report by:

Ms Soﬁa Akram, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad, Pakistan

A

the increased population of 208 million in 2018. This
situation has further exacerbated with the extreme climatic
conditions like unprecedented rains, loods and droughts.
He said there is no mechanism for water pricing due to which
everyone takes it for granted. Mr Mehr Ali Shah explained
that water infrastructure of Pakistan includes three
reservoirs, namely, Tarbela, Mangla and Chashma; 18
barrages; 107,000 km water courses; and, 45 canals.
Western rivers of Pakistan have an average annual
availability of 137 MAF and out of this 103 MAF is used for
irrigation canals.
Mr Shah also talked about increasing the storage
capacity of the dams. He said that existing storage capacity of

fter a detailed introduction of worthy panel by Dr
Imran Khalid, he asked the speakers to share their
extensive knowledge on the governance of Pakistan
water economy. He also inquired about the governance
issues and how these issues can be improved. Further he
asked them about their views on the National Water Policy
promulgated in 2018.
Mr Mehr Ali Shah shared a list of water management
challenges in Pakistan. According to Mr Shah, the foremost
aspect of water management is the burgeoning population
versus water being a inite resource. In 1951, Pakistan had
34 million population with 5,260 cubic meters per capita
whereas it decreased to less than 1,000 cubic meters with
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Punjab and Sindh for agriculture purposes. He explained
detailed history of water law before and after the partition of
India and Pakistan. His discussion depicts that water law is
underdeveloped in Pakistan and one aspect of water law is
clear: that there is no clarity on whether water is to be
managed or governed centrally by the Federation,
independently by the Provinces, or in some form of
federalism yet to be negotiated. The Constitution of 1973
looks at water as a subject of provincial control, instead the
provinces have not done so till date.
After that the recent approved National Water Policy
and Water Charter was approved by the CCI earlier in 2018.
This is not the outcome of a water dispute referred by a
Province or the Federal Capital. He recommended water
policies must be provincial in nature. He also suggested
areas that need to be developed are provincial water laws,
drinking water laws, laws in relation to health and
sanitation.
He further discussed the challenges of Indus
Apportionment Accord and recommended that Council of
Common Interest (CCI) should be activated and constantly
educated with regard to provincial water dispute so that
pressure should come down and people have the ability to
hold a rational discussion.
Ambassador Shafqat Kakakhel focused on the
implementation of policies in Pakistan and shared that in
1991 Water Apportionment Accord was negotiated and
discussed in the framework of CCI. CCI was the best forum
but the issue was about the implementation of Water
Apportionment Accord. He said that Pakistan does not have
policies or has policies that have remained unimplemented.
He said that we were absolutely delighted when we heard the
National Water Policy was approved with the approval of all
the provinces but how to implement it has been the question.
The United Nations Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) was approved in 1992 and it took 20 years to
formulate climate change policy but it still largely remains
unimplemented. Pakistan has federal agencies like WAPDA,
National Flood Commission, IRSA and Council of Water
Resources. However, there is no implementation in country.
Furthermore, he highlighted the issue of water storage

dams has decreased due to sedimentation.
Without action, the future of water supply looks very
bad especially given the plans to continue increasing
irrigated area. He said that ground water extraction has also
increased to 50 MAF and there is no regulation related to
groundwater depletion. For water management, many
institutions are working at the federal and provincial level
due to which they have overlapping rules. There is a need for
uni ied service for water management. National Water
Policy was formulated in 2018 with the approval of all the
provinces. The priority targets of policy are:
· Water ef iciency should increase by 30% and water
conservation should enhance through lining of
water courses, ground water regulation and water
pricing.
· Development of 10 MAF new water reservoirs.
· Transparent water distribution through real time
water monitoring.
· Develop uni ied data collection and reporting.
In his concluding remarks, he focused on
implementation of water policy. He suggested, there should
be creation of policy implementation cell in the Ministry of
Water Resources and further suggested that a steering
committee be created to assist and steer implementation of
the decisions of the National Water Council.
Dr Shaheen Akhtar gave her point of view related to
water management starting from conservation to storage.
She said that water conservation has not been given much
attention in the past years or presently. Agriculture sector is
consuming more than 90% of water and hence crop patterns
should move away from traditional crop patterns and water
intensive crops should be replaced with other crops. She
further explained water sector is highly bureaucratic and
there is less engagement with the end user. For water
management, water productivity, water ef iciency, and
awareness, political will are very important, she added.
Mr Ahmad Rafay Alam explained the constitutional
history of water governance. He started his discussion with
the water law in pre-partition India. Water law in our part of
the world goes back to colonial experiment of taking over
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to water still prevail. Our system is very slow in responding
to these issues. Neither have we achieved ef iciency nor
increased storage capacity of dams, he lamented. He said, it
has been almost 45 years that we been having a discussion
regarding the construction of new dam but it has not been
made yet.
He also focused on the importance of Water and
Sanitation Hygiene (WASH). He pointed to a general
statement in National Water Policy but what is to be achieved
in WASH programme is not mentioned. He further said now
there is a need to think about the implementation of policies.
In Pakistan the water quality is degrading and water
abstraction is increasing day by day which is not only a
federal level issue but provincial as well. He recommended
that there is a need to partner with media in order to educate
people about the importance of water. Media needs
information that can come through the organizations. He
suggested a programme be developed to improve water
governance in the country.

in Pakistan. Before the Indus Water Treaty there was no
storage dam. After that two large dams were constructed but
currently, they are not enough to store water. According to a
World Bank report, we have seasonal variability which is
why we need storage capacity. He said there is also a need to
save ground water. After the Indus Water Treaty, 300 tube
wells were installed which extracted four MAF at that time
and now they extract 50 MAF. He suggested that we need
storage for perennial irrigation and to regulate abstraction
of ground water. He lamented that there are no serious
eﬀorts to improve water productivity. It can be achieved
through micro irrigation. He recommended that there
should be an increase in investment in water management
and we should also strengthen our Ministry of Water
Resources.
Mr Ashfaq Mahmood discussed two main points: the
irst one was the formulation of National Water Policy which
took 14 years to emerge. He said at least now we have a
charter which covers all water related issues. Secondly, we
have a separate Ministry of Water Resources. Issues related

Session B-9:
Promoting Regional Cooperation in South Asia for Achieving SDGs
Moderator:

Dr Rajan S. Ratna, Economic Aﬀairs Oﬃcer, United Na ons ESCAP South and South West Asia Oﬃce
(UNESCAP-SSWA), India

Panellists:
1. Dr Abid Q. Suleri, Execu ve Director, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute (SDPI), Islamabad, Pakistan
2. Prof. Amitabh Kundu, Research Ins tute India (RIS), India
3. Dr Posh Raj Pandey, South Asia Watch on Trade, Economics and Environment (SAWTEE), Nepal
4. Dr Fatemeh Kemali Cherani, Social Scien st, Islamabad, Pakistan
5. Mr Abdul Basir Azimi, Biruni Ins tute, Afghanistan
6. Ms Safoora Kawsar, Ministry of Health, Maldives
7. Ms Hasna Munas, Verite Research, Sri Lanka
Panel Organizers:

Dr Rajan Sudesh Ratna, Economic Aﬀairs Oﬃcer UNESCAP-SSWA, India, and Ms Hania Shah,
Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute (SDPI), Islamabad, Pakistan

Report by:

Ms Hania Shah, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad, Pakistan
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identi ied seven broad policy priorities as follows:
1) Creation of jobs through industrial oriented
structural transformation;
2) Sustainable infrastructure;
3) Universal access to education and health and skills
to harness youth bulge;
4) Universal social protection and inancial inclusion;
5) Sustainable agricultural productivity improvement;
6) Fostering women entrepreneurship; and,
7) Enhancement of environmental sustainability
through low carbon climate resilient pathways.
Dr Abid Qaiyum Suleri, Executive Director SDPI, said,
he does not see much development in South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) in the near
future. Therefore, we need to adopt at least three strategies:
irst, thinking sub-regionally, we know now that SAARC can
be easily categorised into two regions. One region is east,
which seems to be working really well, e.g. India and its
eastern neighbours, other is west i.e. Afghanistan and
Pakistan, and then further categorizing Pakistan's working
with Sri Lanka and Nepal.
Secondly, we need to have a sectoral alliance, like
alliance on safe drinking water, clean and green energy,
breathable air, education, etc. Countries can come to work
together on these topics of mutual interest by keeping their
political diﬀerences aside. As a region we are accountable to
the huge percentage of humanity that lives in this region, that
is why we need to have sectorial alliances. Thirdly, we need to
talk about South Asia-Plus Model by including China, Iran
and some Central Asian countries in it. So, if there are
political diﬀerences within SAARC, having China as one of
the stakeholders would help breakthrough these challenges
which hamper progress, as it is a common denominator in
the region which has huge investments in Afghanistan,
Nepal, Pakistan, Bangladesh and India. Similarly, the volume
bilateral trade between China and India is huge. Therefore,
China can play the role of all the South Asian countries under
one roof and initiate the dialogue of rethinking their ways of
doing business. Further by bringing Iran in the South Asia
Plus Model, we would ensure peace and stability because no
nation's progress is possible without a peaceful
neighbourhood, so our stability is interconnected.

r Rajan Sudesh Ratna from the United Nations
ESCAP South and South West Asia Of ice (UNESCAPSSWA), India, introduced the topic of the session and
said every South Asian member of the UN has taken
responsibility of achieving the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) for welfare of the region and its people. He
continued by posing questions in front of the audience and
the panellists that whether the countries will be able to
achieve these goals individually or will some kind of regional
cooperation will help to accelerate this process, thus
reducing inequality and poverty? Can it create enough
decent jobs for the unemployed youth? Is it possible that
through regional cooperation we can empower women and
bring gender equality? Can we address issues like climate
change, trade and regional integration? All these issues are
there on the agenda for South Asia but the process is stuck.
Dr Ratna further said, entire South Asian region is
suﬀering from con lict between two countries, which makes
us think if the governments cannot talk than can the think
tanks talk to each other? Can researchers and people talk to
each other? Is there a possibility of regional cooperation in
South Asia? Should regional cooperation be only dependent
upon the initiatives taken by the government?
Coming back to the SDGs, he said that the UNESCAP had
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aﬀected negatively due to climate change. Afghanistan has
been aﬀected badly due to huge drop in agricultural
productivity and severe droughts last year (2018). Second
major challenge for Afghanistan is security, which results in
civilian causalities, criminal economy, ma ia, immigration,
etc., and third huge challenge is uncertainties, such as
uncertainty about ongoing presidential elections, peace
negotiation with Taliban and all of which are against
economic development in Afghanistan.
Mr Azimi said, response to these challenges is
connectivity, which is very important because Afghanistan
being an agrarian country like Pakistan, where climate
change has badly aﬀected this sector and we need to work
together for it. He continued that another point is regional
connectivity, it is important for Afghanistan because
Afghanistan wants to be part of global value chain. The
strategic vision in Afghanistan now is that Afghanistan
should be a 'Land Bridging Country' instead of a 'Land
Locked Country'. We are trying to act like a bridge to transfer
energy form Central Asia to South Asia. And we want to be a
transit country for pipelines, transmission lines, ibre optics
and other projects.
He further highlighted that unfortunately, our region is
politically not ready to walk together because of the lack of
trust. We need trust in order to work together as we have
negative perception about each other whether it is the
perception of India about Pakistan or the perception of
Pakistan about Afghanistan. He further added, we should
come together and use this platform based on mutual
bene icial partnership. He emphasised that private sector is
paying for this dysconnectivity in this region not politicians.
We have many opportunities to enhance economic growth.
Issues like water scarcity, scarce trade, security and stability
are same in all countries.
Professor Amitabh Kundu from Research Institute
India (RIS), India, mentioned that Pakistan's overall import
from India is about 3% and export is about 2% and India's
export import from Pakistan is in decimal points, thus, with
the given threat that Indo-Pak trade will come to a halt it is
not going to aﬀect either country's trade. But should we ask a
diﬀerent question, given the diversity of potential that we

Dr Suleri concluded by saying thus, in view of such
interdependency on each other to achieve the SDGs and
stability then we need to think of the South Asia-Plus region
and SDGs, whereby we can still hold our political opinions
along with thinking about our people.
Mr Abdul Basir Azimi, from Biruni Institute,
Afghanistan, said that in Afghanistan in 2017, the SDGs were
nationalised and all developmental projects and national
framework were aligned with the SDGs. Afghanistan's
economic growth is 2% on average, which is very low.
Estimation shows that to achieve SDGs we need a higher
economic growth of 6.5% and another study shows that we
need about 2.5 – 5 billion dollars per year to achieve some
SDGs. He said, we need partnership, connectivity and
regional integration to attain higher economic growth.
Mr Azimi continued that the main challenges in
Afghanistan against such goals include three major points:
irst is climate change. It is not just regional but an
international issue. All countries in this region have been
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but lack of availability of data hurdles the propagation of
facts about Iran. This is a great opportunity for regional
cooperation but Iran is not included in the many regional
cooperation initiatives in this regard. As last year there was a
female entrepreneurship initiative in South Asia and Iran
was not there. That can also be partly because of Iranian
domestic policy as unfortunately Iranian government is also
not happy with the women entrepreneurship.
Ms Safoora Kawasar from the Ministry of Health,
Maldives, said that technology is the catalyst nowadays
across all the sectors. In all the aspects of connectivity i.e.
transport, etc., Maldives is 99% sea and 1% land. Being a
small island, the internet access is available to 99% of the
population. But the problem in the country is about
interconnectivity. Even in the health sector, she said, we have
more than 21 applications. A single person in the island has
to enter in 5 to 6 systems. But what will happen if these
systems are inter-operable and interconnected? It will save a
lot of time and money to collect data for the same purpose
from one source. Applying the same concept to the aspect of
the common data system for South Asia would go a long way
to help achieve the SDGs. She concluded by saying that there
is scope not only through exchange people to people
connectivity but through personal training like in Sri Lanka
through technology, which can serve motives and further
elevate the SDGs agenda.
Dr Posh Raj Pandey from South Asia Watch on Trade,
Economics and Environment (SAWTEE), Nepal, said, irstly,
digital society is the interface between the society and the
technology across physical digital and biological streams.
Secondly, this digital society uses disruptive technology such
as mobile, internet, arti icial intelligence (AI), cloud
computing, data analytics and it has great implications for
transforming our social economic and political systems.
Thirdly, the de ining characteristics of this Fourth Industrial
Revolution (4IR) are its scope that is its breadth or depth, its
speed and its scale. Lastly, it creates winners and losers and
also ethical and moral dilemma particularly in regulating
this technology. Thus, this Fourth Industrial Revolution
needs to be cautious while using this disruptive technology.
Dr Pandey continued by saying that the technology has

have in South Asia? What could be the potential if we have
trade among countries? What could be the possibility of
investment?
Professor Kundu elaborated that looking at the
quantitative data, the number of documents, which have to
be produced in order to have cooperation as in global value
chain you have to allow the commodities and services to
move freely across the boundaries. The average number is
three and the value of foreign direct investment (FDI) in the
region shows that it is less than 2%, except in Maldives,
where the igures are much higher. So, the climate for a global
value chain to come up does not exist.
What is the contribution of network trade? The global
igures of trade for those commodities which are a part of a
value chain show 40%, in South Asia, the igures stand at 23% which is quite disturbing and pose as an obstacle in
economic development.
The current advisor to Prime Minister on inancial
matters of Pakistan, pointed out Prof. Kundu, had stated that
the banning of trade between Pakistan and India is partially
responsible for the higher in lation rates and that means we
have to take direct and indirect input into consideration and
use inter-industry input output framework. Thus, there is a
need to do an in-depth analysis of the possibility of
cooperation.
Dr Fatemeh Kemali Cherani, Iranian Social Scientist
from Islamabad, discussed about sustainable development
in terms of Iran. Dr Cherani while talking about Iran's
economic dependence on oil said oil is its biggest
disadvantage due to the economic sanctions that have been
imposed on Iran. Talking about the positive points of the
SDGs, she highlighted three points, irst about the growing
pace of women entrepreneurship. Secondly, education and
the improvement in the literacy rates among both men and
women. Third, is the digital society and the increasing use of
internet in Iran by protesting through digital mainstreams.
Dr Cherani said that women entrepreneurship is one of
the great opportunities for women in Iran, as women
participation in formal economy in South Asia is very low.
But women have a lot of capacity in business sector. Many
Iranian women are involved in numerous start-ups in Iran
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year were not achieved thus by making the information
public through technology has created an uproar and a
demand for the job to be done on the part of the government
and there we realized the greater role of the technology.
Dr Rajan S. Ratna thanked all the panellists for honest
opinion and talk about regional cooperation, cyber security
issues and the industrial revolution. He added that it still
seems like South Asia has a long way to go and that brings
with itself more challenges for all of us who want this region
to integrate, cooperate and ind opportunities for increased
trade.
Launching of the EIF-UNESCAP joint project: ECommerce Capacity Building for women-led SMEs in
South Asia
Panellists:
1. Ms Shandana Gulzar Khan, MNA, PTI, Islamabad,
Pakistan
2. Dr Rajan S. Ratna, UNESCAP-SSWA, India
3. Dr Abid Q. Suleri, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan
4. Ms Naima Ansari CEO, Innovations, Pakistan
5. Ms Shireen Arshad Khan, SAWDF, Lahore, Pakistan
6. Ms Fizza Mumtaz, Member, SAWDF, South Asian
Women Development Forum, Islamabad
The world has witnessed rapid emergence of electronic
commerce (e-commerce) or digital commerce. This has
brought about signi icant changes in the way business is
conducted across the globe. The South Asian region is also
experiencing substantial growth in trade through the ecommerce platforms. However, e-commerce is still at a
nascent stage in the South Asian Least Developed Countries
(LDCs) . While domestic e-commerce is on the rise, the use of
an e-commerce platform for international trade is otherwise
limited.
South Asia in particular faces challenges relating to
access to inance and ICT as many women entrepreneurs in
sub region are not able to expand their businesses and
become part of a wider regional and global supply chains
mostly due to lack of knowledge and limited scale of their
businesses (micro, small and medium enterprises (MSME)).
Access to ICT, especially to those with small e-commerce

certain implications that can accelerate the achievement of
the SDGs or it can hamper it as well. Taking the case of Goal-2
that is hunger and sustainable agriculture, 4IR has the
potential to transform agriculture even at a smaller level by
getting information to the farmers about the prices, quality
of seeds, etc. In case of health, it is possible to deliver health
services in remote areas. At advance level the medical system
can be transformed. Thus, technology has the ability to
provide precise health services and positive implications on
quality of life.
Similarly, in Goal-8, inclusive and high economic growth,
new technologies directly contribute to economic growth by
bringing the ef iciency that ensures productivity. Despite all
these positive aspects of this disruptive technology there are
certain blind spots. Firstly, technology is capital intensive
and in our production the share of capital will be higher than
the share of wages so it increases inequality in the society.
Secondly, it disaggregates our market into higher paid and
lower paid sector.
He said that we can cooperate with each other through
building digital skills among our work force; the irst priority
in the regional cooperation is to prepare them for the digital
society. Secondly, we need to share the experience and
knowledge in e-governance for public services delivery.
Thirdly, data sharing area needs to be advanced as Fourth
Industrial Revolution is based on data along with attention
to privacy, security and also intellectual property right of the
data. Lastly, we need to work on cyber security and digital
infrastructure, said Dr Pandey.
Ms Hasna Munas from Verite Research, Sri Lanka, said
that the SDGs still seem to be an alien thing to a common
person in these countries and that is part of the problem in
Sri Lanka as well. Although we have a ministry for
sustainable development, things are being done for the sake
of being done. Still the SDGs agenda is seen as something that
is externally driven. Thus, based on the lack of public
demand on SDGs is the primary reason we are not working
on things that need to be done. The basic knowledge of these
goals by the general public is still missing. Ms Munas added
that in Sri Lanka through budget allocation analysis we
learned that the promises to achieve the SDGs in the irst
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sustainable economic growth, thereby achieving the SDG 5
on Gender Equality and other related goals of the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development.
The project mainly focuses on four least developed
countries of South Asia, i.e. Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan
and Nepal, however, ESCAP and EIF are looking for partners
to expand this project to all the South Asian members. The
purpose of the project's launch in Pakistan during the SDPI's
Twenty-second Sustainable Development Conference on
“Sustainable Development in a Digital Society” was to
explore such partnerships.
In the inauguration of EIF-UNESCAP Initiatives it was
showed that to achieve the goals, a proper training needs to
be given. For empowering the women in the digital era, we
need to train them on e-commerce. The women will be
trained by IT experts. It would be necessary that they are
provided with proper equipment like network, gadgets, etc.
There should be increased interconnectivity between the
regions so that more trade can be achieved. This can be done
by tourism and handicrafts' promotion.

businesses can bring about additional information
resources and open new communication channels,
particularly in marginalised communities. Examples from
other developing countries illustrate that women
entrepreneurs using ICT technologies ind new export
markets and reach a signi icant number of customers, secure
a higher number of orders, and signi icantly cut setup and
overheads costs. Also, the use of ICT ensures ef icient
business practices, and allows for lexible working
arrangements, e.g. work from home, etc. Therefore, ecommerce can be a powerful tool for bringing in greater
gains to women entrepreneurs since it addresses the
outmoded barriers of geographic isolation and limited
access to information and inancing. Therefore, to train and
equip women entrepreneurs for using e-commerce platform
will facilitate their business opportunities and can assist
them in becoming a part of regional or global supply chain.
In this background, EIF and UNESCAP have decided to
work on a joint project on building capacity of women
entrepreneurs through e-commerce platform to enhance
women's economic empowerment and entrepreneurship as
a strategy for poverty reduction, social wellbeing and
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Session B-10:
Human Rights Movements and Digital Activism
Chair:

Senator Ayesha Raza Farooq, Member of the Senate of Pakistan, Government of Pakistan

Speakers:
1.

Ms Ruwa Altaf Shah, Journalist, Turkey

2.

Dr Inshah Malik, Kardan University, Afghanistan

3.

Dr Nathalene Reynolds, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute (SDPI), Islamabad, Pakistan

4.

Mr Michael Meyer, Democracy Repor ng Interna onal (DRI), Germany (Skype)

5.

Ms Nighat Dad, Digital Rights founda on (DRF), Lahore, Pakistan

6.

Mr Saroop Ijaz, Human Rights Watch (HRW), Islamabad, Pakistan

Special Remarks:

Mr I A Rehman, Former Director, Human Rights Commission of Pakistan (HRCP), Lahore

Panel Organizers:

Ms Ayesha Ilyas, Ms Hania Shah and Dr Shafqat Munir, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad

Report by:

Mr Shukar Ullah Baig Sawal, Devako Consultancy, Rawalpindi and Mr Ali Rehmat,
Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad, Pakistan

M

media debates are, how easily manipulated and what that
means for genuine humanitarian or human right causes.
Ms Inshah Malik from Kardan University, Afghanistan,
said South Asian countries are particularly volatile due to
issues of human rights, civil liberties and freedom of speech.
The advent of digital media has accentuated these issues to a
substantial degree. She highlighted the empirical data from
Kashmir to understand how social media movements in
South Asia administer and challenge coercive politics by
attempting to control the narrative.
Furthermore, she shared statistical facts in the context
of Kashmir. She said that Twitter recently removed 1 million
tweets from users in Kashmir on the behalf of Indian
Government. Further she explained the dangers of
propaganda in technology such as Deepfakes in harming the
otherwise pro-human rights and civil rights movements in
Kashmir and elsewhere.
Dr Nathalene Reynolds from SDPI, Islamabad, said that
social media networks have facilitated the freedom of
speech, allowing groups that earlier struggled to express

s Ayesha Ilyas from SDPI, Islamabad introduced
the session chair and panellists and gave a brief
outlook of the topic. The session revolved around
the discussion on Human Rights Movements and Digital
Activism.
After a round of introductions, the loor was handed
over to the Chair, Senator Ayesha Raza Farooq to formally
start the proceedings. Senator Ayesha Raza Farooq
welcomed the panellists and appreciated the topic 'Digital
Activism and Human Rights Movement' not just in the
context of Pakistan but across the world. She also
appreciated the participation of female panellists in the
session.
Senator Farooq requested the irst panellist Mr Michael
Meyer from Democracy Reporting International (DRI),
Germany, to share his views on how digitalization has
increased the scope of manipulation and propagation of
agendas in light of social activism.
Mr Michael Meyer, who joined the Conference via
skype video call, portrayed the issues of how genuine social
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movement can work on or address. The human rights
moments and organizations can now attempt to bring
change or stop human rights abuses in real time as opposed
to only documenting it post facto or only work on
longstanding historic issues.
He said technology has fundamentally changed the work
of the human rights movements in two ways: irstly,
gathering information about the abuse of rights and
secondly, the dissemination and the use of that information
to in luence policy. Furthermore, he highlighted the
response of authoritarian state to the use of technology, by
quoting the example of internet shutdown in Indian
occupied Kashmir for past four months.
Senator Ayesha Farooq thanked SDPI for providing a
forum to talk about the issue of digital technology and
human rights movements. She then invited Mr I. A. Rehman
to share concluding remarks and his feedback on the
discussion of the session.
Mr I. A. Rehman, a prominent peace and human-rights
advocate, congratulated the young panellists and their work
on human rights. He said that in human rights movements
there are three key words: information, response and
mobilization. He said that in comparison to other media
sources such as radio, TV, audio, and video we have, digital
media which is much faster. Speaking in the context of
human rights, Mr Rehman stressed that through digital
media you receive the information, respond and mobilize
much more quickly. Recollecting, he said that there was time
to get a petition signed by 100 people, which took many days
but now you can get 100 or even 1000 petitions signed in a
matter of minutes.

themselves publicly to circulate information that had been
spread only by rumour and word of mouth.
Dr Reynolds narrated the hanging of Afzal Guru and said
no doubt social media networks have facilitated the freedom
of speech, allowing groups that earlier struggled to express
themselves publicly to circulate information that in Kashmir
had been spread only by rumour and word-of-mouth. It is,
therefore, necessary to examine the discourse of the various
actors in the tragedy, of which Afzal Guru was the
unfortunate victim: both in Kashmir and in the rest of the
country as well as in the media and in civil society
Ms Ruwa Altaf Shah a journalist from Kashmir, based in
Turkey said, there have been reports how the Government of
India banned the twitter accounts of citizens and journalists
who were posting information about the abuse of human
rights in Kashmir, particularly during the last three months.
She articulated that post-lockdown when the people of
Kashmir were not able to speak for themselves, the Kashmiri
diaspora utilized digital mediums to raise the cause. She
further elaborated that the entire Kashmiri nation was and is
still living under communication blackout. She suggested
that being a democratic state its regulations on digital rights
should be democratic.
Ms Nighat Dad from Digital Rights foundation (DRF),
Lahore, said we are unable to connect online and of line
freedoms. Pakistan has introduced the laws and we have the
online and of line freedom of looking into interpreting of our
constitutions or the laws we already have for the online
freedoms. She added that we have seen the massive
enactment of regulations in diﬀerent countries, Pakistan is
also one of these countries which introduced Prevention of
Electronic Crimes Act in 1916. Although it was to deal with
prevention of electronic crimes, yet the law has been
misused against political defendants and journalist. She
suggested that we should look into international human
rights especially in developing countries and requested that
the government should sensitize and mobilize Pakistani
people on human rights violations.
Mr Saroop Ijaz from the Human Rights Watch (HRW),
Islamabad talked about how digital advancement has
transformed the scope of the issues that the human rights
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Mr Rehman said that there sure exists an imbalance of
resources in many countries and between nations. Raising
the issue of Kashmir, he said that we do not know what is
happening there, because all means of communication have
been cut oﬀ and blocked. He highlighted that this technology
brings itself a few challenges, while it makes things easier for
us, it does the same for the oppressors as well; the real
challenge remains how to not only survive it but also how to
beat that system.
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they block one blog, we create 10 more. That is the only way
to survive and ight our way out of the whole situation by
making it a mass movement and not limited to a few things.

Mr Rehman said we are an under-developed society and
we need to learn and adapt to new technologies. He stressed
that we need to be persistent in our cause of pursuing human
rights in this technologically advanced digital society, so if

Session B-11:
SDGs Integration in Pakistan: Challenges,
Opportunities and Learning from the Region
Chair:

Ms Shaista Parvaiz Malik, Member Na onal Assembly, Government of Pakistan (GOP)

Moderator:

Ms Amna Sandhu, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute (SDPI), Islamabad, Pakistan

Speakers:
1.

Mr Shoaib Sultan Khan, Na onal Rural Support Programme (NRSP), Islamabad, Pakistan

2.

Ms. Amina Khan, Overseas Development Ins tute (ODI), UK.

3.

Mr Shakeel Ahmad, United Na ons Development Programme (UNDP), Thailand (Via Skype)

4.

Mr Shahid Naeem, Planning Commission, Government of Pakistan (GOP)

5.

Mr Amer Durrani, Reenrgia, Islamabad, Pakistan

Report by:

Mr Hassan Rasheed, Na onal Defence University (NDU), Islamabad, Pakistan; and Ms Amna Sandhu,
Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad, Pakistan

T

education. He mentioned that we need to know if investing in
education will bene it us or not? He focused on a number of
possible challenges regarding education and investment in
education, and how that can be improved to help all. He also
discussed the alternative options to integrate number of
SDGs. Lastly, he comparatively analysed the situation of the
country in relation to international funding bodies and other
developing countries.
Following up on this, Ms Amina Khan from ODI
discussed the importance of synergies and trade-oﬀs in
implementation of the SDGs agenda. She discussed how
most of the SDGs are overlapping and interlinked, thus,
achieving one will help achieve others. Therefore, it is
important to identify these synergies and work towards
mutual success. On the other hand, few SDGs con lict each

he session chaired by Ms Shaista Parvez Malik was of
utmost importance as Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) integration is a major hurdle in its
implementing country wide. Few SDGs are considered as
basic requirements in sustaining development in the
country. A number of key practitioners and academicians
were in the session to discuss the policy options and public
problems. Provincial and federal coordination was
considered of more importance in implementing strategy
regarding SDGs.
Mr Shakeel Ahmed from the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP), Thailand joined via
Skype. Mr Ahmed particularly focused on the integrated
eﬀorts to achieve the SDGs agenda. He pointed out the
importance of four integrated SDGs particularly on
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corporate sector for implementation and Pakistan's
initiative on taking up SDGs as National Development Goals.
He mentioned that the Government of Pakistan has aligned
all the goals in Agenda 2030 with Sustainable Development
Goals in order for them to be met more eﬀectively.
Government of Pakistan is working explicitly in all
dimensions to ful il the requirements and outcome
objectives of Agenda 2030. Then he critically pointed out the
loopholes in integration and coordination among
governments. Federal Government of the country has rightly
worked upon the SDGs framework and implementation
strategies but a lot of work is pending from the provincial
governments, which needs to be done soon for the purpose
of smooth implementation of SDGs uniformly in the country.
He mentioned the recent Local Governments Summit
initiatives to make local governments more eﬀective in
implementation of SDGs strategies and integration among
goals so that integrated goals of SDGs shall get primary
implementation from the local bodies.
Mr Amer Durrani from Reenrgia, Islamabad then spoke
on the failures in revenue collection and focused on localized
revenue collection techniques. He rightly pointed out the
revenue system of the country and disparities in collecting
the relative tax from the public. Without taxation and
revenue, government is unable to implement any
development goal in the country. Centralized revenue
collection techniques have been proved insuf icient and de
facto in a country like Pakistan. He gave examples of many
other developing and developed countries where successful
practices have proven best for revenue collection and
sustainable development goals implementation. He
proposed localized revenue collection methodology and
talked about their eﬀectiveness as more localized revenue
collection means data of more people in accurate manner
and there would be less chance of tax evasion. Economy will
be more formalized with this and local money can be used for
Sustainable Development Goals implementation.
Last speaker, Mr Shoaib Khan, explained the Phase-I of
National Rural Support Programme in which a programme
called WISE, consisting of four integrating SDGs were tested
successfully. He focused on the importance of devolving

other directly or indirectly. Thus, decision makers need to
understand these interlinkages and work to maximise
synergies while minimizing trade-oﬀs. Her presentation
ended with recommendations for governments on handling
synergies and trade-oﬀs in eﬀective implementation of the
SDGs agenda.
Dr Shahid Naeem from the Planning Commission, GOP
mentioned the Government's eﬀorts in achieving SDGs
objectives. He pointed out policy decisions taken during
Local Government Summit in 2017. He also focused on
provincial SDGs framework and highlighted how the
avenues where more work is still required. Mr Naeem being
the resource person from the Planning Commission of
Pakistan clari ied the Government's stance and initiatives
taken on the subject topic until now. He explicitly talked
about UNDP's consideration for SDGs and the need to involve
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WISE targets could be successfully achieved in a cost
eﬀective and timely manner.
Chair of the session, MNA Shaista Parvez gave
concluding remarks by focusing on joint policy sittings
under all the pillars of policy process. She pointed out the
gaps and spoke about the importance of integration between
institutions for better execution. She further explained the
importance of platforms like SDPI's Sustainable
Development Conference for all the stakeholders in order to
ful il the policy gaps and to eliminate the communication gap
among departments of the Government. Moreover, she
focused on more integration in SDGs implementation and
specially pointed out WISE SDGs for the basic sustainable
development in all regions of the country. She proposed
more options for the regular sittings in illing the
coordination gaps among all the stake holders at both federal
and the provincial levels.

inancial powers to local bodies and CRPs for the eﬀective
implementation of SDGs. Mr Khan shared the experience of
National Rural Support Programme where pilot testing had
proven successful in low budget. Districts of Southern
Punjab and Rural Sindh got development in their villages
through local bodies and representatives of the villages.
Integrating basic SDGs into WISE mechanism resulted into
more localized development and execution of strategy in a
more transparent and eﬀective manner. He pointed out the
small budget's eﬀectiveness in the subject villages and areas
how they sustained their development and the basic
necessities were provided by the relevant village councils
under resource persons themselves. Students enrolled as
local village representatives regularly engaged the families
and made them aware of bene its of education. Moreover, he
pointed out the proposed project to be implemented in other
cities and region using less resources than required by the
other mega development projects in the country and these
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Session B-12:
Pakistan Economy: Stabilization with a Human Face
Moderator:

Dr Nadia Farooq, Asian Development Bank, Pakistan

Welcome Remarks:

Dr Jochen Hippler, Country Director, Friedrich-Ebert-S

Keynote Address:

Dr Hafeez A. Pasha, Former Federal Minister for Finance, Government of Pakistan (GoP)

ung (FES), Islamabad, Pakistan

Speakers:
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Dr Gonzalo Varela, Trade Economist, World Bank Group

2.

Dr Pervez Tahir, Former Chairman Bank of Punjab, Lahore, Pakistan

3.

Dr Tariq Ahmed, Dean, Faculty of Management Sciences Balochistan University of Informa on Technology, Engineering, and
Management Sciences (BUITEMS)

Panel Organizers:

Mr Abdul Qadir, Friedrich-Ebert-S ung (FES), Dr Vaqar Ahmed & Mr Maaz Javed, Sustainable
Development Policy Ins tute (SDPI), Islamabad, Pakistan

Report by:

Ms Khadija Tul Kubra, Pakistan Ins tute of Development Economics, Islamabad, Pakistan
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in the global market is a pro poor strategy. Trade reforms can
bring 5.66 million people out of poverty. He also emphasized
on productivity growth through gender inclusiveness, which
will ultimately result into increased income. Pakistan's
export, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and global share are
dropping. This is all happening because Pakistan's trade
ecosystem is anti-export and import tariﬀs are high (import
tariﬀ is implicitly export tariﬀ).
The debate on stabilization was taken to a new
perspective by Dr Pervez Tahir. He called this Government
an austerity regime, he said austerity never begins at home
like charity. The iota of humanity is missing in the
government policies. He pointed out that burden sharing is
the real problem.
Continuing the debate on stabilization, Dr Tariq Ahmed
suggested that in this period of economic crunch,
entrepreneurship is the real solution. “Start a new business
instead of looking for a job,” he suggested. He further added
that the Government should open doors for SMEs and small
entrepreneurs.
Dr Jochen Hippler said that this debate on economy
was missing since long. Economy should be people oriented
and stabilization should be achieved to make people nutrient
and for their wellbeing. Pakistan's institutional and

r Hafeez A. Pasha said that in the political economy
of privileges within rules, regulations and laws, the
privileged class of Pakistan enjoys the annual
bene its of worth 2074 billion rupees. However, the total
revenue collection is 3,000 billion rupees. Dr Pasha was
discussing the stabilization phase of Pakistan economy
under the IMF programme. He started his talk by
highlighting current account balance, reserves and iscal
de icit that country was facing with the start of new
government regime. Under an intense IMF programme, the
Government has introduced heavy indirect taxes, eﬀective
exchange rate has increased by about 35% in just one year
and policy rate has almost doubled. Resultantly, the human
face is being scared, evident from the low per capita income,
high in lation rate (11%) specially on the food items (15%),
inequality and fallen HDI. At the end he proposed a fourpoint solution for the Government. Firstly, direct taxes
should be increased to increase tax base substantially.
Secondly, interest rate should be lowered by 2-3%. Thirdly,
the privatization of public enterprises should be rampant i.e.
food prices should be kept under control. Lastly, the size of
federal government should be trimmed so that more of the
budget could be utilized for development purpose.
Dr Gonzalo Varela talked about how global integration
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Fully Automated Sales Tax e-Refund (FASTER) system
needs to be improved, exporters re inancing scheme is
preempted by large exporters. However, economy has a large
room for the SMEs, said Dr Pasha. Industrial policy needs to
be harmonized with inancial institutions, said Dr Gonzalo
while emphasizing on global integration.
At the end the session was formally concluded by Dr
Nadia Farooq with four-point recommendations:

economic structure continues to constrain its ability to
achieve long-term poverty reduction and inclusive economic
growth; and sustains an unequal distribution of income and
opportunities for its male and female citizens. There is a
need to provide equitable market access for the poor and
enable them to contribute to GDP growth through
sustainable livelihoods. Institutional decline in Pakistan has
resulted in a failure of eﬀective public service delivery,
denied provincial and local governments an equitable share
in the country's resources and continues to deny the
majority of its citizens' access to critical economic and social
assets. Sustained and inclusive long-term growth and
poverty reduction can only be built on the edi ice of eﬀective
institutions and a more inclusive economic structure.
Equally important the foundations of a strong and eﬀective
federal state structure can only be built on the foundations of
an institutional structure that strengthens federal
democracy. Given the nature of institutional reforms a more
comprehensive set of measures will be part of the mediumterm strategy report. However, some immediate measures
are being proposed to assist social protection and povertyreduction measures and the broader macro-economic
stabilization exercise.
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1.

We have to be vigilant by adopting the IMF's instructions
and save the human face by looking at the tax policies,
employment, revenue mobilization and poverty.

2.

Best stabilization can come by increasing the total factor
of production, global integration which would
ultimately result in the inclusion of human face into the
system.

3.

Burden of austerity should be adequately shared so that
the human face could be saved.

4.

Resources in Balochistan are not ef iciently utilized,
especially the price mechanism is not working properly.
So, the need is to include these points into policy agenda
and formation of SMEs should be mobilized to
strengthen the youth economically.
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7.

Mr Maaz Javed, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute (SDPI), Islamabad, Pakistan

8.

Mr Ruwan Samaraweera, Ins tute of Policy Studies (IPS), Sri Lanka

Panel Organisers:

Dr Vaqar Ahmed and Mr Maaz Javed, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute (SDPI), Islamabad,
Pakistan

Report by:

Mr Maaz Javed, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad, Pakistan
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Dr Usman Mustafa from Pakistan Institute of
Development Economics (PIDE), Islamabad, stressed on the
role of agricultural sector in achieving the SDGs. He said that
link of all the 17 SDGs is direct and essential so multiple SDGs
can be addressed via agricultural sector. Investment in this
sector needs to be lourished and public-private partnership
can be a great initiative to take in this context. New
technology needs to be promoted not only in production
process but also in packaging and exporting the inal goods.
Pakistan has great potential to export its produce but lack of
awareness, obsolete technology and hurdles in exporting
makes it dif icult for the farmers to reap the potential
bene its.
He concluded by stating as major percentage of
Pakistan's population is directly or indirectly linked with the
agriculture sector so, to uplift the lives of masses this sector
can play a key role. Eliminating hunger, reduction of poverty,
better health facilities, education services, gender equality,

he roundtable meeting aimed to gather leading minds
to share their valuable insights on how Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) can be achieved. All the
expert of their respective ields shared key ideas that can be
convened and help in motivating researchers and policy
makers to focus on SGDs with a diﬀerent lens.
Dr Vaqar Ahmed from the Sustainable Development
Policy Institute (SDPI) Islamabad, gave the introductory
remarks and also highlighted the importance of the session.
He talked about how it is important to bring together experts
from diﬀerent ields to propose innovative solutions in the
delivery to SDGs.
Mr Ahmed Khaver from SDPI, Islamabad moderated
the session. After a round of introductions he talked about
the importance of SDGs and how Pakistan should look into
this through diﬀerent angles. He also talked about how the
ideas of all the speakers are interlinked and may help in
promoting SDGs while proposing innovative solutions.
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their role in uplifting the life of the marginalised. So, triple
helix approach needs to be implemented in Pakistan to
achieve the SDGs.
Mr Ali Jaswal from Xinhua News Agency, Islamabad,
spoke about the role of media in promoting reforms for SDGs.
He emphasised that majority of people are unaware of SDGs
in Pakistan. Media does not highlight the issues regarding
the SDGs. It is because of lack of interest and the capacity of
media to deal with these challenges. Mr Jaswal suggested
that more educated persons should come up on electronic
media to promote talks on economy and enhance the general
understanding on economic issues that Pakistan is facing
nowadays.
Mr Ruwan Samaraweera from the Institute of Policy
Studies (IPS), Sri Lanka, mentioned the impact of climate
change on farmers. He stressed on how the adaptation of
new technology can bring timely information regarding
climate forecasting. Mr Samaraweera said, it will help in
eliminating the risk of climate shock and government may
buy time to implement safety measures before time. In doing
so, climate information management remains a crucial part
to achieve SDGs in an innovative but important way.
Mr Maaz Javed from SDPI, Islamabad, focused on the
role and potential of trade. He said that Pakistan can achieve
SDGs in faster and sustainable way by adopting friendly
trade measures that not only lead to a better economic
situation but also positively in luence the delivery of SDGs.
Mr Javed said that there is triple-win scenario as good trade
policy spurs international trade; more trade integration
leads to development-friendly outcomes; and these
outcomes support achieving SDGs directly or indirectly. He
also mentioned that trade is the backbone of any society that
not only helps in increasing iscal space for the government
but is also useful in achieving the SDGs.
Mr Ali Kemal from United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP), Pakistan highlighted that every SDG is
linked with the other SDG. While making a policy if any of the
SDGs or any segment of the society is missing then the policy
is not inclusive. Policy should always be inclusive while
leaving no one behind. Mr Kemal stressed on the role of
corporate sector and how it can be helpful in promoting and
achieving the SDGs in energy and resource sector. Awareness
to achieve SDGs should be extended to private sector as well
so they may come up with innovative solution to achieve
these goals.

better work environment and other SDGs can be achieved
through agriculture sector.
Mr Dan Gregory from ISD, UK, emphasized on the
process in deliverance of SDGs. He said, there is a confusion
on what ways should we adopt to achieve SDGs and how to
deliver on a timely basis. For context, the investment impact
needs to be promoted as it has signi icant eﬀect in achieving
the Goals. Development partners also play an important role
in supporting public and private sector while helping in
research, development and overall policy making. The main
focus of his talk remained on three points: irst, major pie of
the income earned is through trading; second, pro its should
be reinvested; and third, there is a need to support and
lourish social enterprises.
Mr Gregory also highlighted the limited role of
government to promote trade. Main points in this context
include: law and legislations should be trade friendly; every
business has diﬀerent kind of setup and issues so the
involvement of government should be limited; and,
government should not get into day-to-day governance.
These steps ensure the achievement of SDGs while
promoting business environment in the country.
Dr Tariq Ahmed from Balochistan University of
Information Technology, Quetta, focused on the importance
of entrepreneurship in achieving the SDGs. He highlighted
the role of government in promoting and supporting the
small and medium businesses to grow. He said that less
privileged areas, like Balochistan, should be on priority list of
the government. It is because the small entrepreneurs are
not able to generate capital and also not equipped with the
latest technology, these de iciencies create hurdles in
achieving ef iciency and competing in the highly competitive
environment when other countries have access to latest
technologies. He recommended that small and medium
enterprises need attention, especially in the context of China
Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) as it is a great
opportunity to enhance business in less privileged areas.
Dr Saira Ahmed from the Capital University of Science
& Technology (CUST), Islamabad, gave her talk on the impact
of CPEC in achieving the SDGs. She said, special focus should
be on the conditions, life status and social capital of
labourers. Through the platform of CPEC, government
should ensure that labourers are being provided with good
health facilities, and safe work environment. Along with
these, low wage labour needs to be supported by the
government. Corporate sector and NGOs also need to play
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HEC Dinner Plenary
Promoting Higher Education Quality through Policies and Practices
Chair:

Dr Tariq Banuri, Chairman, Higher Educa on Commission (HEC) of Pakistan

Moderator:

Mr Shahid Minhas and Ms Hania Shah, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute (SDPI), Islamabad,
Pakistan

Speakers:
1. Dr Abid Qaiyum Suleri, Execu ve Director, (SDPI), Islamabad, Pakistan
2. Mr Fawad Chaudhry, Federal Minister for Science and Technology, Government of Pakistan
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6. Ms Rita Akhtar, Execu ve Director, The United States Educa onal Founda on in Pakistan (USEFP)
7. Mr Taj Haider, Founding Member and Senior Leader, Pakistan Peoples Party
Report by:

Mr Ahmad Raza, Na onal Defence University, Islamabad, Pakistan; and Ms Ifra Baig, Sustainable
Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad, Pakistan
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priority agenda to get recognised Pakistani universities'
degrees all over the world. He said that the government of
Pakistan is putting sincere eﬀorts to improve the quality of
primary, secondary as well as higher education. However,
continuous eﬀorts are required to improve the quality of
education in the country to achieve the international
standards and recognition. Mr Chaudhry said that
coordination eﬀorts are required from all the provinces and
provincial Higher Education Commissions to become more
prominent and visible in quality education at the global level.
Mr Zul iqar Gillani, a Pakistani media journalist, spoke
about the diﬀerence between people de ining quality and the
actual de inition of quality. He mentioned the diﬀerent
stakeholders of education and each has a diﬀerent angle to
de ine quality. He said that there are four diﬀerent
stakeholders. The irst are the ones who sponsor education.
Second are students, especially university students. Third
stakeholders include employees, and fourth are politicians
who have their own de inition of quality. Therefore, the
de inition of quality has to come from a joint eﬀort of all the

s Hania Shah introduced the panellists and
requested Dr Abid Qaiyum Suleri, Executive
Director, SDPI, to moderate the session. Dr Suleri
welcomed and thanked the distinguished guests and
audience at the dinner. He said that organizing this dinner
plenary with the Higher Education Commission (HEC) of
Pakistan was a vital opportunity to discuss the scope of
digitalization in the global scenario, where eminent scholars
and distinguished speakers and experts from several
countries were there to discuss its potential. He emphasized
the need to deeply review and analyse the future scope and
challenges associated with this phenomenon to the
sustainable education and development. He appreciated
HEC and USEFP for their contribution in highlighting such
challenges associated with digital technology to quality
assurance in education. He said that despite disparities in
education sector, there is a need to tackle challenges through
use of the digital technologies.
Mr Fawad Chaudhry, Federal Minister for Science and
Technology, mentioned that it is on the Government's
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working students on merit.
Speaking about quality, Prof. Iqbal mentioned that not
all universities can have the system of MIT. However,
students should get equal opportunities from all over the
country to get experience in learning. He continued that
Pakistan should have a strategic human resource in
developing partnership with the United Nations since they
have strong leadership quality because of quality education
that universities provide to the students. Prof. Iqbal
concluded his speech by saying that Fulbright scholarship
programme began from Pakistan and the good part of it is
that now many students are availing the opportunity. He said
that every university should have its own community, not
only that but each university should launch a product that
comprises of knowledge, theories and all the factors that
re lect their capability. Moreover, universities should know
how to use their resources.
Dr Firdous Ashiq Awan, Special Assistant to Prime
Minister (SAPM) on Media and Broadcasting, said that Prime
Minister's vision of transparency and accountability for all
cannot be eﬀectively implemented unless we adapt new
technologies of digital revolution. She said that existing
system of governance has become obsolete which needs to
be replaced with a better one through adaption of new
technologies. She stressed on the need for changing mindset
of the society as a whole towards digital revolution.

four stakeholders. He further added, accountability of all the
stakeholders should be ensured. The challenge is to deal
with critical issues of evaluating quality, and that can only be
done if the students and the academic system itself make a
proper commitment in working towards de ining quality. He
concluded by saying that the quality starts from HEC,
followed by universities, then it comes down to faculties and
then to individual students.
Ms Rita Akhtar from The United States Educational
Foundation in Pakistan (USEFP), appreciated the upward
trends of students' enrolment in masters and PhD
programmes in Pakistani universities. She said, the quality of
the students is well comparable to any standards in the
world. She further added that for jobs, majority of applicants
who are selected are from IBA, LUMS and NUST. Ms Akhtar
said that the success of students comes from the respect that
students give to their professors. She emphasized on the fact
that professors have academic freedom to teach student
which aﬀects the quality of education. Ms Akhtar also
highlighted the need and importance of academic freedom
for improving quality in higher education.
Mr Taj Haider, representative of the Pakistan Peoples
Party, said that a consistent eﬀort needs to be made towards
quality education and students should have an atmosphere
of open competition with each other in studies so that
standards of education get higher. He also mentioned that
Sindh Government is conscious of maintaining quality
education as per the criteria of HEC. Mr Haider mentioned
that if the quality of education is not going constantly
upwards, it will go down eventually.
Prof. Ahsan Iqbal, Member National Assembly and
Former Minister of Interior, started his talk by mentioning
how under investment is the major issue for measuring
quality. He asserted that we have talented students but there
is a major gap between some areas of the country. Prof. Iqbal
stressed that remote areas like Gwadar in Balochistan must
have at least one campus of a university so our own talented
students can get educated and become part of the support
system. He said that education is the most social vertical
mobility ladder one can have in a society. He said that higher
education must be given to all the deserving and hard-
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and industry, which is a mismatch.
Dr Awan also said that the government is committed to
Dr Banuri further added that education system in
improving the governance with the help of new digital
Pakistan is divided into secondary education and the
technologies and become part of digital revolution. She said
primary education. Primary education is much more
our society and economy is now increasingly linked with the
important since it is the foundation for
digitalization and governance and is
a child. To ensure quality we should
focusing on raising awareness and
training youth on new skills as per the
Primary education is much give more importance to the primary
and then to the higher
need and requirement of digital age.
more important since it is the eeducation
ducation. He emphasized on
This will help empower and
foundation for a child. To ensure c o m m i t m e n t f o r q u a l i t y f r o m
strengthen our future generation
which in turn will contribute in nation
quality we should give more everyone. He said, HEC is a national
building, she added.
importance to the primary institution, which has representation
from all the provinces and has nothing
Dr Tariq Banuri, Chairman HEC,
education and then to the higher to do with the 18th constitutional
in his concluding speech highlighted
education
amendment. He said the purpose of
the essence of improved quality
any educational institution should be
standards in higher education and
building character, sense and values,
stressed the need for rediscovering
along with imparting advance knowledge and skills. Dr
the sense to diﬀerentiate between what is good and what is
Banuri stressed on the need for self-assessment and selfwrong. He said our educational institutional purpose seems
accountability of teachers and students.
to give only degrees, without realizing the need of society

Session C-1:
Leaving No One Behind in the Skills Development Agenda in Pakistan
Chief Guest:

Ms Ghazala Saiﬁ, Parliamentary Secretary for Na onal History and Literary Heritage Division, Islamabad,
Pakistan

Moderator:

Dr Zubair Iqbal Ghauri, Visi ng Fellow, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan

Speakers
1. Ms Ellen Van, Chief of Educa on, United Na ons Interna onal Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF) Pakistan
2. Ms Amina Khan, Senior Research Oﬃcer, Overseas Development Ins tute (ODI), UK
3. Mr Osman Anwar, Senior Director of Programs, VIAMO
4. Ms Farhana Asad, Founder, The Lel Collec on, Islamabad, Pakistan
5. Mr Muqeem ul Islam, Director General, Na onal Voca onal and Technical Training Commission (NAVTTC), Islamabad, Pakistan
Report by:

Mr Arsalan Ahmed Raja, Pakistan Ins tute of Development Economics, Islamabad, Pakistan
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give them a window of opportunity to explore themselves.
She indicated that in this regard a better plan of
implementation on policies could help in creating a bigger
impact and better achievement of SDGs. She highlighted the
eﬀorts of UNICEF to invest in youth and contribute towards
empowerment of youth. She speci ied that Pakistan is
blessed to have around 65% people below 30 years of age
according to reports. This huge volume of youth population
presents Pakistan with an enormous opportunity to address
the pressing issues of today like climate change and if
investments are made in the youth sector then they can move
one step closer to realizing their potential and contributing
towards prosperity of Pakistan. She also pointed out that all
the relevant stakeholders need to focus on developing the
skills of youth in terms of education, skills and trainings to
ensure that they achieve their dreams.
Ms Amina Khan gave a detailed presentation on the launch
of UNICEF and ODI report titled “Developing Skills in Youth
to Succeed in an Evolving South Asian Economy: A case study

r Zubair Iqbal Ghauri welcomed the esteemed
guests and the audience members. He highlighted
the diﬀerent aspects including the challenges and
opportunities with regards to the skill development of youth
in Pakistan. He said that one of the key challenges we face is
the absence of marketable skills in youth and it is important
to focus on the gaps and take the steps in the right direction
to develop the skills and bring sustainable development
using indigenous approach. He said that Small and Medium
Enterprises Development Authority (SMEDA) can play an
important role to develop the skills of youth in Pakistan. He
introduced all the panelists and pointed out that the
discussion aims to motivate the youth and generate a policy
discussion to take eﬀective steps towards youth skill
development.
Ms Ellen Van highlighted the eﬀorts of UNICEF and
Government of Pakistan for the youth development in
Pakistan. She stated that it is important to focus on
programmes and interventions for the youth of Pakistan and
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She highlighted that the labour market recognition of the
relevance of educational attainment in the context of skills
acquisition can ill the information gaps in the labour
markets. In the end an inclusive and indigenous approach
needs to be focused to address the disparities in demand and
supply job market and take the steps to train the youth
accordingly.
Mr Osman Anwar emphasized on the eﬀorts of Viamo
through a presentation to develop the skills of youth. He
introduced the technological interventions including the
mobile Apps that solely focus on empowering youth through
their skill development. He highlighted the fact that
incorporating technology in developing greater linkages
between skills providers, academia and industries to help
bridge the gap is a key step in youth development in Pakistan.
He gave a presentation on Viamo's role in bridging this
particular gap and developing skills of youth.
Mr Muqeem ul Islam highlighted the eﬀorts of NAVTTC in
developing the skills of youth in Pakistan. He stated that

of Pakistan”. She highlighted the diﬀerent aspects of the
report and how the indings in a report are a signi icant step
towards developing youth development policy frameworks
in Pakistan. She highlighted that transferable skills trainings
and digital inclusion for young people are very important.
She also raised the importance of education policies keeping
a close eye on demand and supply of job market and
international trends to overcome unemployment threat. She
stated that it is important to emphasize the skills
development for women to increase their prospects and
secure higher-paying jobs. She recommended that the focus
on innovative teaching methods including classroom, on the
job, practical training can bene it the students towards
career progression and better salaried jobs. She speci ied
that we have to integrate skills development with all major
economic growth and industrial policies, to feed into the
broader growth agenda. She indicated that it is important to
invest in research to assess the demand for skills and to help
inform the design of relevant trainings to meet the demand.
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eﬀorts and acknowledged the panelists ideas to bring youth
development in Pakistan. She highlighted the eﬀorts of
Government to empower youth in Pakistan through focus on
skill development. She stated that Government priorities
need to be adaptive in nature and it has to develop youth in a
way that they can contribute in businesses and spur
innovation to bring prosperity to the country otherwise our
troubles will escalate. She said that it is the main
responsibility of Government to give the right market
opportunities to our youth.
Dr Zubair Ghauri in his concluding remarks thanked the
participants and audience for a very captivating session and
appreciated the eﬀorts of SDPI team for arranging the
conference. He expressed hope that through a collective
eﬀort from all relevant stakeholders Pakistan should move
towards adopting youth development policy frameworks to
bring long lasting development.

Pakistan is a country with abundant labour force and it is
important to empower them through skill training. He also
emphasized on the importance of skills training for students
to give them better career options. He said that it is
important to integrate Training and Vocational educational
training in secondary schools and add subjects that will
equip students with more employable skills from an early
age, prior to them entering the workforce.
Ms Farhana Asghar the founder of Lel Collection shared her
journey that how her business is growing since the unique
set of skills helped her develop the business eﬀectively. She
speci ied that it is time that private sector and people
themselves can also step ahead to take initiatives with regard
to skill-based businesses. She stated that the Government
should back up such initiatives to make it successful in longterm.
Ms Ghazala Sai i as chair of the session appreciated SDPIs

Session C-2:
Ecofeminism in South Asian Literature in a Digital society
Chair:

Ms Khawar Mumtaz, Former Chairperson, Na onal Commission on the Status of Women (NCSW),
Pakistan

Moderator:

Ms Ayesha Ilyas, SDPI, Islamabad

Discussant:

Ms Yumna Hasany, Radio Pakistan, Islamabad, Pakistan

Speakers:
1.

Ms Nusrat Zehra, Indus Cultural Forum (ICF), Karachi, Pakistan

2.

Dr Humaira Ishfaq, Beijing, China (via Skype)

3.

Dr Zhou Yuan, Beijing, China (via Skype)

4.

Mr Raza Naeem, Progressive Writers Associa on, Lahore, Pakistan

Panel Organizers:

Mr Ahmed Salim, Dr Humaira Ishfaq and Ayesha Ilyas, SDPI

Report by:

Ms Hania Shah and Ms Ayesha Ilyas, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad, Pakistan
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patriarchal conception is the root cause of exploiting women
and nature.
Mr Raza Naeem introduced the work of Razia Sajjad
Zaheer on ecofeminism. Women writers of the age mainly
wrote for feminine magazine such as Tehzeeb-e-Niswa and
others on a variety of social issues. An important element of
the work of the female writers was their deep concern for
nature and a sense of responsibility towards their
environment. Razia Sajjad Zaheer being one of those
progressive writers, and full-time worker of the communist
party, possessed a unique style. She translated more than 40
titles into Urdu and has about six novels to her credit. He
quoted from one of her novels 'Allah Maig De' (Allah make it
rain) which discusses the concept that water is indeed the
greatest friend of a man yet an enemy if treated carelessly.
She pioneered the concept in her writings by stressing for
conservation of water. Mr Naeem said that women writers of
that time were not only trying to establish a balanced
relationship with the opposite gender but were also working
to create awareness for the preservation of the environment.
In Pakistan the consensus on it is a bit muted and being a
water stressed country it is required that the work of writers
like Razia Sajjad Zaheer be given more importance.
Ms Nusrat Zehra discussed the emergence of
ecofeminist conscience in Urdu poetry. She said that as it is
known, ecofeminism is a western concept and only started
emerging in Pakistani literature. For instance, Faiz Ahmed
Faiz and Nasir Kazmi talked about nature, particularly in
times of natural disasters. For the past few decades the work
of women writers and poets in Pakistan is laden with 'Ghame-Doraa'n' (worries of the world) along with Gham-i-Jana'an
(worries of love) and in the digital age this consciousness has
largely increased. Women today are discussing the damages
being caused by the environmental degradation through
their poetry and she presented a few examples from the
poets of today.
Ms Yumna Hasany commenting on the discussion
disagreed that ecofeminism is a western induction and
insisted that it is a global concept and the examples of it in the
talks of the previous panelists fortify that belief. She said that
women everywhere have not just found a way to extract from

he session opened with a brief introduction of the
topic. The term ecofeminism - a combination of
ecology and feminism - is a stream of feminism that
identi ies and studies the connections between ecology
(nature) and the female gender. This approach draws on the
foundations of feminist equality between genders, providing
lens for critiquing patriarchal structures that work in
conjunction with capitalist-led environmental degradation.
Emphasizing instinct and participation, ecofeminism
promotes a commitment to environmentalism along with
awareness of the structure of gender relations in society.
Ms Khawar Mumtaz elaborated that ecofeminism is a
comparatively recent phenomenon and due to the limitation
of literature in Pakistan understanding ecofeminism is a
challenge. Women are the managers of natural resources as
is evident from their use of water on a daily basis in their
households. However, when it comes to their role in the
environmental protection, they have never been regarded in
sharing the responsibility in the environmental protection.
For example, in a village in India, women took over the
responsibility of protecting their forests there along with the
introduction of songs about the protection of environment at
a children's school to inculcate these concepts in their minds
from a young age.
Dr Humaira Ishfaq talked about how the folk songs of
Potohar region re lected the de iciency of water. The eﬀect
water stresses on the lives and thoughts of the native women
are described in those folk songs. She said that her study is
based on ecofeminism which is foundational to analyzing the
relation between human and natural world. Ecofeminism in
spirit is a western theory but various social literature based
on the theory can be found in the region as well.
Dr Zhou Yuan said that ecofeminism is a relatively new
intellectual discourse in mainland China. However, the
introduction of ecofeminism in the Chinese literature since
1970 was much criticized in China as compared to Marxism.
Although with its critical view of the capitalist society,
ecofeminism proved to be a vibrant topic for literary circles.
Chinese scholars published mainly the criticism theory of
ecofeminism. Dr Yuan also discussed a Chinese novel,
'Border Town', the plot of which revealed how the

there is no more image for this part
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open and a lot of learning has to be done on our part
in order to expand the understanding about such
concepts at all levels, national and regional.

nature but to give back as well. For example, climate justice,
like replanting in a village in Kenya to prevent deserti ication
or ecofeminism project among the Northern American
reservation community, or for instance women's protest
against the milk which contained some toxins consumed by
kids are examples that women everywhere play a proactive
role in propagating and supporting conservation of nature.
The session derived the following recommendations;
·

·

Although there has been some work on
ecofeminism in South Asian literature, iction and
poetry, however, ecofeminism has been mainly
studied from a non- ictional aspect. More work
needs to be done in highlighting the concept in the
realm of iction and poetry as those are the genres
with mass appeal.
We need to be inclusive. Rather than sticking to
what we believe in. It is imperative to include the
voices from all spectrums, languages have to be
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·

It is vital to raise concerns and generate interest in
ecological causes for which building linkages in
academia through digital media is essential. Further
research needs to be done on ecofeminism and it
should also become a part of curriculum.

·

There is a lot of learning for the new generation in
the work of female authors like Razia Sajjad Zaheer
and these authors should be given their due place
and respect in the literary circles.

·

In the digital age, new horizons can be opened by
promoting women's role. Focus on ecofeminism in
modern Chinese literary research is limited and
there is a need to further work on the concept to
explore the concept in the modern age China.
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Syed Sohail Javaad highlighted that measuring or
de ining inancial inclusion is hard. It can either be called as
number of digital accounts opened or the digital
transformation of overall economy which means ability of
people to make transactions without cash. While sharing
some statistics he added in 2014 the inancial inclusion rate
was only 12% which has been increased to 21-24% and
according to World Bank only 21% of Pakistanis are
inancially included, against the global and South Asian
average of 69% and 33%, respectively. The National
Financial Inclusion Strategy of Pakistan aimed to increase
this ratio to 50% by 2020. Pakistan has not reached where it
should have reached by now. This has happened because
initially the focus was to open digital wallets and accounts
but there was no activity in them. In order to enhance the
activity State Bank is planning to open up 65 million active
digital accounts with 20 million belonging to women by year
2013. He further added that the low rate of inancial
inclusion in Pakistan is due to the lack of subsidies given to
the people who want to digitize their transactions. This is
promoting the use of cash which is a very expensive and
energy consuming process of printing and then transporting
and storing. He argued that the use of technology for

r Sajid Amin welcomed the dignitaries of the panel
and introduced them. He gave a bird's eye view of
the agenda of the session and handed over the
proceedings to Dr Sohail Safdar who brie ly discussed the
theme of the session.
Dr Sohail Safdar appreciated SDPI on merging both the
concepts: sustainability and digitalization. Modern
technologies have a huge potential for changing the current
situation in Pakistan and across the globe particularly in the
context of poverty and social inequality. The major driving
factor of global digital transformation is the dissatisfaction of
public with the current development models. He introduced
the term FINTECH and said that it is a coin with two sides:
positive as well as negative. In addition, he de ined inancial
inclusion and added that it is a tool to eradicate poverty.
Mr Ali Kemal said that there are three pillars of
sustainable development: inclusivity, equity and
sustainability. The idea of inancial inclusion covers all three
by including everyone equally on one platform. To elaborate
he gave example of water billing through mobile phone. He
also pondered upon the readiness of Pakistan in adopting
digital inancial inclusion completely. He stated that Pakistan
is still not prepared for complete transformation of economy.
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economic inclusivity and digitalization and we should be
positive about it. The only need is to change the behaviours
of common people towards the use of technology.
Ms Fareeha Armughan presented a fact-based study on
inancial inclusion and said that the world has to learn from
Kenya about inancial inclusion. She further added that India
has just introduced the world's largest inancial inclusion
programme. She discussed the barriers in making people
inancially inclusive and tap upon voluntary as well as
involuntary barriers e.g. barrier of lack of access to services,
barrier of inappropriate products, barrier of geographic
location, and barrier of non-account holding. Women,
elderly and the illiterate are completely inancially excluded.
She stressed upon evidence-based policy making. This
deeper lens of evidence-based study would solve many
problems. She elaborated the idea by giving examples of gap
between number of accounts opened and accounts being
used. She concluded that in Pakistan there are voluntary
barriers and people have excluded themselves from inancial
inclusion.
Syed Naveed Qamar concluded that the banks are
actually discouraging people to use the electronic money
transfer facilities by imposing high taxes. He further added
that the change in public behaviour is the only challenge of
inancial inclusion. The government policies and dif icult
account opening procedures have inancially excluded a
larger fraction of population specially the elderly and
women. So, there is a need for holistic approach to form
unidirectional and eﬀective policies.

inancial inclusion is a great idea like the proliferation of
apps in which customer can give reviews and rate the
services. This will also help to maintain a database about the
number of people using them and activity rate can also be
measured. In the end he stated some on-going projects of
State Bank such as micro payment gateway which is the
fastest way to transfer money and simpli ication of process
of opening customer accounts.
Mr Shahbaz Nasir said that PTA had partnered with the
State Bank to implement the National Financial Inclusion
Strategy (NFIS). The regulations of 2016 facilitated the
FINTECHs to come up with more ef icient solutions and
licenses were issued. The focus was to maintain
progressiveness of regulations because initially when
Jazzcash and Easypaisa started, the market was at starting
point and advance regulations could not be applied. He
talked about the State Bank's one bank and 1 telco model in
which very less competition is created due to the close loop
environment. But now branchless banking has increased
reaching almost 3.7 trillion annually.
According to statistics 47 million wallet accounts have
been opened but only 20 million are active, more than 50%
subscribers do not have access to internet on phone. PTA is
working with the State Bank to create more competition and
more channels for banking. He ended by saying that
traditional banking should be replaced by contemporary
models and themes.
Mr Nadeem Hussain mentioned that there are enough
elements in place to make Pakistan completely digital. Just
like any other country of the world, Pakistan has also moved
forward in terms of technology and prosperity. We need to
appreciate ourselves what we have done so far speci ically in
the ield of digital inclusion. There is a facility of opening up a
wallet account in just one minute which is not even available
in irst world countries. Pakistan is a biometrically veri ied
nation which is the greatest achievement. He further added
that Micro Payment gateway is a game changer and there are
40 million wallet accounts; although the activity is low, at
least irst step has been taken. He suggested that the idea of
credit score should be incorporated with FINTECHs to
enhance the activity. Pakistan is making progress in

The panellists gave the following policy
recommendations:
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·

Holistic approach is needed for making the policy.
Policy should be unidirectional and should have
quanti iable targets and indicators. Coherent laws
should be made.

·

New institutions should be established with digital
infrastructure and set up while the traditional
banking systems should be abrogated.
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·

The system of credit score should be incorporated;
this will enhance the activity as well as the issue of
incentives to the customers. In addition, the lending
should be based upon these credit scores of every
customer.

·

Zero interest loans should be given so that the
people are encouraged to increase usage of bank
accounts.

·

There is a need for such technical solutions that will
enable a person to perform a transaction at any time
which means that every option for transaction
should be included in single package.

·

Incentives should be given to ones who are
voluntarily using or trying to use the digital wallets
or electronic banking.

·

Banks should reduce the percentage of tax on
electronic transactions.

Session C-4:
Promises of the Graphic Health Warning (GHW) in Tobacco Control Regime
and the Perils of Tobacco Pandemic: The Way Forward
Chair:

Dr Nausheen Hamid, Parliamentary Secretary for Health, Government of Pakistan

Speakers:
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Mr Nadeem Iqbal Javed, The Network for Consumer Rights Protec on (NCRP), Islamabad, Pakistan

2.
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3.

Mr Waseem I ikhar Janjua, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad, Pakistan
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Mr Waseem I ikhar Janjua & Mr Syed Ali Wasif Naqvi, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute (SDPI),
Islamabad, Pakistan
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Ms Zareen Afzal, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad, Pakistan
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eﬀects of cigarette. However, the government had to
withdraw the claim due to the pressure imposed by the
stakeholders. Though the government has not reached to the
claimed percentage yet it has managed to post up to 60% of
the box with graphic health warning. The size of graphic
health warning on cigarette packs needs to be revised
without any delay. The tobacco industry on the other hand
claims that the property of the tobacco industry cannot be
snatched by the government to which the government
counters with the help of Article 5.3 of the Framework
Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC). The article states
that the industry should not in any way in luence the
government policies. There is a need for government
intervention in trade of tobacco related products.
Dr Minhaj-us-Siraj, Director of Tobacco Control Cell at
the Ministry of Health, also addressed the audience in detail
about the steps taken by the government to prevent the
usage of tobacco and the steps taken in the way of the illicit
tobacco trade. All along the transit route in
Pakistan, government is keeping a check and balance on the
trade to prevent illicit tobacco trade. He said that from
growing and manufacturing tobacco to selling it legally is
supported and covered by the Pakistan Tobacco Board
(PTB). They are there to protect each and every leaf of
tobacco. The Ministry of Commerce is regulating them and
bene itting from them due to the taxes being collected
through tobacco industry sales. The Ministry of Health then
intervenes at the point where the cigarette is at the verge of
being sold and used by the customers. Tobacco industry is
therefore, legally covered by Ministry of Commerce and
Federal Board of Revenue, which is causing burden on the
health sector. This scenario leaves very little time to address
the misuse of tobacco industry. Intragovernmental and
inter-ministerial coordination is required in this regard. He
also suggested that awareness campaigns are urgently
required to let people know about the risks which are caused
by smoking.
The tobacco industry demanded that a protocol shall be
passed so that the across border illicit tobacco trade should
be checked. After a lengthy and heated debate, it was decided
that the provincial government has the right to keep a check

r Waseem Iftikhar Janjua started the session
with a concise but highly informative
presentation. He enlightened the session about the
fact how the tobacco industry has shifted to a disruptive
technology – a technology where the industry has
manipulated the users of tobacco and shifted them to a more
hazardous use of vape. He emphasized that tobacco control
policies need to be properly enforced in Pakistan. They try to
accommodate new customers in place of the ones who die or
quit. Hence such technology tries to target, ind and expand
customers through innovative ideas. The aim of the
presentation was to sensitize the legislators on graphic
health warning. He highlighted that there is an urgent need
to stop the growth of tobacco crop and global best practices
need to be replicated.
Mr Nadeem Iqbal Javed spoke about the harm caused
by the tobacco consumption either in the form of cigarette or
vape. He talked about the two models presented by the UK
and the USA. The USA model to protect the people from the
harms of cigarette depends upon the alternative usage of
snus. While the UK came up with an innovative idea of vape
usage as a quick model for quitting smoking campaign. Then
coming speci ically towards Pakistan two scenarios were
presented. First, Pakistan's tobacco cultivation: the GDP of
Pakistan is dependent on the cultivation of tobacco and the
industry reports to the Ministry of Commerce. On the other
hand, the Ministry of Health is given the responsibility to
control the menace of tobacco as in Pakistan one-fourth of
the addicts use cigarette. Second, bureaucratic laws in
Pakistan: in Pakistan majority of the laws are bureaucratic
laws which are either inheritance from the British era or are
enacted through ordinances. Yet there is no law debated
upon in the Parliament regarding the tobacco usage and its
menace.
He also spoke about the preventions taken up by the
government by adding pictorial description of the danger of
the cigarette on the boxes and by preventing them to
advertise it on media. The government took an initiative to
prevent the usage of tobacco by taking pictorial health
warning in which 85% of the box of cigarette was to be
covered by graphic health warning describing the after
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are reported to have been suﬀering from these noncommunicable diseases. We have low capacity hospitals,
fewer staﬀ, absence of proper equipment and lack of
inancial support. Since prevention is better than the cure so
the government and the civil society should work together
considering it a national cause to prevent the people from
these hazardous damages. Whenever a new legislation is to
be made to address these problems the in luential people
should intervene until they reach a inal consensus. Such
legislations need to be strengthened and members of the
Parliament need to be sensitized. She also requested SDPI to
conduct a sensitization session with the parliamentarians.
She suggested that alternate cropping pattern may be
introduced so that farmers may not rely on tobacco crop. A
pathological image may be used as Graphic Health Warning
instead of using some particular organ as a graphic image
without details which becomes dif icult to understand by the
less educated people. Currently there is little awareness
about the ill eﬀects of tobacco products.

and balance on the transit routes. It was very important for
Pakistan as the transit route of Pakistan is huge covering
33,000 kilometres. Other step taken by government apart
from this is the pictorial warnings to which the industry
shows resistance. This resistance originates by either
changing the colour scheme to make it more attractive or by
placing the picture at such a place on the box where the
picture gets distorted due to opening of the pack. He also
added that such issues which are apparently of less
importance are lingering between the upper and lowers
houses in the parliament for action. Resultantly 26 statutory
regulatory orders have been passed by the executives and
the political government because it cannot be risked by
putting everything in jeopardy. Putting these up for law
means an unaﬀordable delay in the regulatory process.
Dr Nausheen Hamid very precisely yet in a profound
way talked about the impact of tobacco. She said that 60 –
70% of non-communicable diseases are directly related to
tobacco consumption. In Pakistan a large number of people
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create a lot of noise and disharmony, warned Mr Sahi. The
provinces discussed the issue and realized that multiplicity
of compliances is one of the problems where a company has
to go to ive diﬀerent tax authorities. The second problem
was jurisdictional over lapse in which the tax payer was in
fact being asked to pay double the amount of tax. Thirdly, the
principles of taxation are overlapping. He said that three
weeks ago, Punjab Revenue Authority pushed for a trend to
have at least bi-monthly meetings of all provincial
authorities to discuss exactly these kinds of issues. In the last
meeting, three decisions were reached. “First decision was
that we are going to move towards a single return from all
provinces. The second decision was that we are going to
move towards a negative list. And the third decision was to
resolve the problems of origin and destination on a sector
wise basis,” shared the speaker, adding, “One last thing
regarding the diﬀerences in rates, in my personal opinion,
you just cannot possibly ask the provinces to have similar
rates. That's not done anywhere in the world. I believe that as
far as the jurisdictional, de initional overlapping and
multiplicity of compliances are concerned, we are open to all

r Muhammad Irshad focused his talk on tax
harmonization. He said that all tax revenues and tax
institutions need to be harmonized as the lack of it is
a big impediment in the smooth working of businesses. Tax
harmonization and taxes are creating a con lict between the
tax collector and the tax payer and it is an issue which is
actually a historical baggage of the FBR and the recently
emerged revenue organizations.. He said that if we look at all
the reform programmes and projects having been carried
out by FBR, they all had tax harmonization with ease of doing
business as one of the prime objectives. He suggested that
the essential ingredient is to unify and integrate all tax
collecting institutes in this country giving them a uni ied
direction. He said that without investment in technology, it is
not possible to do anything conveniently. He recommended
that harmonization involves legal and administrative
changes. “
Mr Zain ul Abedin S ahi agreed that lack of
harmonization is a big issue and provinces are working on it.
He emphasized that there are certain people who are
pressing for combining all the laws into one law. That might
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Government is working on some online integration and
obviously they are trying to automate some systems, but
digital world is way ahead of us,” she said. She suggested that
National Tax Authorities should adopt digital tools and that
technological revolution and adoption of digitalization is the
future. It is a necessity because everything is coming in bits
and pieces. “There are three ways where we adopt the
technology. Firstly, we need to automate our systems. Once
the automation is done, we need to move towards
digitization and centralization. Centralization can help in
getting tax harmonization. And it can help the tax reforms in
Pakistan. We need to educate our people. We need to
manage our risks and we actually need to communicate our
stakeholders. Tax authorities need to take participative
decisions. More participation from tax payer is necessary. We
should take up a model country that has gone through all this
process, we should follow their footsteps,” stressed the
speaker. She reminded that the Tax Reforms Commission in
2013 had stated that technology and analytics is the way
forward.
Engr M. A. Jabbar Memon said that for the last 25 years,
he had been working on the taxation and the issues on legal

kinds of suggestions which might improve the process or
make it quicker and more ef icient. Secondly, I think the
combination of negative list project in the single return
would be resolved. We are trying to understand what we can
do to make a life of tax payer easier.” He further talked about
the data protection regulations. He suggested that one needs
a clear-cut data protection regulation so that every person is
secure. One needs to identify the problems irst and then
come up with the possible solutions, analyze those solutions
and pick the solution that has greatest bene it and minimum
cost, and then implement that solution. After that an
evaluation session is necessary whether it has worked or
not? If it is not worked then we should pick up the second
solution.
Ms Hina Shahrukh said that being a tax student and tax
consultant, she had observed a mixed feeling among the tax
payers. She proposed technology and analytics as the way
forward. “We have many technologies that are shaping our
business models. Our processes are becoming more
complex. Our traditional services are becoming data driven
services. Companies are monetizing on data. If we recap the
technological revolution in our tax system we have got IRIS.
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arbitration. Suf icient tax revenue should be generated to
aﬀord the expenditure of the country which always remains
on the de icit inancing side. There should be a balance
between the obligations of the tax collector and rights of the

tax payers. He suggested that one must make data banks and
data warehousing in this country. One must identify capable
people. He suggested identifying the extra and available
potential and tax potential.
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Pakistan should be documented in one cultural map. Due to
our economic and technological pace, we have challenges to
enter the digital age. Elites are unaware of the languages
spoken in Pakistan. There is no legislation for the
preservation of languages. He said that Pakistan is a bridge
between Central Asia and South Asia, we have our own
distinct history and heritage. Persian is a rich language but it
is now excluded from our courses.
Mr Ahmed Salim while giving the linguistic overview of
Pakistan said that we belong to a fortunate region of Pakistan
where 77 languages are spoken but few of them are
endangered. There are diﬀerent reasons for their
endangerment. The four provinces of Pakistan are rich in
languages with major languages as Punjabi, Pushto, Sindhi,
and Balochi. Punjab is a bilingual province in which two

r Humaira Ishfaq from Sustainable Development
Policy Institute commenced the session by
introducing the chair and worthy panelists. She
outlined that the session would focus on the vulnerable
languages of South Asia which might disappear in a few
years. The conservation of endangered languages is now
possible with digital media.
Mr Afrasayab Khattak said that development of
language and collection of words show human progress.
People who believe in diversity believe that it is a strong
force and they seek uniformity in variety. It is the basis of
demographic values. When variety is negatively provoked
then it divides. Issue of endangerment of languages is part of
our demographic values. Many words are spoken but their
meaning is lost. Urdu is our lingua franca. All languages of
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are the known indigenous languages spoken in northern
Pakistan.
Cultural, political, linguistic and ecological milieu add to
the 'language and cultural loss' among these communities,
he explained. Notwithstanding the toughest challenges,
there are some good initiatives carried out 'privately' by
members in these communities that are focused on
reversing the language and cultural loss by documenting the
languages and cultures in question, transmitting the
languages and cultures to the coming generation; and by
trying to make the languages relevant in pedagogical setting.
Mr Muhammad Zaman Sagar focusing on Northern
Pakistan's languages said that according to UNESCO, 26
languages of the northern part are endangered. Language
shift is a common issue in Pakistan. Indigenous languages
change due to increased interaction with the outer world.
The languages which change are living languages. Linguistic
repertoires of many groups are changing rapidly. The shift is
a strong and unstoppable force. People from sociallyconnected communities are creating multiple identities and
these identities motivate language use. Incipient literacy is
progressing. Training and resource centres are working to
enable the language communities of Northern Pakistan to
preserve and promote their mother tongues.
Mr Sudheendra Kulkarni said that India and Pakistan
are separate but inseparable. The most endangered
language in South Asia is the language of love, brotherhood
and peace. “We must rescue and revitalize this language
otherwise South Asia will never be able to resolve the
con licts. Urdu is one of the 22 of icial languages of India.
India did not remove Sindh after 1947 from its national
anthem as we regard Sindh as a cradle of civilization of India.
Culture of Punjabi is uniting India and Pakistan. Common
linguistic heritage is uniting diﬀerent people of South Asia.
We should be proud of our unmatched richness and
linguistic diversity. The threat which language faces is that of
fanaticism. Every language is a repository and carrier of
human wisdom, knowledge and experience. In the digital
age, due to increased urbanization and rapid migration,
every country of South Asia is bound to become multilingual.
We should learn how to respect other languages. Language

major languages, Punjabi and Saraiki, are spoken. Likewise,
in KP, the major languages are Pushto and Hindko. In Chitral,
Swat, Dir and adjacent areas, a dozen of languages are
spoken but most of them are endangered. In Balochistan,
Khetrani, Baluchi, Brahui and most importantly Hazaragi an emerging language - are spoken. Work has been initiated
in Hazaragi. Consciousness is increasing in it. The people of
Hazaragi are facing dif iculties. Our two emerging provinces
are Azad Jammu Kashmir and Gilgit Baltistan. Another 20
languages are spoken in Gilgit-Baltistan.
Mr Niaz Nadeem from Indus Cultural Forum explained
the linguistic diversity in Sindh. The language rights
movement in Sindh started in the 1980s. In Pakistan,
language is linked with power and politics when on the basis
of language power is distributed other languages begin to be
undermined. Article 28 of the constitution gives the right to
provinces to promote and preserve their languages. Sindh
has many other indigenous languages; people voluntarily
give up their mother tongue and consider it as Sindhi so that
the population of Sindhi speaking does not decline. Only six
languages are recognized in Pakistan in the demographic
census. Some 65 languages are not recognized and included
in the option of others. In Sindh population of other
languages is 4.93%. The Citizens Foundation has introduced
Dhadki, a mother language, along with Sindhi in modules. We
clump other languages, e.g. Marwari and Gujarati, as dialects.
The issue of language and dialect is a human rights issue. The
way forward is that power, politics and language should be
delinked. Sindhi is much developed according to the digital
age and is compatible globally. It is not endangered but at the
governmental level it is. Bene its of digital development of
Sindhi should trickle down to other less recognized
languages.
Mr Zubair Torwali focused on the linguistic diversity of
Upper KP and Gilgit Baltistan. Indigenous communities
living in the mountainous terrain and valleys in northern
Pakistan—the region of Gilgit Baltistan and upper Khyber
Pakhtunkwa—speak over 30 languages. Some of these
languages are Khowar, Shina, Indus Kohistani, Torwali,
Gawri, Palula, Kalasha, Dameli, Gawar-bati, Bateri, Chilloso,
Dumaki, Brushaski, Ushojo, Balti, Wakhi, Yidgha, etc. These
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and languages is now possible with digital media. Hungary is
a country which has diﬀerent languages but they use only
Hungarian language in their educational system. In Pakistan
we have identity crisis, we have multi-identity people, we
usually get recognized by our country, language, and culture.
Religion may remain one of these elements but language is
our identity, yet we cannot decide about our educational
system whether it should be in the mother language or not.
The state should understand that our diversity is our beauty
and it is the source of our progress.
Mr Rehman said that the State politics should be on the
basis of democratic values. Pakistan has many languages and
many are endangered. We should preserve these languages
as national agenda, he emphasized. Many organizations are
working on language topic in our country, which is a positive
thing, Government and civil society should also encourage
their work and eﬀorts. He concluded by saying that
languages connect people with each other that is why we
should encourage educational system in our mother tongue.

and religion should not be mixed. No single language is
unaﬀected. Globalization has made the elites embrace
English with a tight hug and forgetting their mother-tongues,
emphasized the speaker.
Mr Mazhar Arif said that in Pakistan, politics is deciding
about languages. Language is the biggest identity and
identity is culture and heritage. If language disappears then
people also start to disappear. In Pakistan, the emerging
middle class has a trend of adopting other languages. Market
language is promoted, like English, because of a greater
chance of employment. Language is not only linked with
religion and politics it is also related to the changing market.
The languages of South Pakistan are less discussed. There is
a problem of language domination and politics in the South.
If a language has to be preserved then community-based
work has to be done at such a level that it is well recognizable
at the governmental level.
Mr I. A. Rehman said that diﬀerent countries have
solved their issue of languages. To protect diﬀerent dialects

Session C-7:
Role of Women in Media in a Digital Society
Speakers:
1.

Ms Tasneem Ahmer, Uks Research Centre, Pakistan

2.

Dr Nathalene Reynolds, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan

3.

Ms Amber Rahim Shamsi, Samaa TV, Islamabad, Pakistan

4.

Dr Fatemeh Chemali Chirani, Social Scien st, Islamabad, Pakistan

5.

Ms Ruwa Altaf Shah, Journalist, Turkey

6.

Mr Rudra Bahadur Khadka, Nagarik Na onal Daily, Nepal

7.

Ms Asma Sherazi, Aaj News, Islamabad, Pakistan

Moderator:

Mr Badar Alam, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan

Panel Organisers:

Mr Badar Alam and Ms Maryam Shabbir, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan

Report by:

Ms Fa ma Khalid, Sustainable Development Policy Ins tute, Islamabad, Pakistan
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he session on the “Role of Women in Media in a Digital
Society” consisted of a multilateral group of
panellists. The session aimed at listening to female
journalists about their online experiences, both positive and
negative, and discussing how the internet and digital media
platforms can be made safe spaces for female journalists. It
also focused on exploring the institutional and legal
mechanisms available to address the problem of online
harassment and evaluating reasons for the failure of these
mechanisms.
Dr Nathalene Reynolds gave examples from history by
sharing quotes of historical philosophers such as Aristotle
and Saint Thomas, implying the fact that the status of women
today and the discrimination against them could be called a
misogynist inheritance. She said that the cinema and
advertising industry has promoted the instrumentalization
of the female body, pushing the female sex into roles from
which, ironically, it had sought to escape.
She said Pakistani female journalists are facing a lot of
problems, not only related to online harassment but also the
problem of being in subordinate positions instead of being in
editorial and leadership positions. She maintained that the
need for the sensitization of gender issues and the
promotion of gender diversity, in the news room, is crucial.
She further emphasized that there is a need for a strong
legislation to punish the people who cross the line and
harass women.
Mr. Rudra Bahadur Khadka talked about the status of
women in Nepal. He said that after Nepal became a
democratic nation in 1990, there have been a lot of positive
changes in the situation of women in the country. However,
women are still not in the leadership and policy making
positions. He recommended that women-friendly policies
and the implementation of laws are necessary conditions for
the improvement in the position of women in the country.
Ms Asma Sherazi said that cyber bullying against
journalists is happening at such an organised level that the
victims are scared to report the harassers. She said that she
herself has been a victim of abuse and online bullying,
multiple times. She pointed out that Pakistan has laws
against these crimes but unfortunately, they are not being
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implemented. While giving the example of the character of
the “Big Brother”, she added that the laws automatically
become impossible to implement when the system and the
state is being challenged, so the only best option left is to
ignore the abuse and the abuser. In her concluding remarks
she said that every woman in media has to struggle and stand
by her stance in order to be successful.
Ms Ruwa Altaf Shah shared the problems women face
in Kashmir, a state “where there is intersection of the society,
misogyny, patriarchy, conservatism and it is all blanketed
under a military con lict”. She said that being a Kashmiri
Muslim woman, she has faced immense dif iculty in
establishing her own space in journalism as a reporter in
India and in Kashmir.
She said that all the steps taken for activism, in the digital
framework, post the article 370 abrogation, are by women.
She expressed that Kashmiri women need a digital space,
more than others, to protect their identity and existence.
She informed the audience that due to the threats
journalists normally receive in Kashmir, out of a batch of 40
women graduates only about three are actually working as
journalists in the region. “Digital space is a very good option
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She added that for women to be able to name and shame
the abusers there must be a system for their protection and
digital security must be available to them. She also stressed
on the importance of a coordinated eﬀort of digital rights
organizations in order to deal with the rising issues of
cybercrimes.
Ms Tasneem Ahmer shared her 40 years' journey in
media, talking about all the dif iculties she faced along the
way. She said that with the passage of time and
advancements in technology the means of violence and
harassment faced by women have also developed
increasingly, stating that “from face-to-face, via letters,
telephone and now through the social media, all of these
continue to play on another's vulnerabilities”.
She said that, bullying and harassment has an adverse
eﬀect on one's emotional wellbeing, and that she continues
to give courage and strength to younger women, to
colleagues and co-workers that “giving up is not the solution,
ighting back is”.
She said that women need to be fully aware and get full
information on the operational safety nets against cyber
bullying in order to remain safe and protected. The digital
space, she declared, is a great opportunity for women
journalists to share stories of the good that is happening
around, the stories of courage and ambitions to motivate
others, especially women who have not had any kind of
mentoring.

and it is what we need but we need protection even in this
digital space,” she af irmed.
Dr Fatemeh Chemali Chirani started oﬀ her speech by
saying that she is proud to be an Iranian journalist because
journalism has really strengthened her identity. While
highlighting the problems faced by women in the
professional environment, she said that, women do not get
better paying jobs in Iran and are treated as cheap labour. As
Iran does not have free media, she said, social media is used
as an alternative news source.
She said that cyber bullying is commonly faced by
Iranian women. To counter this, there should be a platform
for dialogue and public discussion against bullying and
harassment, and campaigns in order to raise awareness
about the issue.
Ms. Amber Rahim Shamsi shared her experiences of
facing online harassment and cyber bullying multiple times
as a consequence of the controversial stories she has covered
being a journalist. She said that the “of line threats also
translate online”, and that there is a whole troll army on
Twitter doing coordinated campaigns of cyber bullying to
threaten and mock her.
She stated that receiving sexual comments and remarks
can in some cases be a deterrent for a woman's career due to
family pressure. She emphasized on the need for sisterhood
and strong social networks among female journalists which
bring the harassment faced by them in a digital society to the
public attention and said that being silent is not the solution.
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Session C-8:
Achieving Food Security in Digitalised World
Chair:

Ms Androulla Kaminara, European Union Ambassador to Pakistan

Moderator:

Dr Qamar Uz Zaman, Vice Chancellor, Pir Mehr Ali Shah University of Arid Agriculture, Rawalpindi

Discussant:

Dr Muhammad Saeed, Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid Agriculture University Rawalpindi (PMAS-AAUR), and Mr
Ruwan Samaraweera, Ins tute of Policy Studies (IPS), Sri Lanka

Speakers:
1.

Dr Babar Shahbaz, University of Agriculture, Faisalabad, Pakistan

2.

Dr Arnold Elepano, Professor & Dean, College of Engineering and Agro-Industrial Technology University of the Philippines, Los
Banos (via skype)

3.

Prof. Dr Allah Bakhsh, University of Agriculture, Faisalabad

4.

Dr Malik Jahan Khan, NAMAL Ins tute, Mianwali, Pakistan

5.

Dr Muhammad Jehanzeb Masud Cheema, PMAS AAUR, Rawalpindi, Pakistan

Special Remarks:

Ms Androulla Kaminara, Head of the Delega on of the European Union to Pakistan

Panel Organisers:

Mr Qasim Shah and Mr Hassan Murtaza, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan

Report by:

Ms Rimsha Khan, Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad, Pakistan

D

is a tool to help all the stakeholders with technology transfer
to the farmers. A survey conducted in 2017 was related to all
ICT activities. There are over 55 agricultural websites,
organizations using SMS services, robo-calls and Punjab
Government has formulated marketing systems. Key
indings of the survey mainly circulated around a question
whether the information is need based and the needs of the
farmer are rarely analyzed. Punjab Government has
research-based information that is available online. But
there is no mechanism to monitor the online information
and no co-ordination between stakeholders. ICT is a total
approach to meet all the possible challenges. Another model,
Hybrid Approach is also formulated for face-to-face
interaction which consists of ive components of E-learning
system, short learning videos, online courses, android based
mobile apps, agriculture website and all of this pooled into
one approach. Village community centers have also been

r Qamar Uz Zaman highlighted the importance
of digital agriculture and impact of lack of
technology in the agriculture sector. He
welcomed the presenters and Chair of the session. He invited
Dr Babar Shahbaz to proceed with his presentation.
Dr Babar Shahbaz gave a presentation on Agriculture
Technology Transfer, which focused on the transfer of new
technology and practices to the farmers for improved
productivity which will ultimately lead to food availability.
Basic need to achieve this goal is background research which
transforms into technology. Agro-based industry, NGOs,
farmers' organizations and institutes are working for this
purpose. He pointed to some challenges like low pro it and
low yield that still exist. Green Revolution has helped us in
many ways but it has various negative consequences in
terms of use of chemicals such as insecticides, fungicides and
hybrid seeds. Information Communication Technology (ICT)
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project is available in mobile app and on its website. It works
by user categorization to diagnosis and perception after
which a solution is suggested if possible, or by showing that it
is unable to diagnose. For this case it has a localized data
which helps to refer the farmer to vet present in that location.
In the input side of Machine Learning, input is symptom and
output is diagnosis. It is a sophisticated HCI system for
illiterate farmers with funds of PKR 4.39 million given by
Ignite, Ministry of IT and Telecom in collaboration with
LUMS, Livestock & Dairy Development Department by
Government of Punjab and UVAS. He gave an example by
comparing Pakistan with the Netherlands in terms of
cultivable area that is approximately 20 million hectors in
Pakistan while 2 million hectors in Netherlands with agri
and food export of EUR 4 billion and EUR 90 billion
respectively in 2018.
Prof. Dr Allah Bakhsh highlighted the diﬀerence
between digital agriculture and traditional agriculture. He
compared the yield of Punjab with world yield of crops from
Punjab Agriculture Policy. He further added that technology
can help us through GIS and remote sensing to achieve pro it
through smart farms. It is an integrated approach as these
technologies are rare. He emphasized on farmer pro itability
instead of only productivity. Digital agriculture has three
pillars: knowledge, infrastructure and marketing. Precision
agriculture has a potential to increase productivity by taking
care of environmental issues while digital agriculture will
only take care of pro itability. He presented the work done
using GIS and remote sensing to study integrated eﬀects.
Work has also been translated into assessing the water
potential. Resistivity meter is used to conduct the
groundwater studies, quality, water table, and also the
recharging mechanism - aquifer recharging system.
Rainwater harvesting system and soil moisture meter were
also used. He discussed some case studies how world is using
digital technology in this domain. This is how one can
connect farmers if they have the infrastructure and
information that is needed so that they can also increase
their income, explained the speaker.
Dr Muhammad Jehanzeb Masud Cheema discussed
that imports in Pakistan are larger than exports and the need

developed for practicing farmers that are not computer
literate.
Prof. Dr Arnold Elepano gave an overview of projects
in the Department of Agriculture and Department of Science
and Technology in the Philippines. He said the overall goal is
to achieve goal number two of Sustainable Developmental
Goals that is eradication of hunger and achieve food security
and improved nutrition. He continued by highlighting the
project Smarter Approaches to Reinvigorate Agriculture
(SARAi) which consists of smart irrigation management
systems, advisories which has a website SARAi.ph The
second project is Smart Plant Production in Controlled
Environment (SPICE) which is a nursery funded by the
government i.e. $2.5 million to include vertical farming,
micropropagation, cryopreservation practiced and
monitored in nursery. Another project is Wireless Sensor
Network Based Water Information System for ef icient
irrigation water management in the Philippines which is
funded by the Department of Science and Technology in
collaboration with the University of California. Fourth
project is the Biosystems Engineered Smart - Mechanized
Farms (BEST-Mech farms) which is solely funded by the
University. It is a part of SARAi project which features smart
mechanized irrigation, farm engineering mechanization and
climate smart mechanization. The ifth project is
Interdisciplinary Studies Centre on Food and Nutrition
Security working for food availability and accessibility.
Another Interdisciplinary System is for Biosensors to detect
food and water borne pathogens, tropical diseases, and
contaminants so that it could help in development of
agriculture. Some challenges here are in need of a new
infrastructure, maintenance, and enhancement of cyber
security, he stated.
Dr Malik Jehan Khan gave an overview of Agritech
Department's project Mera Maweshi. The problem
highlighted in this project was that most of the population,
i.e. about 40 million rely on livestock. The farmer in Pakistan
has weak access to veterinary experts to diagnose a disease
of their cattle resulting in signi icant inancial loss. In this
project a system was developed using Arti icial Intelligence
for diagnosis using 89 clinical symptoms of 33 diseases. This
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the problem but cannot ensure food security, she
emphasized.
Dr Muhammad Saeed discussed digitization and end
users of technology. Pakistan's agriculture has low
productivity and pro itability of farmers that is a vital part.
Access to internet and smart phones by farmers is a need of
time in order to bene it them. There is a need to build
capacity of farmers and to narrow the gap between them and
policy makers to ensure food security in Pakistan.
While answering the question on how digitalization can
help in monitoring of locust attack, Dr Jehan said that the app
is only about symptoms and diagnosis and this scenario is
beyond its scope but it can be forecast. Dr Qamar Uz Zaman
said that we are developing some apps for agriculture
forecasting which can help in this regard. Dr Abid Suleri also
added that this year tomato disaster was due to complete
ban through Wagah border which also eﬀected prices of
onions and chilies in India. There is a need for collective
strategies by all departments so that we can cope with issues
of food security, he stated. He thanked the panelists for
highlighting the importance and aspects of agriculture in
Pakistan.

of time is to increase the food exports than imports. He said
we need to convince farmer community to go for
mechanization in order to combat decline in agriculture
productivity. He compared the yields of Pakistan with that of
Xingjian in China that uses modern technology. There is no
management of application of nutrients where it is needed,
he lamented. He suggested testing various technologies
along with their results that mostly increased yields i.e. auto
steering technique, smart irrigation system, UAVs, variable
rate agrochemical spraying, various harvesters. There is a
need to adopt technology to change the culture by
convincing the farmers, he emphasized.
Ms Androulla Kaminara stated the importance of
measuring food security in any policy formation. She
highlighted the methodology of EU to measure food security
that is IPC methodology which is a scale from one to ive,
increasing severity with increasing number. She discussed
the annual Global Report on Food Crisis, in which last report
has a section on Pakistan focusing on Sindh which says more
than two million people are in need of assistance. The
analysis suggested ive reasons: drought due to climate
change, no water for irrigation, lack of water, reliance on low
income livelihood, and food crisis. Technology can address
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Closing Plenary
Living Legends of Pakistan Plenary: Life and Work of Dr Syed Babar Ali (OBE)
Welcome Address:

Ambassador Shafqat Kakakhel, Chairperson BoG, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan

Summary of Twenty-second SDC 2019 & About Living Legends of Pakistan Plenary: Dr Abid Q Suleri, SDPI, Pakistan
Remarks:
1.

Mr Sartaj Aziz, Former Deputy Chairman, Ministry of Planning, Development & Reform, Government of Pakistan (GoP)

2.

Dr Parvez Hassan, Senior Advocate, Supreme Court, Lahore, Pakistan

3.

Ms Khawar Mumtaz, former Chairperson, Na onal Commission on the Status of Women in Pakistan (NCSWP)

4.

Prof. Dr Khalid Hamid Sheikh, Former VC, University of the Punjab, Lahore, Pakistan

5.

Mr Shahid Hussain, CEO, Service Sales Corpora on (Private) Limited, Lahore, Pakistan

6.

Dr Tariq Banuri, Chairperson, Higher Educa on Commission (HEC), Islamabad, Pakistan

7.

Mr Shamim Ahmad Khan, Former Secretary of Commerce, GoP

8.

Mr Abdul Razak Dawood, Advisor to PM for Commerce, Tex le, Industry and Produc on, and Investment of Pakistan, GoP

9.

Mr Shoaib Sultan Khan, Na onal Rural Support Programme (NRSP), Islamabad, Pakistan

Concluding Remarks by
the Guest of Honour:

Dr Syed Babar Ali, Businessman, Philanthropist, Educa onist, and Founder, Lahore University of
Management Sciences (LUMS), Lahore, Pakistan

Plenary Organizers:

Mr Wasif Naqvi and Ms Tayyaba Hanif, SDPI, Islamabad, Pakistan

Report by:

Mr Muhammad Aala Shan, Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad, Pakistan

D

Dr Tariq Banuri started his speech by saying that not
only people on the podium but people in the audience are
admirers of Syed Babar Ali. He said, true history of the
country is constituted not by governments and parliaments
but by people who actually made this country. “When we
look back, there have been a number of people who provided
a foundation to build the country. These are the people who
we should honour. The fundamental role which Syed Babar
Ali has played for this country is truly valued and
appreciated,” he emphasized. Acknowledging the role of
entrepreneurs, he said, they are the key players in the
modern capitalist society, one that actually creates out of

r Abid Qaiyum Suleri welcomed the participants,
delegates and dignitaries at the closing plenary of
the Conference and shared abridged proceedings of
Twenty-second Sustainable Development Conference (SDC)
with them. He said that we had delegates from 17 countries
and 223 speakers in 29 parallel sessions and 6 plenary
sessions. “We discussed a wide range of issues in these
sessions. The participation of the Government's treasury
benches and opposition benches was excellent,” he stated.
He then concluded his welcome remarks by dedicating the
concluding plenary to celebrate the achievements of Dr Syed
Babar Ali.
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National Environmental Quality Standards and National
Environmental Quality Act.
Mr Sartaj Aziz said that Syed Babar Ali belongs to a
family having business leaders. He got ample opportunities
to explore new ideas. His main guiding principle in all
ventures was not just pro it but the impact on the lives of
people. In one of his interviews Syed Babar Ali said that a real
entrepreneur is one who can think beyond his lifetime. He
recognized the importance of education and training and
started a roadmap of a model business school like Harvard
University in Pakistan.
Syed Babar Ali's in inite capacity for new ideas carried
LUMS to new heights combining academics with ield visits
and community programmes enabling students to learn
from ground realities. He added this qualitative dimension to
LUMS. He set up NUST School of Art and his aim was to teach
art to those students who want to carry art as their
occupation. His other aim was to preserve the art and
heritage of Lahore. In endless pursuit of art, science and
management, Dr Ali republished some pieces of poetry,
philosophy and religion - a valuable addition to our

nothing.
Dr Banuri called a modern society as discontinuous
society. He said that something discontinuous has to happen
to take it to the next level and the role of entrepreneur is
fundamental in this regard. He further added that it is not the
idea but the implementation and sustainability of the idea.
Dr Babar Ali has a number of entrepreneurial contributions
to his credit. He established LUMS, and he mobilized a large
number of industrialists who not only contributed but
invested their time and eﬀorts.
Recognizing Dr Ali's academic contributions, Dr Banuri
added that he mobilized the highest level of academics and
also contributed in enhancing the quality of faculty. He
created international linkages and mobilized resources from
external sources. This is a fundamental transformation that
took place in this country. An imitation is a great form of
lattery and now other works like this are happening like
Habib University. LUMS is the gold star. It has spun oﬀ all
range of other activities in the country. The entire nation is
indebted to Syed Babar Ali, he said. Dr Banuri also
appreciated his contribution in the enforcement of The
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able to go with the contemporary times and be in advance
with what is happening and that is what has to be seen as a
beacon of light for all of us to foresee and identify that what is
needed. I like to pay tribute to him. Thank you so much for
being there and be a power,” said Ms Mumtaz paying a tribute
to Syed Babar Ali.
Dr Parvez Hassan said that he is hugely pleased to be
part of this celebration. He summed up the life of Syed Babar
Ali by saying he never curses darkness, he always lights
candles. He further thanked Syed Babar Ali for lighting so
many candles in Pakistan. “When it comes to summing up his
life there are three things: transformation, empowerment
and inspiration,” stated Dr Hassan, adding, “Outside the
government I have never known of an individual who has
empowered and inspired so many people. He writes in his
book that he learns from others. I have been his lawyer for 50
years. I have learnt that it takes time to pick people up but
once he picks, he supports them fully. His quality of
leadership propelled him towards more and more progress.
The most remarkable things about LUMS is the legacy of the
man we honour today. According to him everything should

literature. New York Times in their article in 2009 said that
Syed Babar Ali is not only an institution builder but himself
an institution. In his biography Syed Babar Ali combines
grace with humanity, it a fascinating blend of the political,
social and economic history of not only of Pakistan but of the
Sub-continent.
Ms Khawar Mumtaz commended Syed Babar Ali for his
eﬀorts and love for the conservation of art and heritage as
well as his contribution to the conservation of environment
and wildlife. She said that his guidance in developing
Citizens Social Charter helped us to go into larger regional
corporation and collaboration. “My introduction to Dr Babar
Ali in terms of the environmentalist was when I succeeded
him as regional counsellor at the International Union for the
Conservation of Nature (IUCN). Indirectly, I have bene ited
from initiatives of Syed Babar Ali. The compassion with
which he dealt with us and inspiration that he provided is
remembered. His interest in art and conservation is
admirable. Ali Institute for Education was always open for
outsiders to come and use. We are very thankful for his
generosity. I do appreciate the vision, openness and to be
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be done on merit, educational institutions should be needbased with no VIP culture. Trust is the key of fundraising and
Dr Babar Ali has in inite ability in fund raising. You have to
breed that trust. You never retire on trust. I thank Syed Babar
Ali that he has happily well enriched and well liberated
himself. I thank him for his friendship and enriching my life.”
Prof Dr Khalid Hamid Sheikh appreciated Dr Babar Ali
in kind words. He said that Babar Ali Foundation has grown
very rich because he has given large funds to the Foundation
that are sustainable and will continue in future as well. Syed
Babar Ali avoids publicity and says one should always learn.
Paying tribute, Dr Hamid said, “He has been my guide and
mentor. He has done a lot for the WWF Pakistan for setting
fund for it and providing packages to help with the work.” He
added that Syed Babar Ali does not care about his personal
projection but his focus always remains on the uplift of the
society. At the end he concluded his speech by wishing him
long life ahead.
Mr Shahid Hussain said about him that there are few
people that are as aﬀectionate and as considerate to others
as Syed Babar Ali. He is worried about people around him
and that is the quality which is rare. He is gifted with
unmatched memory. It is fascinating to spend time with him.
He is extremely humble by nature. Humble in a way he
respects and acknowledges others. He has tremendous faith
in young people and always willing to learn from them that is
why he always looks to the future. He has a huge ability to
reach out and to connect with people, cultivate and nurture
the relations either institutional or personal. He is the most
proli ic host ever, concluded Mr Hussain while paying tribute
to Syed Babar Ali.
Mr Shoaib Sultan admired Syed Babar Ali in the
following words: “He left in my mind that there should be
something done for wildlife in Pakistan. Syed Babar Ali gave
the idea that village organizations can turn the hunters into
wildlife guards. Now every valley in Gilgit-Baltistan and
Chitral is protecting the wildlife. He convinced Prince Phillip
to give me wildlife conservation medal. Duke was so
impressed by Syed Babar Ali that when he retired, he
requested Mr Babar to become international president of the
WWF. He never forgets people. His versatile personality,
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generosity and kindness inspire me. He is an institution and
best example of human being. Pakistanis are very lucky to
have him in the country. He is striving day and night for the
bene it of humanity.”
Mr Shamim Ahmed acknowledged Syed Babar Ali and
said, “I always respected and admired Syed Babar Ali over
the long period of my career as regulator in the corporate
sector. The two pieces of advice which I got from him were:
one has to be very careful in selecting company one joins as a
director; and, second is the value attached to director. He is
very particular and he tells that we should never use any
superlative and adjectives about our performance. We have
to be modest. His autobiography not only gives us the
background of establishment of industries and other
ventures led by him but it represents management
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guide and has sense of commitment and character. He is
remarkable fundraiser. He has been a friend and a mentor.
He is unique. “It's not the number of years Babar Ali lives, it is
the number of hearts that he touched and he touched my
heart too,” he added.
Syed Babar Ali while giving concluding remarks
thanked everyone and said, “I am greatly honoured to be
here and I had a long journey and I have enjoyed every bit of
it. The reason why I have enjoyed it is because everybody has
guided me and enriched me. I am very fortunate that I can
speak and think. I am grateful to Allah. I started in the private
sector then I moved to public sector. The journey with Dr
Parvez Hassan and Mr Razaq Dawood in educational sector
has been rewarding. I hope this institution will add to
prosperity of Pakistan.” He ended his remarks with Sheikh
Saadi's quote that 'my companions elevated me; otherwise I
was the same humble creature'.
At the end of the plenary, SDC-SAES anthology titled
'Corridors of Knowledge for Peace and Development' and the
journal 'Social Enterprise Development in Pakistan: Way
Forward' by SDPI, British Council, and UNESCAP were
launched. The living legend's shield was presented to Syed
Babar Ali by Ambassador Shafqat Kakakhel, Chairperson
Board of Governors, SDPI.

philosophy of Syed Babar Ali. Elements of philosophy are
commitment to work, continuously learning from others,
there should be no biases. He is continuously communicating
with senior development. Packages has grown very much in
the past years. It has gone out of Pakistan. The charity and
philanthropy of Packages is quite substantial but he decided
to institutionalize it by setting Packages Foundation.
Important aspects of his industrial ventures are belief,
commitment and strategy of joint ventures. He is to the point
and precise in meetings, it is the quality of a good
entrepreneur.”
Ambassador Shafqat Kakakhel summed up the
success of Conference and said that we like to thank foreign
and Pakistani delegates, civil society and other
representatives. The government of Pakistan also played a
role in the success of this Conference. He said he is delighted
to see Syed Babar Ali in midst, who is a role model for
Pakistanis and will inspire many generations of Pakistan
towards goal.
Mr Razaq Dawood narrated the story of LUMS and how
it was established by Syed Babar Ali. He said that the country
has a dearth of people who have a sense of commitment,
character and humanity to make the diﬀerence and
contribute to society. Syed Babar Ali has been a very good
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SDPI's Twenty-Second Sustainable Development Conference
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN A DIGITAL SOCIETY
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS1
The policy recommendations from the SDC 2019 sessions
given below have been compiled and organised thematically.
Economics, Trade and Commerce
Ÿ Since 70% trade related regulations in Pakistan are
redundant, authorities need to bring about regulatory
procedural reforms in order to further promote ease of
doing business. In this regard, an intergovernmental
group should be formed for intermediation, which could
be done through SDPI.
Ÿ Administering regulations is a key to success and the
government should concentrate on creating a conducive
environment where business processes are streamlined
and implemented by specialists.
Ÿ Regulatory agencies must have quali ied and capable
people who may interpret regulations appropriately. For
this purpose, best practices should be adopted to choose
the right person for the right job.
Ÿ There is a need to reduce interaction between taxpayer
and tax collectors and create an automated system for tax
rebate. For this purpose, digital technology should be
used to circumvent corruption.
Ÿ In order to reduce time, there is a need to adopt
technology to achieve the levels of governance that will
increase investor con idence and help attract foreign
investment.
Ÿ Reform of reform processes is required along with the
creation of parallel institutions and combined eﬀorts
from the public and private sector, international partners
and academia to keep abreast with the changes being
brought by the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR).
Ÿ It is vital for Pakistan to learn from Vietnam and
Singapore in order to increase productivity and add value
to their exports sector.
Ÿ Pakistan should develop a technological partnership
with China in order to bene it from the Chinese expertise
achieved in the digital ield.
Ÿ Pakistan should focus on improving the Wassenaar
Arrangement and call for more countries to become its
signatories from the current 42 members. The
Arrangement, which is a voluntary export control regime,
aims to promote greater responsibility among its
members in exports of weapons and dual-use goods and
to prevent destabilizing accumulations.
Ÿ The government should encourage entrepreneurship
since the number of job opportunities being created
under the 4IR are more than the jobs being lost. Capacity
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development in latest technologies is need of the hour.
The government should facilitate people with duty-free
digital gadgets, like smartphones, etc.
There should be incentives for entrepreneurs to develop
new technologies by oﬀering them tax reductions and
subsidies.
Banking institutions should be encouraged to move
towards green inance models.
South Asian states need to invest in markets that generate
demand for digital-ready workers, and public goods that
can create a supply of workers, especially in the longterm.
Developed economies, such as the United States, are
home to highly competitive markets that have excess
demand for a digital-ready workforce. These economies
need to invest more in human capital.
Creating a digital-ready workforce requires incremental
reforms that carefully expose industries to international
opportunities and competition through Global Value
Chains.
Governments need to work on structural reforms that
create incentives for workers to develop skills that
generate the highest rewards: from improving
competition at home (before exposure to competition
from abroad) to encouraging urbanization. Broad
partnerships, in this case, are necessary between
governments, industries, and universities.
The government needs to reassess which sectors of the
economy should be protected and which should be deregulated. A mix of regulatory and de-regulation policies
are needed for digital transformation.
More investment should be made available for building
small dams to improve Pakistan's water storage capacity.
Localized revenue collection methods need to be
developed by local bodies and supported by the federal
government.
A roadmap for the revival of growth in Pakistan is
imperative to restore con idence of local and foreign
investors.
Development partners should play an active role in
ensuring that the poorest of the poor are insulated from
the pain of iscal adjustment.
Provincial governments need to be more proactive in
supporting the federal government for the successful
implementation of International Monetary Fund
programme, particularly with respect to revenue

¹ Compiled from SDC 2019 rapporteurs' reports, edited and revised by Sarah Siddiq Aneel and Saleem Khilji. Thematic compilation by Fatima Khalid and
Anam Masood.
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mobilization.
The government should decrease indirect taxes; the
rising prices of food items need to be curtailed since this
directly impacts the common citizen.
Ÿ Integration with global value chains is crucial for
productivity, growth and long-term sustainability.
Ÿ For long-term sustainability, the government needs to
reduce trade costs and improve the investment climate.
Ÿ Burden of austerity should not be distributed to the poor
masses.
Ÿ Zero interest loans should be given so that people are
encouraged to increase usage of bank accounts.
Ÿ Banks should reduce the percentage of tax on electronic
transactions.
Ÿ There is a need to integrate taxation authorities for onewindow solution – enabling not only the interadjustment of refunds, but also facilitating a single tax
return form for both the federal and provincial taxes.
Ÿ Provincial tax laws should provide details of taxable
services in a manner consistent across provinces to
reduce unnecessary future litigation.
Ÿ Standardization of sales tax across most services in
provinces should be undertaken.
Ÿ Improved accounting for taxes paid under the reverse
charge mechanism need to be done.
Ÿ The time period for claiming input tax credit should be
consistent across all provincial revenue administrations.
Ÿ A single base to calculate all taxes applicable on
acquisition and disposal of property in provincial or
federal jurisdiction should be created.
Ÿ There is a need to have one national revenue service.
Ÿ Tax collection institutions should be independent.
Ÿ Revenue boards should have one login and one system of
taxation.
Ÿ Tax collection needs to be automated and digitalized.
Analytic tools should also be used by the federal and
provincial revenue and tax administrations.
Ÿ FBR and tax departments should have centralized data.
Ÿ Tax authorities need to take participatory decisions.
Ÿ Import of food items should be reduced to support local
growers and manufacturers.
Social Sector
Ÿ The government needs to bridge the digital divide by
bringing in communities and people at the peripheries of
development, especially the deprived areas into the
digital sphere through special allocations in order to
ultimately move towards greater inancial inclusion.
Ÿ Students should be provided a conducive and progressive
environment for active participation in politics.
Ÿ Digital pro iling of recipients of Social Protection
Programmes should be undertaken to target the
deserving population.
Ÿ The government must ensure that the youth do not
become redundant due to loss of jobs as a result of
increased digitalization. Hence, there is a need to secure
Ÿ
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jobs for young people and guarantee that inequalities are
being planned for and managed.
Young people should be allowed to express themselves
and given platforms for their meaningful inclusion and
participation in state decision-making.
There is a need to analyse diﬀerent parameters, which
can help keep Pakistani youth away from extremism.
Amendments should be made in the Mining Laws and
Regulations of Pakistan to ensure community
participation in mining contracts to avoid con lict
between the locals, the company and the government.
Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) of the
communities should be ensured. The government should
develop a formal criterion, for land royalty for pro it
sharing between communities and company to avoid
con licts over pro it sharing. Making changes in the
national policy can bring huge changes in the lives of
indigenous communities. This will help them prosper
inancially, eradicate poverty, hunger, illiteracy,
frustration, mass migration and violence.
Skill development may be delegated to the private and
development sectors in order to respond to the structural
gap between the type of labour demanded and supplied.
Policy debates conducted in diﬀerent silos do not add
value to the policy-making process. To address social
issues, such debates need to be better organized using
one platform for larger and more sustained impact.
The focus of mental health initiatives should be on
socially-signi icant outcomes and developing strategic
partnerships. To counter the menace of mental health
crisis in Pakistan, collaboration needs to be multipronged
and multisectoral and go beyond merely health and
education.
Violence through games leading to cyber bullying and
suicide rates are increasing. In this regard, national
monitoring by the government is needed so that digital
crimes can be controlled.
Awareness campaigns should be run in educational
institutions, especially schools, where the contextual
linkages between digital technology and mental health
impacts are debated. Of ices should also encourage
frequent breaks for employees from daily screen time.
The government should develop a system and
mechanism of social protection for workers employed by
enterprises like Uber and Careem in order to ensure their
working rights under decent work and decent wage.
South Asian countries are particularly volatile due to
issues of human rights, civil liberties and freedom of
speech. The advent of digital media has accentuated
these issues to a substantial degree. Whether it is climate
change or the struggle for self-determination by the
people of Indian Occupied Kashmir, countries in South
Asia need to look at international human rights norms as
well as international regulations on digital rights of
citizens which should be democratic and not border on
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censorship.
Well-thought out and deliberated legal mechanisms are
required to understand the nuances of the
interconnected nature of human rights movements and
digitalization.
More work is needed to improve and enhance
provincial/local level SDGs frameworks in Pakistan.
It is vital to devolve inancial powers to local bodies and
Community Resource Persons for the eﬀective
implementation of SDGs in the country.
At the rural level, women empowerment is essential
through the use of e-commerce platforms. India, Pakistan
and Bangladesh can learn from each other in this case.
Knowledge, information and communication gaps must
be bridged for achieving inclusive growth and
sustainable development.
In order to utilise the youth cohort and eﬀectively
harness this demographic dividend, Pakistan needs to
locate pathways for skills development at scale.
Public, private and development sector stakeholders
need to work together to enhance the educational and
technical skills of the youth so that they can achieve their
dreams.
The government should focus on the digital skills
development of women to improve their employment
and inancial prospects.
Although there has been some work on South Asian
ecofeminism in iction, and poetry, it is yet to have a
strong impact. Writers should also focus on communitybased economics, local and sustainable agricultural
systems, and locally led ecological ventures, local
g ove r n a n c e a n d sys te m s o f d e c i s i o n - m a k i n g ,
information-sharing, and human rights.
A holistic coherent approach is needed for making a
policy on Digital Financial Inclusion. The policy should be
unidirectional and have quanti iable targets and
indicators.
Progress and protection of Sindhi language should
continue. The best practices adopted for its digital
development should be adopted by less recognised
languages.
All the languages of South Asia should be presented on a
cultural map.
Digital tools and instruments can ensure survival of
endangered languages.
Language and religion should not be mixed.
It is important to give greater visibility to women in the
history that is taught to younger generations of boys and
girls. The latter will, thus, be better able to envisage a
common vision of the future founded on respect for the
other and sheltered from ancestral prejudices.
There is a need to set up strong women networks for the
support and emotional wellbeing of victims of abuse as
sisterhood and networking are important to ight against
female workplace harassment.
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Technology, Telecommunication and Infrastructure
Bureaucracy and civil servants should be trained to use
digital technology in order to fast-track decision-making
and increase productivity keeping in mind the trade-oﬀ
between unlearning and fresh learning. In this regard,
more Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) need to be
encouraged in order to come up with an implementation
policy framework. The Planning Commission should
create a dedicated taskforce where public and private
sectors are represented for proposing such frameworks
in order to overcome the existing capacity de icit in state
policy making institutions.
Ÿ T h e M i n i s t r y o f I n fo r m a t i o n Te c h n o l o g y a n d
Telecommunication should ensure the safety,
maintenance and ef icacy of technology in order to
control the misuse of digital instruments and tools as well
as to safeguard private information.
Ÿ A mechanism needs to be devised for smarter and more
ef icient use of technology in order to enhance
transparency and accountability of state institutions.
Ÿ Early adopters of emerging technologies may oﬀset
traditional restraint in South Asia. Therefore, innovative
approaches to policy and regulation are needed.
Advances in ICT, machine learning, biotechnology, and
the convergence of these technologies require both the
hard regulation, and soft policy initiatives such as
guidelines, certi ication procedures, and labelling
schemes. It is important to ensure that regulatory
solutions are it for purpose and are coordinated
nationally, regionally and internationally.
rd
Ÿ Pakistan missed the 3 Industrial Revolution. The 4IR
should not be missed which is essentially skill-based. The
future of work and digitalisation should be viewed in the
context of change in demography, climate, and the
traditional employer-employee relationship.
Ÿ Government departments need to enhance their existing
capabilities and focus on learning digital tools to ensure
the use of evidence in policy-making.
Ÿ The government should review the existing National eGovernance and ICT policies to identify gaps in progress
and make policies more realistic rather than creating
wish lists.
Ÿ It is vital to implement existing laws to ensure citizens
participation in public decision-making. The government
must utilize available ICT tools and social media
platforms to ensure participation.
Ÿ Access to digital technologies should be ensured for the
larger public in order to bridge the digital divide.
Ÿ There is a need to delve upon how digital systems are
being structured to promote human-centric policies and
design thinking.
Ÿ There is an urgent need for digital education and digital
skills through educational curricula/programmes as well
as career development tools to facilitate both the capacity
building and resilience.
Ÿ
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More awareness needs to be created among the general
public on the responsible use of digital technology.
Ÿ The government should devise proper rules and laws to
regulate the use of digital technology by the government.
Ÿ Organisations or enterprises have to change their
business models in order to integrate new technologies.
Ÿ The government must put on ground Pakistan Computer
Emergency Response Team (PAK CERT), which is
overdue. There should be a responsive CERT network in
the country.
Ÿ The existing cyber security eﬀorts are fragmented and
scattered. Pakistan needs to establish a Uni ied Triservice
Cyber Command. The purpose would be to plan and
conduct synchronised activities and operations.
Ÿ Digital activism or the use of digital technologies to
facilitate change in the political and social realms is a
rapidly evolving and strengthening area. Think tanks and
universities should conduct research on how to use
digital activism to focus on human rights issues in various
countries across the world.
Ÿ Data synergy should be adopted by various stakeholders
so as to ensure everyone has the same information and
there are no knowledge gaps between institutions,
especially public sector ones.
Ÿ Pakistan's agriculture sector must be strengthened
through technological modernisation and can help in
achieving the SDGs directly and indirectly.
Ÿ A credit score card should be introduced to enhance
digital inancial activity as well as incentivise customers.
In addition, lending should be based upon the credit
scores of every customer.
Ÿ Incentives should be given to citizens who are voluntarily
using or trying to use digital wallets or electronic
banking.
Ÿ A coordinated eﬀort is required through digital rights
organisations for naming and shaming cyber bullies so
that cyber bullying is not normalised.
Ÿ T h e g ove r n m e n t s h o u l d p rov i d e a n e n a b l i n g
environment to promote the use of digital technology to
increase food productivity.
Ÿ Transport sector needs to be regulated to control the
increasing number of cars. Public transportation
facilities need to be improved and developed in this
regard.
Education and Professional Training
Ÿ It is important that the present ef iciency-based skill
model be transformed into a knowledge-based skill
model.
Ÿ Continuous education of the workforce is required in
order to keep pace with rapid digitalisation and
technological changes.
Ÿ The government should establish stronger linkages
between academia and industry, particularly focusing on
subjects like Science and Mathematics.
Ÿ There is a need to improve the quality of education in
Ÿ

Pakistan by:
a. Introducing virtual classrooms.
b. Improving Internet and network availability in
educational institutions across the country.
c. Enriching the curriculum with more focus on Sciences
and IT-related subjects.
d. Introducing robust and continuous professional skills
development programmes.
e. Providing of multiple media content according to the
needs of students and teachers.
f. Building the capacity of teachers in operational, cultural
and critical dimensions of new digital platforms.
g. Developing a more nuanced and revised National
Education Policy in line with the demands of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution.
h. Adopting cost-eﬀective digital methods in teaching.
I. Decentralising the education system.
j. assessing student enrolments, teaching methodology
and content using digital software and tools.
Apart from this, the government should also:
1. provide more educational and training support to
aspiring women entrepreneurs, especially in rural areas,
on how to set up small and medium-sized businesses and
other aspects related to marketing and outreach etc.
2. introduce online courses on entrepreneurship
3. train civil servants on using digital tools and technologies
to fast-track public service provision.
4. promote critical thinking in the younger generation with
the help of parents and teachers so that they might be
responsible and mature about use of digital technology.
5. introduce Cyber Security professional degrees in
universities with the help of Higher Education
Commission. This is currently being done by the Air
University.
Ÿ Student exchange programmes and other initiatives help
build camaraderie between communities across borders
and should be encouraged and supported by regional
governments and universities.
Ÿ While the development of higher education is vital for
Pakistan, the government also needs to prioritize
primary and secondary education.
Ÿ In order to move towards a uniform education system in
all the provinces, greater coordination between the
various education departments is required.
Ÿ Quality assurance should irst be implemented in the HEC
and from there, it should be implemented in universities.
Ÿ Pakistani universities must be transformed into digital
spaces.
Ÿ The young generation needs to be trained to deal with the
impact of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. For this
purpose, the youth within the institutes should be
imparted extra skills to bridge the digital divide so that
they might work with digital tools, platforms, and
instruments.
Ÿ It is the need of the hour to develop greater linkages
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between skills providers, academia and industries to
help bridge the gap between the kind of skills required
and the training which public and private sector
institutes are able to provide.
Vocational and technical training needs to be integrated
within the curricula of secondary schools by adding
subjects that equip students with more employable skills
from an early age, before they enter the workforce.
Transferable Skills Trainings (TST) and digital inclusion
of young people is very important to ensure sustainable
development in Pakistan.
Educationists should use innovative teaching methods in
classrooms so that on-job training can bene it the
students towards career progression and better jobs.
Skills development should be part and parcel of all major
economic and industrial policies so that it feeds into the
broader growth agenda.
Universities should encourage students to become active
in this area especially through digital media.
Debate on tobacco use is needed within academia and the
parliament.
Mother tongue-based education should be introduced at
the primary level.
Trainings should be imparted on the mechanisms of
reporting abuse and campaigns to raise awareness and
enhance knowledge among women about the reporting
of cyber bullying and online abuse.
Interdisciplinary teaching, research, and collaboration
amongst all stakeholders is a must to improve Pakistan's
food security.
International Cooperation and Regional Connectivity
M o re c o m p re h e n s ive h i gh - l eve l i n te r n a t i o n a l
cooperation is needed in order to reap the bene its of the
Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR).
CPEC should be transformed into a regional connectivity
project, which may act not only as an energy corridor but
also an ecological one. Expansion of CPEC can create a
new South Asia san wars.
India should be encouraged to join CPEC since mutual
cooperation for progress will also lead to peace and
resolving con licts like Kashmir.
Pakistan should establish an interconnected energy
network with China.
States and non-state actors need to cooperate
internationally in order to harness the opportunities and
adapt to challenges posed by the rapid digitalization of
the economy.
Pakistan should be an active partner in eﬀorts being
made by the UN like setting up a Group of Government
Experts. The Shanghai Co-operation Organization is
another option.
An appropriate judicial setup should be created to deal
with cyber security violations and cyber-crimes.
Pakistan's Personal Data Protection Bill 2018 is
comprehensive but needs to be improved signi icantly to
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eﬀectively protect privacy and meet international
standards in protecting personal data. In this regard, the
following needs to be done:
1. Include public bodies and government-held personal
data within the ambit of the Act by not restricting it to
commercial transactions.
2. Expand the de inition of personal data to include all
personal data held by both private and public bodies
without the caveat of commercial transactions attached
to it.
3. De ine the scope of the Act clearly: to ensure that the
rights of data subjects are protected regardless of where
their data is processed or held.
Ÿ Given that consent of the data subject is a major principle
guiding data collection, it is important that the Bill de ine
consent and that the de inition ensure that consent is
explicit, free, informed, proactive and speci ic.
Ÿ The de inition of “sensitive personal data” needs to be
expanded to include biometric and genetic personal data.
Ÿ Data processing by law-enforcement agencies and
investigative and intelligence bodies need to be
addressed by the Bill. These authorities should be subject
to the standards of necessity and proportionality
enshrined in international human rights law.
Ÿ International data sharing needs to be addressed by the
Bill and higher standards should be in place to govern
such transfer.
Ÿ Exemptions to the Act should be limited, including the
broad powers awarded to the Federal Government.
Ÿ Ensure that any deviations from the Act are subject to an
open, inclusive and transparent legislative process.
Ÿ For South Asia to do well on the SDGs agenda, SAARC
countries need to build trust and understanding with
each other. Cooperation in areas such as education, water
and energy, is vital for the region's development.
Ÿ China and Iran should be made SAARC members.
Ÿ SAARC countries should learn from each other's best
practices as well as each other's failures.
Ÿ For achieving the SDGs, importance of integration and
collaboration between regional and national institutions
is vital for the better execution of programmes. In this
regard, regular joint policy interactions at various of icial
levels are required.
Natural Resources, Environment and Climate Change
Ÿ Smart water management systems need to be adopted in
South Asia, especially Pakistan in order to make the water
supply system more resilient and ef icient by reducing
costs and improving sustainability. High-technology
solutions for the water sector include digital sensors and
meters, Geographic Information Systems (GIS), and
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
systems.
Ÿ Rain and lood water harvesting should be adopted as
alternative water supply solutions, not only in arid and
semi-arid regions, but also for reducing lood risk in
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urban and rural areas.
Pakistan's existing National Water Policy needs to
revised and updated to factor in the use of digital tools,
frameworks and instruments.
Ÿ There is need to create more awareness in the public
regarding ef icient water usage to reduce wastage and
overuse.
Ÿ Scepticism regarding environmental hazards and climate
change needs to be addressed by creating more
awareness amongst the masses and media.
Ÿ Air pollution is a silent killer and should be taken
seriously. While the air quality of major cities like
Karachi, Lahore, Peshawar, Islamabad, and Faisalabad
are in the spotlight due to data availability, however, other
cities also require air quality monitoring.
Ÿ The impact of smog on health can be monitored with the
number of hospital visitors being observed in every
district and city.
Ÿ It is the need of the hour to sensitize and educate the
masses about increasing risk of air pollution and smog.
Farmers should be convinced to stop burning crop
stubble or residue and household garbage burning.
Ÿ All provinces of Pakistan have set up their own
environmental priorities, but there is a need for collective
action to address the issue of air pollution.
Ÿ The government should subsidise clean energy projects
like solar energy and wind farms.
Ÿ Individual eﬀorts are required for the conservation of
resources, especially energy and water. Eco-friendly
sustainable societies are only possible through public
cooperation.
Ÿ There should be more investment in clean and
environment-friendly technology.
Ÿ A stronger regulatory mechanism and more inancial
resources need to be in place to deal with Pakistan's
growing water scarcity. The National Water Policy, 2018
needs to be implemented in letter and spirit.
Ÿ Uni ied water services should be provided in order to
enforce laws and policies. In this regard, the Ministry of
Water Resources needs to be strengthened.
Ÿ Since water is a provincial subject, engagement of
community should be ensured for water conservation as
well as holding local of icials accountable for water
provision.
Ÿ Digital tools for water management, such as the
telemetry system, should be used in Pakistan.
Ÿ South Asian governments should recognise the role
women are playing and how ecofeminism can be applied
to environmentally-sustainable consumption and
conservation practices.
Ÿ There is an urgent need to stop growth of the tobacco
crop and introducing alternative crops.
Research and Development
Ÿ It is important to study the impact, challenges and needs
of young people in a participatory manner to build new
Ÿ

partnerships between young people and the state.
Government functionaries should observe and study
promising best practices around the globe for nationallyled and nationally-owned processes.
Ÿ Evidence-based research has gained global limelight.
Experimental research is providing increasingly better
and eﬀective data for making better policy decisions.
Ÿ Research should be done on the pricing of carbon
emission and taxes, as well as the huge land cover
changes that will occur under CPEC and impact air and
water quality.
Ÿ Think tanks and universities should conduct research to
identify gaps in mental health concerns to address the
problem at policy level (No data = no policy).
Ÿ Relevant government ministries and universities should
invest in Research & Development to assess the demand
for skills and help inform inclusive and indigenous
trainings to meet the requisite requirements.
Ÿ Further research should be done on ecofeminism and it
should also become a part of school curriculum.
Ÿ Ecofeminism in modern Chinese literary research is
limited and there is a need to further work in this area.
Media
Ÿ Fake news and sophisticated disinformation campaigns
are especially problematic in democratic systems. In
order to maintain an open, democratic system, the
government should promote news literacy and strong
professional journalism. The media industry must
provide high-quality journalism in order to build public
trust and correct fake news and disinformation without
legitimising it. The government should invest in an
institution that identi ies fake news, reduces inancial
incentives for those who pro it from disinformation, and
improve online accountability.
Ÿ There is a need for partnership with the media in order to
educate the public about the importance of water
conservation.
Ÿ Triple-helix approach needs to be implemented in which
private-public sectors must be linked with the media.
Ÿ People of a common language across the borders should
remain in contact with their lingual partners through
digital media.
Defence and Security
Ÿ Strategic stability in South Asia is being aﬀected by the
growing asymmetry in conventional forces between
Pakistan and India, the expansion and technological
modernisation of strategic forces. The asymmetry is
pushing India toward limited war strategies and
escalation dominance. The introduction of tactical
nuclear weapons by Pakistan is vital for reinforcing
deterrence.
Ÿ A National Security Agency should be established that
must identify gaps to improve the overall cyber security
posture and lay down sector speci ic requirements for
the regulators who should enforce these in public and
Ÿ
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private organisations. The agency should formulate a
National Security Strategy that should be aimed at
defending economic assets and preparing against cyber
threats.
Ÿ The National Cyber Security Agency should encourage
cyber research and develop human capital in this area.
Ÿ A practical and bene icial Pakistan-speci ic Security
Framework such as Cyber Security Maturity Matrix
should be implemented.
Ÿ A Cyber Security Certi ication Board (CSCB) should be
established to conduct on-site security assessment of
important organisations against the Cyber Security
Maturity Matrix.
Ÿ The Data Protection Act and Prevention of Electronic
Crime Act should be reviewed and amended and made
more responsive after getting input from all the
stakeholders.
Business and Entrepreneurship
Ÿ The government's business and entrepreneurship
policies should look at ways to enhance access to
knowledge through digital media even in the
marginalised regions of Pakistan.
Ÿ Local businesses in Pakistan lack international
connections and companies like Amazon & Paypal will
help local business tap global markets. There is a need to
provide commercial incentives to these companies so
that they might invest and set up their of ices in the
country.
Ÿ There is a need to initiate entrepreneurial spirit among
the youth to promote ideas for digitalization.
State Institutions and Governance
Ÿ Policies need to have consistency and must not be
revoked or changed frequently. In this regard, federal and
provincial level coordination is essential.
Ÿ Institutional building is crucial. Institutions that are built
ef iciently are able to take up and produce better policies
based on evidence.
Ÿ Think tanks, like SDPI, should play a major role in
providing provincial governments with policy
recommendations regarding Digital Social Security.
Ÿ One-window services should be used to enhance
communication between service providers and
bene iciaries. Under a single window service, all the
relevant data can be veri ied through a single window.
With exclusion of many intermediates, physical
attendance, etc. the government can provide bene its to
the poor cost-eﬀectively.
Ÿ A detailed mapping exercise of government policies
should be undertaken.
Ÿ In order to make government functions smoother and
making state institutions and of icials accountable,
Pakistan needs to equip state functionaries with modern
digital tools and build the capacity of the public of icials
to make governance more impactful.
Ÿ Consensus building is required on the notion of public
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accountability at highest political level by determining
the role of citizens in making government accountable
through citizen participation in policy-making.
Ÿ New institutions should be established with digital
infrastructure and set up, while traditional banking
systems should be abrogated.
Ÿ The tobacco industry falls under the Ministry of
Commerce and Federal Board of Revenue which is
causing burden on the health sector. Intergovernmental
coordination is required in this regard.
Health Sector
Ÿ In Pakistan, 20% people suﬀer from mental illnesses
which are further causing cardiovascular diseases. One of
the reasons is stated to be the use of gadgets, which is
increasing day-by-day and is posing serious threats to
mental health of children as well as adults. The
government, especially the Ministry of Health, should set
up subsidised mental health facilities and create more
awareness at the meso and macro level about the
negative impact of technological gadgets.
Ÿ Use of meditation apps should be promoted which can
easily be accessed for dealing with depression due to the
isolationist nature of social media.
Ÿ It is important to improvise innovative strategies to focus
on mental health issues which are grounded and relevant
to the context of Pakistan.
Ÿ Mental health should be made part of the primary
healthcare sector, like basic health units.
Ÿ A comprehensive multi-sectoral tobacco control policy is
needed in Pakistan. In this regard, regional as well as
global best practices need to be replicated.
Ÿ The government should enact new laws related to vaping,
vaping products and vape hubs in Pakistan.
Ÿ Schoolchildren should not be exposed to tobacco
products, especially cigarettes.
Ÿ Size of the graphic health warning on cigarette packs
needs to be revised without any delay to warn people of
the links between smoking and cancer. A pathological
image may be used as Graphic Health Warning instead of
using a particular organ. A graphic image without details
may be dif icult to understand by less educated people.
Human rights, Law-Enforcement and Justice
Ÿ While Pakistan's Transgender Persons (Protection of
Rights) Act 2018 makes it the irst Asian country to
recognize self-perceived gender identity, far more steps
are needed to eﬀectively end discrimination, taboos and
violence against transgender people. Acceptance and
awareness by family and society in this regard is of
utmost importance.
Ÿ The government needs to implement the Transgender
Persons (Protection of Rights) Act 2018 in true letter and
spirit by making special allocations for the education and
skills training of transgender people.
Ÿ The 2018 Act allows transgenders to apply for driving
license, passport, interest-free loans, etc., but more
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awareness about the Act needs to be created. For
example, they should not be deprived of rightful
inheritance by their families.
Law-enforcement and other government of icials should
be trained about the Act to enforce the penalties de ined
for violence, illegal expulsion and harassment of
transgenders.
The government should provide separate wards to
transgenders in hospitals until they are not accepted and
accommodated in regular wards.
South Asian governments need to formulate laws for
supporting linguistic integrity and conservation of
endangered regional and indigenous languages.
The government needs to enact stronger legislation for
the protection of women against cyber bullying and
punish the abusers. Online bullying and threats need to
be reported instead of being ignored or deleted. By
deleting such comments, the evidence is destroyed, so
reporting should be the norm. Victims of cyber bullying
should open up public discussions and platforms for
dialogue in order to raise awareness about the issue.
More opportunities for interaction and networking in a
safe and secure environment should be provided to
courageous women belonging to militarized areas like

Indian Occupied Kashmir so that they can express
themselves and gain exposure in order to avail
international job prospects.
Ÿ Strong networks should be created to bring to public
knowledge the harassment faced by women.
Ÿ Governments should develop more women-friendly
police in countries like Nepal, Iran and Pakistan so that
women might feel safe while reporting their issues and
are facilitated instead of facing further intimidation and
violence.
Agricultural Sector
Ÿ A digital Punjab programme should be launched to
export agri-products to increase pro itability of the
agriculture sector.
Ÿ Cost-eﬀective and indigenous precision agriculture
technologies should be introduced at the farm level.
Ÿ Farmer associations need to be better organised into
viable units to build their capacity and create awareness
and acceptance of modern technological tools.
Ÿ A road map for Smart Farm Development should be
devised that includes a formal research agenda, pilot
testing and information advocacy.
Ÿ Drip and sprinkler irrigation should be adopted to make
ef icient use of water.

Book Blurb: SDC Anthology
“Corridors of Knowledge for Peace and Development”
Jointly published by SDPI and Sang-e-Meel

C

orridors of Knowledge for Peace and Development
was launched on 2 December 2019 by President Arif
Alvi at the inaugural of SDPI's Twenty-second
Sustainable Development Conference. It is based on peer
reviewed and approved papers presented at SDPI's SDC held
in 2018.
Corridors of Knowledge for Peace and Development is
SDPI's principal contribution to policy-relevant, timely, and
reliable research and analysis on key global sustainable
development issues. Oﬀering a big picture view through the
eyes of leading policy and academic stalwarts from South
Asia and beyond, the book addresses issues such as human
capital; social exclusion; poverty alleviation; 4IR; unfair laws
and legal systems; iscal rules and regulations; transport
corridors; a changing climate; ultra-nationalism; human
rights and violence against women.
This collaborative eﬀort of some 30 authors from 10
countries seeks to demystify these issues and chart a way
forward, while explaining, as clearly as possible, the most
pressing policy questions and the diﬀerent policy positions
that de ine them.
Our hope is that those actively involved in such debates as thought leaders, change agents, and strategists - will be
able to draw on the penetrating re lections and learnings to
help generate new ideas that spur action towards the
common goal of achieving sustainable development and

regional connectivity for the economies, ecosystems and
communities of South Asia and beyond.
The e-version of the book can be downloaded free of cost
from the given link:
https://sdpi.org/publications/corridors-ofknowledge-for-peace-and-development/
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